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1. INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
In July 2016 the Matrix Consulting Group began the project to conduct a Police 

Department Staffing Study for the Wichita Police Department (WPD).  This document is 

the report of the project team’s work that includes an analysis of department staffing 

and organizational structure and key operational elements that notably impact staffing 

levels. 

1. INTRODUCTION TO METHODOLOGY USED IN THE STUDY 

 To understand and evaluate these staffing issues the project team undertook an 

assessment Department’s operations.  The principal approaches utilized by the project 

team in this study included, but were not limited to, the following: 

• Internal Interviews – members of the project team individually interviewed 
numerous executive, management, and supervisory staff as part of this study.  

 
• External Stakeholder Interviews – members of the project team also met with 

important external stakeholders such as the City Manager. 
 
• Anonymous Employee Survey – Interview information was supplemented by 

an anonymous on line survey to further elicit views within the scope of this study.  
Nearly 520 employees in the Department took the opportunity to participate 
through this input device. This is provided in Appendix B in this report. 

 
• Data Collection – the project team collected a wide variety of external and 

internal data documenting the structure, operations and organization, including: 
 

– Policies and procedures 
– Department staffing and scheduling 
– Documentation reflecting operational protocols 
– Numerous output data reflecting service provided 
– Various performance information 
 
These data were summarized in a ‘descriptive profile’ of the Department, which is 
included in this report in Appendix A. This profile was corrected by WPD to 
ensure accuracy of our baseline understanding.  
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Data were collected over several months and interim deliverables, such as an 

Issue List, were provided to the WPD management team to ensure the project remained 

on-track. Throughout this process the project team reviewed facts, findings, and 

conclusions through these interim deliverables with the Department. 

2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 The Police Department desired a staffing analysis to serve as the foundation for 

police services in Wichita.  Several key goals were to be accomplished including: 

• An independent analysis based on facts resulting in the analysis of workloads 
and service levels to determine resource needs in WPD. 

    
• To compare current approaches to staffing, deployment and staff utilization to 

“best practices” in law enforcement. 
 
• To evaluate staffing requirements based on key operational needs in each Police 

Department function.   
 
• To assess the organizational structure and its impact on key operations and 

staffing requirements.   
 

The following summarizes key findings and conclusions noted in this report.  

These are further detailed in Chapter’s 2 through 5 in the report’s body.  

• Approximately 150,000 community generated calls for service occurred in 
calendar year 2015. 

    
• Patrol call for service workload peaked in the 5pm to 8 pm time range, 

interestingly in the Monday through Friday time period (as opposed to 
weekends).  

 
• Average call for service handling time and the number of patrol units responding 

is generally consistent with our findings in many other law enforcement agencies 
throughout the nation.   

 
• Notably, the frequency at which domestic violence incidents occur in Wichita is 

uncommon, with the third and eight most common call types relating to in-
progress and recently occurred domestic violence incidents.  
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• The level of parity in beat call volumes is exceptional – few departments have 
such a well-balanced geographic patrol structure. This ensures that officers, 
regardless of where they are assigned, have equal opportunity to engage with 
the community and conduct proactive policing. 

 
• At an overall proactivity level of 32.2%, it is evident WPD does not currently have 

sufficient resources allocated to patrol in order to provide for a level of service 
that incorporates significant proactive policing elements. The results demonstrate 
that at the current number of filled positions in patrol, there are inadequate 
resources available to both handle community-generated workloads as well as 
have reasonable time to be proactive. The range of 35% to 45% amount of time 
left over to be proactive is the typical target, although there are exceptions.   

 
• However, the overall percentage does not address vagaries in proactive time 

availability at certain times of the day as deployment schedules do not 
necessarily align well against variations in workload throughout the day and 
week. The current shift schedule results in the following average proactivity 
levels by time of day: 

 

 
  
• A target of 40% overall should be set for staffing considerations, which requires 

allocating an additional 28 officer positions to patrol across the four bureau 
commands, independent of any other recommendations being made. In order to 
maintain effective supervisory ratios, this should be done in combination with 
allocating another 3 sergeant positions to patrol. The majority of these needs can 
be addressed through internal Department reallocations and other changes. 

 
• In order to better facilitate field operations, it is recommended that a new Special 

Operations Bureau be devised with key city-wide roles and responsibilities.  This 
structure is detailed in the report.   

 
• The WPD provides significant customer service as it relates to criminal 

investigations, investigating a number of misdemeanor and felony crimes.  
Indeed, many of the misdemeanor crimes investigated by detectives are no 
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longer accomplished by many law enforcement agencies throughout the nation.  
 
• There are a variety of investigative case management and case assignment 

strategies currently employed by WPD that can be improved; alterations to 
several of these approaches would ultimately impact required detective staffing 
levels.       

 
• With regard to property crimes, Burglary, Larceny and Auto Theft units are 

currently staffed adequately; however, the Financial Crimes Unit is understaffed 
by three positions if current case assignment strategies and investigative 
protocols continue.       

 
• In many instances person crimes are understaffed based on various investigative 

benchmarks.  While the Homicide and EMCU units are sufficiently staffed, Felony 
Assaults, Robbery, and Sex Crimes need additional resources totaling eight (8) 
new detective positions. This can be marginally mitigated even with case 
management alterations.       

 
• The report details several opportunities for case assignment and case 

management changes that can impact detective staffing levels over the mid and 
longer-term.   

 
• Whereas Investigations only requires one (1) additional sergeant position (to be 

assigned to Auto Theft in the new Special Operations Bureau), the distribution of 
Lieutenant and Sergeant positions in the Investigations Division can be re-
aligned over the long-term.  This would exchange four (4) Lieutenant positions for 
four (4) sergeant positions.  

 
• Technical Services can benefit from a shift schedule change as well as two (2) 

additional staff in prints and digital evidence. The vacant property and evidence 
position should be filled. Alternately, CSI staff can be reduced from 11 to 10 
positions assuming noted shift schedule and role and responsibility 
recommendations are adopted.  

 
• The Support Services Division has only modest staffing change 

recommendations, including the civilianization of a Records Manager position.  
There are, however, opportunities to change some business practices largely in 
Records and Animal Control Services as noted in the report.   

 
 These key findings and conclusions, as well as other issue areas, are 

summarized in the following chapters.  It is important to note that while a number of 

recommendations have been made with respect to organizational modifications and re-

alignments, there are some instances when this does not impact staffing levels, only the 
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organizational reporting relationships.  The WPD should not feel constrained by 

recommendations that “shift organizational boxes.”  Rather, while these reflect our best 

interpretation of what would benefit the WPD organizational structure, there are clearly 

other alignments that are equally beneficial that can be created and deployed by WPD’s 

executive team.  

3. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Throughout this report the project team provides evaluation and analysis of the 

staffing, organization and services provided by the WPD and, where appropriate, makes 

suggestions for improvements. The table below provides a summary list of all the 

recommendations, appearing in sequential order, in this report.  

 
Recommendations 

 
FIELD SERVICES DIVISION 
 
Allocate an additional 28 officers and 3 sergeants to patrol in order to achieve an overall proactivity 
level of 40% (independent of any other recommendations being implemented). 
 
Consider adopting a three-watch, 10-hour shift configuration with staggered workdays to provide for 
consistent supervisory spans of control for patrol and specialized field units. 
 
Add eleven (11) community service officer (CSO) positions, reporting to the on-duty first watch in the 
four patrol bureaus. 
 
Create a Traffic Safety Unit in the newly formed Special Operations Bureau. 
 
Transfer fourteen (14) officers currently assigned in bureau traffic roles to the Traffic Safety Unit, as 
follows: 
• Four (4) officers from Patrol Bureau North. 
• Four (4) officers from Patrol Bureau South. 
• Three (3) officers from Patrol Bureau East. 
• Three (3) officers from Patrol Bureau West.  
 
Add two (2) new sergeant positions to supervise the unit. 
 
The remaining fifteen (15) officers, including four vacant positions, that are assigned in patrol bureaus 
as traffic officers should be reassigned to regular patrol roles within their current bureaus. 
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Responsibility for developing plans and coordinating responses to special events should also be 
assigned to the Traffic Safety Unit. Training should be provided on specialized areas in support of this 
duty, such as dignitary protection and crowd management. 
 
Establish expectations that beat coordinators (community policing units) are not assigned to respond to 
patrol calls for service unless it represents an emergency (Priority Level 1) incident. 
 
Transfer the four SCAT units to the Special Operations Division, but continue to locate personnel within 
the four patrol bureaus. 
 
Each SCAT team should consist of one (1) sergeant and six (6) officers to better align to effective 
spans of control. The remaining twelve (12) officer positions currently authorized to SCAT teams 
outside of these levels should be reallocated to patrol.  
 
Add one (1) lieutenant position to oversee the four SCAT units. 
 
Create the Crime Analysis Unit within the newly formed Special Operations Bureau. 
 
Staff the new unit with four (4) new civilian Crime Analyst positions and one (1) Crime Analyst 
Supervisor position. 
 
Transfer the 4 officer positions assigned as Field Crime Analysts to regular patrol roles within their 
current bureaus. 
 
Add one (1) additional officer position to serve in a K9 role, and acquire a K9 dog trained in bomb 
detection as a primary role. 
 
Make the current assignment of officers to the Homeless Outreach Team permanent, and compensate 
for the change by adding three (3) additional officer positions to Patrol South Bureau. 
 
Add one (1) beat coordinator position to facilitate community policing and focus on issues relating to 
entertainment venues in the Old Town area. 
 
Patrol should be staffed with a total of 365 authorized officer positions across the four bureaus in order 
to achieve an overall proactivity level of 40%. 
• Independent of any other recommendations, this requires 28 additional officer positions to be 

allocated to patrol. 
• With the implementation all other Field Services Division recommendations, this represents a net 

increase of 22 additional officer positions beyond current staffing. 
 
Three (3) additional sergeant positions should be allocated to patrol to accommodate the increased 
officer staffing levels and maintain adequate supervisory spans of control. 
 
Create the Special Operations Bureau, grouping together regional and specialized field services.  
 
The bureau should include the Traffic Safety Unit, Accident Investigation Unit, SCAT Teams A and B, 
Crime Analysis Unit, Gang Unit, K9 Unit, and if retained, Air Support Unit. 
 
Add one (1) additional captain position to manage the Special Operations Division. 
 
Add one (1) additional lieutenant position to manage regional support functions in the Special 
Operations Division. 
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Add four (4) civilian crime analyst positions (not duplicative of the position references in the crime 
analysis section). 
 
Add one (1) civilian crime analyst supervisor position (not duplicative of the position references in the 
crime analysis section). 
 
Transfer the lieutenant position from Emergency Plan and Security over to the Traffic Safety Section. 
 
INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION 
 
Revisit the case management strategy of assigning vandalism and trespass cases to Burglary 
detectives, forgoing such assignments unless destruction of property results in potential felonious 
charges.  
 
Maintain existing authorized staffing levels of eight (8) detectives in the Burglary unit until adoption of 
revised case management practices, then revisit staffing levels.  
 
Adopt revised case management approaches for the Financial Crimes Unit, to include establishing a 
minimum $1,500+ requirement to assign cases to detectives, transferring cases to other law 
enforcement agencies, as practical (e.g. Secret Service for counterfeiting), and other efforts described 
in this report. 
 
Deploy staffing levels of seven (7) detectives in the Financial Crimes Unit until adoption of revised case 
management practices, then revisit staffing levels. 
 
In the absence of revised case management approaches specific to Financial Crimes, authorize ten 
(10) financial crime detectives, an addition of three (3) positions above current staffing levels.  
 
Adopt revised case management approaches for the Larceny Unit, to include establishing a minimum 
$1,500+ requirement to assign cases to detectives, and a revision to the case assignment practice 
related to shoplifting.  
 
Maintain existing staffing levels of six (6) detectives in the Larceny Unit until adoption of revised case 
management practices, then revisit staffing levels. 
 
Re-organize the Larceny and Financial Crimes Unit to report to one (1) Lieutenant and two (2) 
sergeants, one sergeant over each unit.  Detective staffing levels in these two units can presumably be 
shared as caseload patterns shift and given the commonality of many case types.     
 
Maintain existing authorized staffing levels of five (5) detectives in the Auto Theft unit until adoption of 
revised case management practices, then revisit staffing levels.  
 
Adopt a revised, proactive approach to auto theft resolution consistent with other Auto Theft Interdiction 
Programs (ATIP) that have been devised nationally.  
 
Maintain existing authorized staffing levels of six (6) detectives in the Homicide Unit. 
 
Add two (2) authorized staffing positions to the Felony Assault Unit, resulting in a staffing contingent of 
11 positions. Upon future revision of case management and assignment strategies, re-visit the need for 
this level of staffing.  
 
Add two (2) authorized staffing positions to the Robbery Unit, resulting in a staffing contingent of seven 
positions.  
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Add four (4) authorized staffing positions to the Sex Crimes / DV Unit, resulting in a staffing contingent 
of 12 positions.  
 
Maintain existing authorized detective/officer staffing levels in EMCU of eleven (11) authorized 
positions.  
 
Maintain existing authorized officer staffing levels in the Gang Unit of four (4) positions. Transfer the 
Gang Unit to the newly designed Special Operations Division.  
 
Maintain existing authorized detective and officer staffing levels in the Accident Follow-up Unit of four 
(4) positions. Re-locate the AFU to the Special Operations Division Traffic Safety Bureau. 
 
Formalize the case screening process using a documented solvability factor methodology that includes 
a 12-point criteria checklist on all assigned detective cases.  
 
Formalize a detective caseload prioritization system as part of the case screening process using a 7-
priority system as a framework. 
 
Ensure a formal supplemental report is written every 30-days for each case investigated for increased 
case management accountability.  
 
Include in the Department’s existing policy all important investigative work-related protocols discussed 
herein including the further formalization of the case management process. 
 
Upon revision to the case management and case assignment approaches, revisit detective staffing 
level needs based on the tools provided in this report.  
 
Maintain existing staffing levels in the Narcotics Unit but re-evaluate annually based on productivity 
measures captured by the approaches discussed in this report.  
 
Increase staffing in the Vice Unit from three (3) personnel to four (4) Detectives; this will better facilitate 
a team deployment strategy. Re-evaluate staffing annually based on productivity measures captured by 
the approaches discussed in this report.  
 
Implement SARA problem solving and reporting to help define Vice, Narcotics and Gang Units’ 
successes and ultimately determine desired staffing levels in these units.  
 
Implement Output-based reporting on a quarterly basis and include highlights in an Annual Special 
Investigations Bureau Report.  
 
Increase Latent Prints by one (1) Latent Print Analyst for a total of three authorized positions in this 
technical area.  
 
Increase Digital Evidence by one (1) Digital Evidence Technician for a total of three authorized 
positions in this technical area.  
 
Eliminate property crime evidence collection from the CSI repertoire, per WPD policy, reducing field 
workload by approximately 20%. 
 
Revise the shift schedule for field CSI to a 12-hour shift program, deploying 6 CSI on the front-side 
busier shift and 4 CSI on the less active back-side shift.  Reduce authorized staffing levels from 11 to 
ten (10) CSI positions. 
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Create a Senior CSI job classification to facilitate supervision, promoting four-of-ten personnel to this 
job classification.  Assign the two sergeants on a 12-hour shift program, one each to Day and Night 
Shift. 
 
Fill all Property and Evidence vacancies and increase staffing by one (1) Service Officer position to 
help facilitate intake/expulsion and other key duties.  
 
Finalize the decision on retaining a near-daily and active Air Support operation or eliminating the 
program in entirety, selling existing air support assets. If the former is selected, staff accordingly with 
pilots, observers, and mechanic, and explore regionalization funding opportunities.  If retained, the Unit 
should be placed in the Special Operations Bureau.  
 
Authorize (1) additional Sergeant position and assign to the Auto Theft Unit. 
 
Over the longer-term, revise the distribution of Lieutenants and Sergeants in the Investigations 
Division, maintaining 19 of such staff in the proposed Investigations Division organizational structure 
but with six (6) Lieutenants and 13 sergeants.  This would effectively downgrade three (3) existing 
Lieutenant positions.  
 
SUPPORT SERVICES DIVISION AND CHIEF’S OFFICE 
 
Move City Hall Security and Emergency Planning to the Information Management Lieutenant and Re-
assign Emergency Planning Lieutenant.   
 
The WPD should maintain the current staffing level at City Hall Security.   
 
Maintain existing supervisor span of control in Security and work hours with on duty sergeants assisting 
when needed. . 
 
Civilianize the two sworn positions in Information Services and re-assign the two sworn positions. 
 
Embed City IT positions into the police department with an IT manager reporting to the Information 
Management Supervisor and the City IT manager.  
 
Maintain Current Staffing Levels in the Warrants Section. 
 
Maintain current staffing level in the Fiscal Section.  
 
The WPD should civilianize the Records Bureau Manager position with a professional administrative 
manager with current expertise in 24/7 public safety records management, and with change 
management and customer service expertise. 
 
The records bureau should target processing 25 cases per shift which will keep the records bureau 
case load current and work to reduce the back log.  
 
The Records Bureau should phase out accepting dictated narratives from patrol officers and re-assign 
word processors when the backlog of dictated reports is processed. 
 
The Records Bureau should replace the RMS system using a qualified expert to guide the process. 
 
The records bureau should discontinue the practice of granting same day vacation requests if it will 
require hiring overtime to fill required functions 
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 The table, which follows this page, provides a listing of the new positions 

recommended in this report. A more detailed description for each recommendation can 

be found in the body of the report. 

 
The records bureau should continually work with employees to meet the minimum case processing 
goals.  This could be in the form of counseling and/or training.    
 
Increase the Training Bureau by seven FTE (four instructors, three background investigators). 
 
Move portable radio inventory control and issuance to the Training Bureau.  
 
The WPD should maintain the current staffing level 1 Captain, 1 Lieutenant, 1 Administrative Support 
and of 4 detectives in the Professional standards Bureau.   
 
Explore opportunities for Sedgwick County Emergency Communications to provide dispatch services 
for Animal Control, eliminating the need for an ACO dispatch position from 0700-1700 hours.  
 
Develop a Request for Proposal for a non-profit (e.g. KHS) or other relevant vendor to provide shelter 
cleaning and feeding services, thereby impacting internal ACO shelter staffing needs. 
 
Concurrent with the RFP approach, review the possibilities associated with the implementation of a 
Kennel Attendant and Kennel Master position to replace ACO positions at the shelters front-desk and 
retention areas. Further explore opportunities for a Community Service Officer job classification to have 
various WPD roles in the Department including ACO responsibilities.  
 
In cooperation with the Kansas Humane Society, explore additional opportunities for volunteer support 
to be provided to both HKS and the City’s shelter.  This is particularly convenient since both shelters 
are co-located. 
 
Upon full implementation of call-taking/dispatch software, develop proactive time metrics, based on 
patrol chapter formula, for the field ACO. Determine the desired level of proactive time for field ACO 
staff. 
 
Based on available research, plan for an Animal Control Services staffing contingent of approximately 
25 line staff. This is four (4) authorized positions above existing full-time line personnel.  This staffing 
level assumes contracted shelter services are not executed.  
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NEW POSITIONS     Sworn Positions         

Civilian 
Positions            

 
P.O. Det. Sgt. Lieut. Capt. CSO 

Crime 
Analyst 

Crime 
Analyst 
Supv 

Beat 
Coord 

Lat Pr 
Tec 

Dig Ev 
Tec CSI 

Info 
Svcs 

Rec 
Mgr ACO 

 
Svc 
Off. 

Field Services                                

Patrol 22   3     11                    

Special Operations     2 1 1                      

SCAT       1                        

Crime Analysis             4 1                
Community Policing 
Units 1                              

K9 1                              

Investigations                                

Property Investigations     1                          

Persons Investigations   8                            

Special Investigations    1               1 1 -1        

Support Services                                

Info Svcs                         2      

Records                           1    

Training 4  3                            

Animal Control                             4  

                
 

Totals: 28 12 6 2 1 11 4 1 0 1 1 -1 2 1 4  
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2. FIELD SERVICES DIVISION 

2. ANALYSIS OF PATROL WORKLOAD 
 
 The following sections provide the process and results of the analysis of this 

data, which will provide the basis for developing an understanding of patrol staffing 

needs, as well as other issues relating to the effectiveness of field services. 

(1) CAD Analysis Methodology 
 

Our project team has calculated the community-generated workload of the 

department by analyzing incident records in the computer aided dispatch (CAD) 

database, covering the entirety of calendar year 2015. 

For incidents to be identified as community-generated calls for service and 

included in our analysis of patrol, each of the following conditions needed to be met: 

• The incident must have been unique. 
 
• The incident must have first been dispatched in the yearlong period between July 

1, 2015 and June 30, 2016. 
 
• The incident must have involved at least one officer assigned to patrol, as 

identified by the unit codes of each individual response to a call. 
 

– For primary unit responses, sergeants, beat coordinators, and traffic units 
are counted. 

 
– For backup unit responses, only patrol officers are counted. 
 

• The incident must have been originally initiated by the community, as identified 
using the following methods: 

 
– The time between the unit being dispatched and the unit arriving on scene 

must have been greater than zero. 
 
– The incident must have had a time stamp for the point at which the unit 

was dispatched. 
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– Additionally, the incident type of the event must have sufficiently 

corresponded to a community-generated event. Call types that could be 
identified with a high level of certainty as being either self-initiated (e.g., 
traffic stops) or other kinds of activity generated by the department (e.g., 
directed patrol) have not been counted as community-generated calls for 
service. 

 
• There must have been no major irregularities or issues with the data recorded for 

the incident that would prevent sufficient analysis, such as having no unit code or 
time stamp for the call closure. 

 
After filtering through the data using the methodology outlined above, the 

remaining incidents represent the community-generated calls for service handled by 

WPD patrol units. 

(2) Calls for Service by Hour and Weekday 
 

The following table displays the total number of calls for service handled by patrol 

units by each hour and day of the week: 
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Calls for Service by Hour and Weekday 
 

Hour Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Total 
                  
                  

                  

12am 1,107 698 740 684 740 785 985 5,739 
1am 938 545 588 557 586 637 886 4,737 
2am 990 456 451 476 510 553 799 4,235 
3am 691 379 382 390 410 448 651 3,351 
4am 539 329 314 331 328 369 458 2,668 
5am 361 295 337 304 291 327 408 2,323 
6am 216 262 257 276 238 256 261 1,766 
7am 467 636 724 692 695 696 511 4,421 
8am 509 740 788 803 750 789 588 4,967 
9am 654 810 851 860 827 854 753 5,609 
10am 689 854 899 884 894 921 810 5,951 
11am 890 1,062 1,006 1,019 1,038 1,133 1,061 7,209 
12pm 986 1,165 1,133 1,099 1,158 1,168 1,109 7,818 
1pm 986 1,169 1,174 1,116 1,139 1,163 1,162 7,909 
2pm 1,009 1,129 1,128 1,161 1,188 1,183 1,076 7,874 
3pm 975 1,247 1,235 1,232 1,326 1,231 1,104 8,350 
4pm 813 962 999 977 1,024 937 873 6,585 
5pm 1,120 1,316 1,403 1,431 1,456 1,428 1,270 9,424 
6pm 1,181 1,419 1,373 1,358 1,393 1,465 1,135 9,324 
7pm 1,093 1,257 1,213 1,235 1,259 1,293 1,157 8,507 
8pm 954 962 1,016 972 1,019 986 946 6,855 
9pm 1,315 1,334 1,245 1,238 1,313 1,385 1,384 9,214 
10pm 1,101 1,126 1,110 1,145 1,069 1,306 1,319 8,176 
11pm 943 847 895 912 905 1,095 1,232 6,829 
                  

Total 20,527 20,999 21,261 21,152 21,556 22,408 21,938 149,841 
  

 
 Calls for service peak at several distinct periods throughout the week, mainly 

during the following times: 

• Afternoons from 11am to 4pm; peaks are most severe Monday through Friday 
 
• Early evenings from 5pm to 8pm; peaks are most severe Monday through Friday 

as well. 
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(3) Calls for Service by Month 
 

The following table displays calls for service totals by month, showing seasonal 

variation as a percentage difference from the quarterly average: 

Calls for Service by Month 
 

Month # of CFS Seasonal +/- 
          

Jan 3,740 
-9.0%  Feb 3,541 

Mar 3,966 
Apr 4,196 

+7.5%  May 4,522 
Jun 4,567 
Jul 4,694 

+7.9%  Aug 4,554 
Sep 4,088 
Oct 4,419 

-6.5%  Nov 3,418 
Dec 3,722 
          

Total 49,427   
 

Based on the data, it is evident that call volume varies seasonally to a noticeable 

degree, although the change is not significant enough to warrant the redeployment of 

other resources to augment patrol staffing in response. 

(4) Most Common Types of Calls for Service 
 

The following table provides the ten most common incident categories of calls for 

service handled by patrol units over the last year, as well as the average call handling 
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time (HT)1 for each type: 

Most Common Call for Service Categories 
 

Code Incident Type # of CFS Avg. HT 
        

DIST Disturbance 18,660 44.1 
SC Suspicious Character 16,787 29.6 
DV Domestic Violence 12,901 61.2 
GENALM Alarm 11,413 17.6 
WELFAR Welfare Check 10,819 37.9 
47 Non-injury Accident 4,982 78.0 
BURGRT Burglary report 3,855 76.3 
DVRT Domestic Violence Report 3,829 67.8 
UNKP Unknown Call for Police 3,295 37.2 
MISCP Miscellaneous Problem 3,122 45.0 
ASSIST Assist Law Enforcement 2,824 49.9 
SIG4 Check Suicidal Person 2,787 84.0 
BURGIP Burglary In Progress 2,737 57.2 
DISTWP Disturbance With Weapon 2,637 80.6 
ABNVEH Abandoned Vehicle 2,146 36.8 
All Other Types 47,047 64.8 
        

Total   149,841 52.0 
 
 The top 15 most common calls for service account for approximately 69% of all 

calls handled by the department. Domestic violence incidents are ranked third – much 

higher than the typical norm for similarly sized departments. Another 3,829 domestic 

violence incidents fall under the past-tense report category, which ranks eighth among 

incident types. 

(5) Calls for Service by Priority Level 
 
 The following table displays calls for service statistics by their final priority 

assignment, including the average travel and handling times for each level: 
                                            
1 Handling time is defined as the total time in which a patrol unit was assigned to an incident. It 
is calculated as the difference between the recorded time stamps the unit being dispatched and 
cleared from the incident. 
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Calls for Service by Priority Level 
 

Priority # of CFS % of CFS Avg. TT Avg. HT 
          

1 20,635 13.8% 8.2 77.7 
2 94,424 63.0% 8.5 43.7 
3 26,120 17.4% 10.6 55.9 
4 4,053 2.7% 11.8 69.2 
5 20 0.0% 7.6 136.1 
E 4,589 3.1% 6.5 70.7 
          

Total 149,841 100.0% 8.8 52.0 
 
 The department uses AVL (automatic vehicle locator) based dispatch for high-

priority incidents, an effective practice for ensuring that responses are assigned 

effectively and completed in a timely manner. With well over half of the department’s 

calls for service being assigned to the second priority level, however, there is little 

opportunity to manage and prioritize calls based on their CAD-defined urgency. 

It is also important to note that major changes have been made within the last 

year that enable officers to travel code 3 (emergency response with lights and sirens 

active) to more types of calls. This, combined with the introduction of AVL technology, 

provides the department with an opportunity to revisit how call priorities are managed 

and assigned. By achieving a wider distribution of calls across the different levels, 

supervisors and officers alike are supported to better differentiate and prioritize which 

incidents require a response before others – a particularly important task when call 

demands exceed the capacity of field resources to handle them. 

Recommendation: Revisit the definitions and policies regarding call prioritization 
to better differentiate responses to urgent incidents, particularly those 
categorized as Priority Level 2. 
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(6) Calls for Service by Patrol Area 
 

The following tables provide the total number of calls for service that occurred 

within each patrol beat, as well as the degree to which call volume in each beat differs 

from the average for the city (represented by “+/- Avg.”): 

EAST BUREAU   SOUTH BUREAU 
                 

Area # of CFS +/-% Avg. Avg. HT   Area # of CFS +/-% Avg. Avg. HT 
                  

31 4,088 7% 50.7   21 3,974 4% 40.9 
32 3,861 1% 61.8   22 3,925 2% 47.5 
33 4,383 14% 52.8   23 4,384 14% 44.3 
34 4,135 8% 57.7   24 3,648 -5% 48.2 
35 4,320 13% 54.6   25 4,503 17% 45.0 
36 3,326 -13% 56.5   26 4,531 18% 47.0 
37 3,036 -21% 61.7   27 4,119 7% 49.1 
38 3,739 -2% 48.3   28 4,092 7% 52.9 
39 4,130 8% 49.2   29 2,761 -28% 54.7 
399 3,200 -17% 52.9   299 3,602 -6% 53.6 
Unkn. 4 – 84.4   Unkn. 10 – 81.6 
                  

Total 38,222 – 54.4   Total 39,549 – 48.0 
NORTH BUREAU     WEST BUREAU     
                  

Area # of CFS +/-% Avg. Avg. HT   Area # of CFS +/-% Avg. Avg. HT 
                  

41 4,556 19% 45.8   11 3,764 -2% 53.0 
42 4,270 11% 50.8   12 4,459 16% 51.0 
43 3,451 -10% 60.1   13 4,431 16% 52.6 
44 3,266 -15% 51.3   14 3,809 -1% 53.6 
45 3,228 -16% 50.1   15 3,236 -16% 55.6 
46 4,290 12% 56.8   16 3,205 -16% 56.5 
47 4,088 7% 47.4   17 4,053 6% 59.3 
48 3,771 -2% 48.7   18 3,326 -13% 53.1 
49 3,418 -11% 53.1   19 3,599 -6% 52.9 
Unkn. 6 – 108.0   199 3,540 – 54.9 
          Unkn. 4 – 151.5 
Total 34,344 – 51.4   Total 37,426 – 54.2 
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 Only 2 out of 41 patrol beats feature call for service totals that are 20% above or 

below the average for the city, indicating that the beat structure provides for equalized 

workloads throughout the city. To this point, the level of parity in beat call volumes 

exceptional – few departments have such a well-balanced geographic patrol structure. 

This ensures that officers, regardless of where they are assigned, have equal 

opportunity to engage with the community and conduct proactive policing. 

3. ANALYSIS OF PATROL RESOURCE NEEDS 
 

Analysis of the community-generated workload handled by patrol units in the field 

forms the core of field staffing needs. Developing an understanding of where, when, and 

what types of calls are received provides a detailed account of the service needs of the 

community, and by measuring the time used in responding and handling these calls, the 

staffing requirements for meeting the community’s service needs can then be 

determined. 

 To provide a high level of service, it is not enough for patrol units to function as 

call responders – officers must have sufficient time outside of community-driven 

workload to proactively address community issues, conduct problem-oriented policing, 

and perform other self-directed engagement activities within the community. As a result, 

patrol staffing needs are calculated not only from a standpoint of the capacity of current 

resources to handle workloads, but also their ability to provide a certain level of service 

beyond responding to calls. 

 With this focus in mind, the following sections examine process used by the 

project team to determine the patrol resource needs based on current workloads, staff 
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availability, and service level goals. 

(1) Overview of the Resource Needs Analysis 
 

An objective and accurate assessment of patrol staffing requires analysis of the 

following three factors: 

i. The number of workload hours generated by the community that patrol is 
required to handle. 

 
ii. The total number of handle community-generated workload hours that patrol has 

to handle, based on current staffing numbers and availability factors (e.g., leave). 
 
iii. The remaining amount of time that patrol has (if any), to be proactive in 

addressing issues. 
 

This study defines the result of this process as, patrol proactivity, or the 

percentage of patrol officers’ time in which they are available and on-duty that is not 

spent responding to community-generated calls for service. This calculation can also be 

expressed visually as an equation: 

Total Hours On-Duty and Available – Total Hours Handling Community-Generated CFS 
 

Total Hours On-Duty and Available 
 

The result of this equation represents the overall level of proactivity in 

patrol, which in turn provides a model for the ability of patrol units to be proactive given 

current resources and community-generated workloads. 

There are some qualifications to this, which include the following: 

• Optimal proactivity levels are a target, and a single percentage cannot be equally 
applied to all agencies. Needs very based on: 

 
– Other resources the department has to proactively engage with the 

community and address issues, such as a dedicated community policing 
unit. 
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– Community expectations and ability to support a certain level of service. 
 
– Whether fluctuations in the workload levels throughout the day require 

additional or fewer resources to be staffed to provide adequate coverage.  
 

• Sufficient proactivity at an overall level does not guarantee, based on workload 
patterns, and deployment schedules, that resources are sufficient throughout all 
times of the day and week. 

 
Overall, agencies such as the WPD that have additional specialized resources 

for proactive enforcement and community policing activities should generally target an 

overall proactivity level in the range of 35% to 40% as an effective level of coverage. 

(2) Patrol Unit Staffing and Net Availability 
 

Before determining availability and staffing needs, it is important to first review 

the current patrol staffing levels and deployment schedules. 

WPD follows a 10-hour shift configuration that assigns personnel to four teams 

with staggered workdays to equalize coverage. The following table outlines this 

schedule, showing the number of positions that are assigned to each shift team 

(including those on long-term and injury leave, but excluding vacancies) across all four 

patrol bureaus: 

Patrol Shift Configuration 
(Current Staffing Levels)2 

 
Shift Start End # Ofc. 
    

First Watch 0700 1700 85 

Second Watch 1100 2100 59 

Third Watch 1700 0300 80 

Fourth Watch 2100 0700 83 

                                            
2 Figures displayed in the table also include those in injury and long-term leave, but exclude 
permanent vacancies in which the position slot is actually open. 
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While the table provides the scheduled staffing levels, it does not reflect the 

numbers that are actually on-duty and available to work on at any given time. Out of the 

2,080 hours per year that officers are scheduled to work in a year (excluding overtime), 

a large percentage of are not actually spent on-duty and available in the field. 

As such, it is critical for this analysis to understand the amount of time that 

officers are on leave – including vacation, sick, injury, sick, military, or any other type of 

leave – as well as any hours dedicated to on-duty court or training time, and all time 

spent on administrative tasks such as attending shift briefing. The impact of each of 

these factors is determined through a combination of calculations made from WPD data 

and estimations based on the experience of project team, and are then subtracted from 

the base number of annual work hours for personnel. The resulting represents the total 

net available hours of patrol officers, or the time in which they are both on-duty and 

available to complete workloads and other activities in the field. 

The table below outlines this process in detail, outlining how each contributing 

factor is calculated: 

 Factors Used to Calculate Patrol Availability 
 

  
 

 Work Hours Per Year 
  

Total number of scheduled work hours for patrol officers, without factoring in leave, 
training, or anything else that takes officers away from normal on-duty work. This 
forms the base number from which other availability factors are subtracted from. 
 

Base number: 2,080 scheduled work hours per year 
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 Total Leave Hours (subtracted from total work hours per year) 
  

Includes all types of leave, as well as injuries and military leave – anything that would 
cause officers that are normally scheduled to work on a specific day to instead not be 
on duty. As a result, this category excludes on-duty training, administrative time, and 
on-duty court time. 
 
The project team received data showing pay amounts for officers for each category, 
including comp time, holiday pay, and all others. Proportions were calculated for pay 
categories that correspond to leave relative to the base pay amount, closely 
approximating the percentage of time that is spent on leave. This number was then 
scaled to the number of staff assigned to patrol, as the data included officers 
assigned to other areas of the department. 
 

Calculated/modeled from WPD data: 344 hours of leave per year 
  
 On-Duty Court Time (subtracted from total work hours per year) 
  

The total number of hours that each officer spends per year while on-duty attending 
court, including transit time. 
 
Data was received that shows the exact number of times in which patrol officers were 
called into court while on duty, distinguishing those instances from off-duty 
appearances. An estimate of 4 hours was used per court appearance, resulting in an 
average of 9 hours per year for every patrol officer. This is relatively low, and 
represents the efforts that the department has taken to minimize the impact of court 
time on staff availability and overtime usage – a highly effective practice. 
 

Calculated from WPD data/estimated: 9 hours of on-duty court time per year 
 

 On-Duty Training Time (subtracted from total work hours per year) 
  

The total number of hours spent per year in training that are completed while on-duty 
and not on overtime. 
 
The data received by the project team listed on-duty training hours for the department 
as a whole. This number was scaled in proportion to staffing for patrol functions, 
resulting in an average of 108 on-duty training hours per year for each officer. 
 

Calculated/estimated from WPD data: 108 hours of on-duty training time per year 
 

 Administrative Time (subtracted from total work hours per year) 
  

The total number of hours per year spent completing administrative tasks while on-
duty, including briefing, meal breaks, and various other activities. 
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The number is calculated as an estimate by multiplying 90 minutes of time per shift 
times the number of shifts actually worked by officers in a year – after factoring out 
the shifts that are not worked as a result of leave being taken. 
 

Estimated: 260 hours of administrative time per year 
  

  
 Net Availability 
  

After subtracting the previous factors from the total work hours per year, the 
remaining hours comprise the total net available hours for officers – the time in which 
they are available to work after accounting for all leave, on-duty training and court 
time, and administrative time. Net availability can also be expressed as a percentage 
of the base number of work hours per year. 
 

Calculated by subtracting the previously listed factors from the base number of work 
hours: 1,360 net available hours per officer 

  
 The following table summarizes this calculation process, displaying how each net 

factor contributes to the overall net availability of patrol officers: 

Overview of Patrol Unit Net Availability 
 

Calculation Factor   Value 
      

Total Scheduled Work Hours   2,080 
      

Total Leave Hours – 344 
On-Duty Training Hours – 107 
On-Duty Court Time Hours – 9 
Administrative Hours – 260 
      

Net Available Hours Per Officer = 1,360 
      

      

Number of Officer Positions x 307 
      

Total Net Available Hours = 417,472 
 

Overall, officers combine for 417,472 net available hours per year, representing 

the total time in which they may either respond to community-generated incidents or be 

proactive. 
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(3) Overview of Call for Service Workload Factors 
 

The previous chapter of the report examined various trends in patrol workloads, 

including variations by time of day and of week, common incident types, as well as a 

number of other methods. The following section advances this analysis, detailing the full 

extent of the resource demands that these incidents create for responding patrol 

personnel. 

Each call for service represents a certain amount of workload, much of which is 

not captured within just the handling time of the primary unit. Some of these factors can 

be calculated directly from data provided by the department, while others must be 

estimated due to limitations in their measurability. 

The following table outlines the factors that must be considered in order to 

capture the full scope of community-generated workload, providing an explanation of 

the processes used to calculate each: 

 Factors Used to Calculate Total Patrol Workload 
 

  
 

 Number of Community-Generated Calls for Service 
 Data obtained from an export of CAD data covering a period of an entire year that 

has been analyzed and filtered in order to determine the number and characteristics 
of all community-generated activity handled by patrol officers. 
 
The calculation process used to develop this number has been summarized in 
previous sections. It is worth noting, however, that responses made by sergeants and 
beat coordinators were included within this total if they were the only unit on the call. 
 

Calculated from WPD data: 149,841 community-generated call for service 
 

 Primary Unit Handling Time (multiplied by the rate) 
  

The time used by the primary unit to handle a community-generated call for service, 
including time spent traveling to the scene of the incident and the duration of on-
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scene time. For each incident, this number is calculated as the difference between 
‘call cleared’ time stamp and the ‘unit dispatched’ time stamp. 
 
In the experience of the project team, the average handling time is typically between 
30 and 42 minutes in agencies where time spent writing reports and 
transporting/booking prisoners is not included within the recorded CAD data time 
stamps. 
 
At 52.0 minutes per call for service, WPD’s average handling time was significantly 
higher than the typical range. Given this finding, as well as from the results of 
interviews and ride-alongs conducted by the project team on site, it is assumed that 
the relatively high average is due to reports being often written before officers clear 
from a call. 
 

Calculated from WPD data: 52.0 minutes of handling time per call for service 
(varies by hour and day of week) 
 

  
 Number of Backup Unit Responses 
  

The total number and rate of backup units responding to community-generated calls 
for service. This number often varies based on the severity of the call, as well as the 
geographical density of the area being served. 
 
The resulting rate of backup responses can also be expressed as a ratio of the total 
number of backup unit responses to the number of calls. As such, the rate includes 
any additional backup units beyond the first. 
 
The rate of backup responses being made by WPD patrol units was relatively high, at 
1.1 per call overall for the city. It should be noted that backup responses made by 
beat coordinators, sergeants, and other field personnel are not included within this 
total. 
 

Calculated from WPD data: 1.1 backup units per call for service (varies by hour 
and day of week) 
 

 Backup Unit Handling Time (multiplied by the rate) 
  

The handling time for backup units responding to calls for service is calculated using 
the same process that was used for primary units. The time from when backup units 
are assigned to when they are cleared from a call is calculated and developed into 
averages for each hour and day of the week. 
 
When CAD data lists unique time stamps for each unit on a call (rather than only for 
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the first unit or overall for the call), the handling time calculated individually. In this 
case, the CAD data only displayed time stamps for the first unit, and as a result, 
handling time for backup units was estimated at a rate of 75% of the primary unit’s 
handling time – normative estimate based on the experience of the project team. 
 
Because calls featuring backup unit responses tend to be more severe, and 
consequently often require higher workloads for personnel on-scene, the average 
backup unit handling time is about equal to the average for primary units, at 
approximately 51.7 minutes overall per backup unit response. 
 

Estimated from WPD data: 51.7 minutes of handling time per backup unit (varies 
by hour and day of week) 
 

   
 Report Writing Time 
  

The total number and time spent completing reports and other assignments relating 
to calls for service, including any supporting work from backup units. In our analysis 
of patrol, report writing time typically represents a major factor in developing the total 
picture of field workload. 
 
In this case, however, given the very high average handling times for primary units (at 
52.0 minutes overall), it is assumed that reports are generally written before officers 
are cleared from a call. As a result, the associated workloads would be included 
within the time stamps recorded in the CAD data. 
 
This is illustrated in the following table, which compares average handling times in 
calls where a report was written versus those without a report, as identified through 
disposition codes recorded in the CAD data: 
 

Average CFS Handling Time by Report Status 
 

  Primary Unit Backup Units 
      

Report Written 90.7 min 85.7 min 
No Report 24.9 min 20.8 min 

 
While calls that generate a report can be expected to have higher handling times, 
given that they as a whole represent more severe incidents, the difference is 
significant enough to assume that the actual time spent writing a report is included 
within the CAD time stamps. This finding was also expressed in interviews and ride-
alongs conducted by the project team while on site. 
 

Not estimated as an independent workload factor, and is instead included within 
handling time figures 
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 Number of Jail Transports/Bookings 
  

The number of arrests made that involve transport to and booking at a jail, assuming 
that this time is not captured within the call handling time. WPD arrest data received 
by the project team indicated 16,739 such events, which represents a rate of 
approximately 0.11 bookings per call for service. 
 

Calculated from WPD data: 0.11 jail transports/bookings per call for service 
 

 Time Per Jail Transport and Booking (multiplied by the jail transport/booking rate) 
  

Given that data systems do not always capture the time that officers spend in the 
process of completing jail transports and bookings before they become available and 
in-service again, an estimate is used based on the experience of the project team. 
This number is adjusted the number as needed based on local factors, such as jail 
proximity and typical processing times. 
 

Estimated: 60 minutes per jail transport and booking 
  
  
 Total Workload Per Call for Service 
  

By combining the factors that have been calculated for primary and backup unit 
handling time, reporting writing time, and jail transport/booking time, the resulting 
number represents the average number of minutes of workload each call for service 
generates. 
 
The product of multiplying this value by the calls for service total at each hour and 
day of the week is the number of hours of community-generated workload handled by 
patrol units – equating to approximately 282,968 total hours over the entire year. 
 

Calculated from previously listed factors: 113.3 total minutes of workload per call 
for service 

 
Each of these factors contributes to the overall picture of patrol workload – the 

total number of hours required for patrol units to handle community-generated calls for 

service, including primary and backup unit handling times, report writing time, and jail 

transport time. 

These factors are summarized in the following table: 
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Summary of CFS Workload Factors 
 

Category Value   % 
        

Total Number of Calls for Service 149,841   46% 
Avg. Primary Unit Handling Time (min.) 52.0   
        
Backup Units Per CFS 1.05   48% 
Avg. Backup Unit Handling Time (min.) 51.7   
        
Jail Transports/Bookings Per CFS 0.11   6% 
Time Per Jail Transport/Booking 60.0   
        

        

        

Avg. Workload Per Call (min.) 113.3   
  

Total Workload Hours 282,968   
 
 The 282,968 total hours of patrol workload forms the ‘reactive’ portion of patrol 

officers’ time, and can be deducted from total net available hours in order to produce the 

level discretionary, or proactive time, in patrol. 

(4) Calculation of Overall Patrol Proactivity and Staffing Needs 
 

Using the results of the analysis of both patrol workloads and staff availability, it 

is now possible to determine the remaining time in which patrol units can function 

proactively. The result can then function as a barometer from which to gauge the 

capacity of current resources to handle demands, given objectives for meeting a certain 

service level. 

(4.1) Results of the Patrol Proactivity Analysis 
 

The following table details the calculation process used by the project team to 

determine overall proactivity levels – the proportion of time that patrol officers have 

available outside of handling community-generated workloads: 
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Overall Patrol Proactivity 
 

Calculation Factor   Value 
      

Total Patrol Net Available Hours   417,472 
Total Patrol Workload Hours – 282,968 
      

Resulting # of Uncommitted Hours = 134,499 
 

(Divided by total net available hours: 417,472) 
      

Overall Proactivity Level = 32.2% 
 
 At an overall proactivity level of 32.2%, it is evident WPD does not currently have 

sufficient resources allocated to patrol in order to provide for a level of service that 

incorporates significant proactive policing elements. This must be taken into 

consideration with a number of other factors, such as deployment and staff scheduling, 

which this chapter will examine. 

It is also important for this finding to be placed within the context that the 

department has dedicated community policing staff working in each division. Because 

the beat coordinator staff provide additional capabilities to engage within the community 

and conduct problem-oriented policing, the proactivity needs of the department are less 

than an agency lacking those units. Nonetheless, it is also clear that as a result of 

having inadequate staff to handle resource demands, patrol responsibilities frequently 

shift over to the beat coordinators, which will be discussed later in this chapter as well. 

(4.2) Patrol Staffing Needs and the Impact of Turnover 
 

To determine staffing needs, it is important to consider the number of vacancies 

that currently exist, as well as the rate of turnover. An agency will never be fully staffed, 

as there will always be vacancies occurring as a result of retirement, termination, and 
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other factors. When these occur, it takes a significant amount of time to recruit a new 

position, complete the hiring process, academy, and the FTO program before the 

individual becomes an on-duty officer. Given this consideration, agencies must always 

hire above the number needed to provide a targeted level of service. 

The amount of ‘buffer’ that an agency requires must be based on the historical 

rate of attrition within patrol. The project team has examined three years of turnover 

data, and found that a total of 65 officer positions became vacant over that time period – 

an average of 21.7 per year. This can also be expressed as a percentage of the total 

number of authorized officer positions in the department, which equals a rate of 5.1% 

per year. It is important to note that this includes positions in other areas besides patrol 

for the reason that when vacancies occur, they are generally filled either directly or 

indirectly by transferring that vacancy to patrol. As a result, a vacancy at the officer level 

in any part of the organization is relevant to turnover for the purposes of developing 

patrol staffing needs. 

Given these considerations, an additional 5.1% authorized (budgeted) positions 

should be added on top of the actual number of filled positions needed to maintain the 

targeted proactivity level. The result is then rounded to the nearest whole number, as it 

is assumed that positions cannot be added fractionally to patrol. It is worth noting that 

the number of officers needed without turnover is fractional, however, because it 

represents an intermediary step in the process. 

These calculations are shown in the following table: 
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Calculation of Patrol Unit Staffing Needs 
 

Category Value 
    
    

Net Available Work Hours Per Officer 1,360 
Total Workload Hours 282,968 
    

Proactivity Target 40.0% 
Turnover Rate 5.1% 
    

Officer Positions Needed 365 
 

This presents an important finding: In order to achieve a proactivity level of 

40% after accounting for the impact of attrition on day-to-day staffing levels, the 

department requires an additional 28 positions to be allocated to patrol. In order to 

maintain effective supervisory ratios, an additional 3 sergeants will need to be allocated 

as well. Addressing this issue should be a top priority, and the additional positions will 

be needed regardless of other recommendations. 

A number of other areas also tie into the issue of patrol staffing needs, as 

subsequent sections will discuss. Some of these have impacts that either mitigate or 

contribute to the deficiency, such as the following: 

• Opportunities to modify the shift schedule to better address peaks in workload 
levels throughout the day 

 
• The potential to utilize civilian positions in the field to handle low-priority calls, 

such as abandoned vehicles or non-injury accidents, and the effect that this has 
on patrol workload 

 
• Reorganization of other specialty units, and whether that presents opportunities 

to reallocate resources 
 
• Reorganization of traffic units, and whether they will continue to respond to patrol 

calls for service 
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• Similarly, whether community policing units are assigned to patrol calls for 
service 

 
• Opportunities to civilianize certain support and analytical functions, and whether 

the sworn positions could be reallocated. 
  
Recommendation: Allocate an additional 28 officers and 3 sergeants to patrol in 
order to achieve an overall proactivity level of 40% (independent of any other 
recommendations being implemented). 
 
(4.3) Resources Needed to Achieve Various Proactivity Levels 
 

Using the same methodology, the following tables provides officer staffing needs 

at different proactivity levels from 30% to 45%, showing the number of positions that 

must be added to raise proactivity by one percentage point: 

Officers Needed to Achieve Patrol Proactivity Levels 
 

Proactivity # Ofc. Needed Additional 
      

30% 313 – 
31% 317 +4 
32% 322 +5 
33% 327 +5 
34% 332 +5 
35% 337 +5 
36% 342 +5 
37% 348 +6 
38% 353 +5 
39% 359 +6 
40% 365 +6 
41% 371 +6 
42% 378 +7 
43% 384 +6 
44% 391 +7 
45% 398 +7 

 
While 35% forms the minimum threshold for an effective level of proactivity, there 
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are challenges associated with targeting staffing at that level due to the way in which 

workload is distributed across hours.  

In order to provide consistency in the ability for patrol to be proactive in the field, 

the department will need to allocate additional resources to patrol. A target of 40% 

overall should be set for staffing considerations, which requires allocating an additional 

28 officer positions to patrol across the four bureau commands. In order to maintain 

effective supervisory ratios, as discussed in the previous section, this should be done in 

combination with allocating another 3 sergeant positions to patrol. 

 (5) Impact of Deployment and Supervision on Patrol Staffing Needs 
 

The following sections advance the discussion of overall patrol staffing needs, 

examining the impact of workload trends on patrol’s ability to meet call demands 

throughout the week. Analysis of supervisory ratios and related staffing impacts is also 

provided, taking into account the effectiveness of the current shift schedule and 

discussing potential alternatives. 

(5.1) Challenges in Meeting Resource Demands 
 

Even though proactivity jumps to as high as 40% to 67% during the nighttime 

hours, there are few opportunities to engage with the community or perform effective 

targeted enforcement efforts. During these hours, minimum staffing levels are the main 

consideration in driving staffing needs. Even with fewer calls being generated, it is 

critical to maintain a level of staffing that ensures that both officer safety and response 

capabilities are maintained. These levels are up to the discretion of the bureau 

commanders, although the vast majority of watches are set to a minimum of 7 officers 
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per watch, with a few being set at 6 or 8. 

Revisiting the patterns in workload throughout the day, the extensive differences 

in call demand, backup unit response needs, and handling time across the a 24-hour, 7-

day period present significant impacts on deployment effectiveness. The following chart 

splits the week into two halves of twelve hours, with the shading of each cell directly 

correlated to the amount of patrol workload generated at that time (represented in the 

rightmost column as thousands of hours): 

Patrol Workload by Hour and Weekday 
 

Midnight to Noon 
 

 S M T W T F S Hours3 
                  

12am 
              

11,646 
1am 

              

10,281 
2am 

              

9,296 
3am 

              

6,583 
4am 

              

5,110 
5am 

              

4,141 
6am 

              

3,671 
7am 

              

7,297 
8am 

              

7,699 
9am 

              

9,203 
10am 

              

10,403 
11am 

              

13,033 
 

 

Noon to Midnight 
 

 S M T W T F S Hours 
                  

12pm 
              

14,763 
1pm 

              

15,240 
2pm 

              

15,221 
3pm 

              

15,626 
4pm 

              

12,845 
5pm 

              

17,127 
6pm 

              

16,778 
7pm 

              

16,145 
8pm 

              

13,902 
9pm 

              

17,680 
10pm 

              

15,292 
11pm 

              

13,994 
 

 

Total: 98,360 hours   

Total: 184,613 hours 
 

The extensive difference in patrol workloads between the two periods is also 

readily apparent when the data is displayed as a column chart, aggregating days of the 

week together: 

  

                                            
3 Total hours of patrol workload, which factors in handling time for both primary and backup 
units, as well as jail transport and booking time. 
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Variation in Patrol Workload by Hour 
 

 
 

 

The second period, which covers the hours from noon to midnight, has nearly 

double the amount of workload as the first. Furthermore, the ‘plateau’ in elevated 

workload lasts for as long as 12 to 14 hours – longer than the 10-hour shift worked by 

patrol. This presents issues for the current shift schedule, as the next section will 

demonstrate. 

(5.2) Effectiveness of Current Deployment Schedules 
 

The current deployment schedule results in the following average proactivity 

levels by hour and day of week, given fluctuations in workload and staffing levels:  

Proactivity by Hour and Weekday (Current Schedule) 
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 As both charts show, even though the department has enough staff allocated to 

patrol to be able to reach 35% overall – even after accounting for turnover – proactive 

capabilities are consistently and severely limited across the hours when proactive 

policing is most productive. At the point where proactivity drops below 30% – or more 

critically, to as low as 10% – calls for service will frequently begin to stack in queues, 

resulting in longer wait times for citizens expecting a response, beat coordinators being 

utilized for patrol work, and a near-complete absence of proactive policing activities. 

(5.3) Impact of the Current Schedule on Supervision 
 

The current four-watch shift schedule followed by patrol includes dedicated 

sergeants on each watch. Specialized units are also attached to the work hours of many 

watches in each district, although most have their own sergeant assigned as a 

supervisor. When either a patrol or specialized unit sergeant is absent or in training, the 

other will function as the on-duty supervisor. This could be for only a few hours before 

another shift comes on, or it could last for the entire length of the shift. 

 While, the four-watch system is able to more effectively target the 12-hour 

window in which workload is greatly increased, it increases the number of sergeant 

positions that are must be staffed on a daily basis. With specialized units spanning 

across the four watches, the likelihood that either their sergeant or a patrol sergeant is 

required to cover for the other is greatly increased. 

The following table provides a breakdown of the supervisory ratios in each 

bureau by watch, including the other functions attached to each shift, as well as whether 

or not those specialized units and staff have a dedicated (non-patrol) supervisor: 
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Bureau Supervision Ratios Under the Current Schedule 
(Authorized Staffing Levels) 

 
      Patrol   Other Functions 
              

  Sgt Ofc Ratio   Types Supervisor? 
North Bureau             
First Watch 2 22 11.0   SRO, FCA No 
Second Watch 2 11 5.5   CP No 
Third Watch 2 22 11.0   SCAT Yes 
Fourth Watch 3 22 7.3   – – 
              
East Bureau             
First Watch 3 20 6.7   SRO, FCA No 
Second Watch 2 18 9.0   CP Yes 
Third Watch 2 20 10.0   SCAT Yes 
Fourth Watch 3 20 6.7   – – 
              
West Bureau             
First Watch 3 20 6.7   SRO, FCA No 
Second Watch 2 14 7.0   CP Yes 
Third Watch 2 21 10.5   SCAT Yes 
Fourth Watch 3 22 7.3   – – 
              
South Bureau             
First Watch 3 23 7.7   SRO, FCA No 
Second Watch 2 16 8.0   CP, HOT Yes 
Third Watch 2 17 8.5   SCAT Yes 
Fourth Watch 3 19 6.3   – – 

 
In patrol, ideal supervision ratios are generally 1 sergeant for every 7 to 9 

officers. All but two shifts – third watch teams in both the West and East bureaus – fall 

within this range when considering only patrol functions. It is important to not only 

consider the supervisory rations in terms of positions, but also the number of functions 

that must be supervised. It is more challenging, for instance, to supervise four units of 
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two officers each, than it is to supervise a single unit consisting of ten officers. 

However, there are other dimensions to this issue. Given that WPD patrol units 

follow a staggered workday schedule, there will only be one patrol sergeant on duty for 

6 out of 7 days of the week. In those cases, in shifts with only two patrol sergeants 

where one is absent on a particular day, supervision is handled by the SCAT or CP 

sergeant unless an overtime callback is made. 

Using the same availability figures as with patrol officers, though excluding 

administrative time, it can be assumed that there is approximately a 22% probability that 

any sergeant will be absent for their scheduled workday, either due to leave, on-duty 

training, or court time. Without considering the likelihood for off-days to be grouped 

together, it then follows based on this probability that for a sergeant’s entire four-day 

workweek, there will be around a 63% chance that they will not be on-duty for at least 

one of those shifts. In those instances, assuming there are no other sergeants on duty 

as a result of a scheduled overlap, the CP or SCAT unit head would perform as the only 

sergeant on duty, supervising as many as 12 to 18 personnel. If the CP or SCAT 

sergeant is not on duty – such as in the first and fourth watches, which do not have 

those units – then supervisory duties would fall to the lieutenant unless an overtime 

callback is made. 

These issues highlight the need to look beyond overall ratios in examining 

supervisory needs, as it is evident that current sergeant staffing levels does not provide 

for stability in supervisory coverage. The four-watch configuration exacerbates this 

issue, as it significantly reduces the likelihood that more than one patrol sergeant is on 
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duty at any particular time. Consequently, supervisors in non-patrol functions, such as 

SCAT or CP, are frequently taken away from their normal duties in order to supervise 

patrol, impacting the functioning of both their assigned unit and patrol. 

As a result of these considerations, by switching to a three-watch system, field 

supervision issues would improve significantly. By increasing the pool of sergeants in 

each work unit, if one patrol sergeant was not on duty for a shift, it would be far less 

likely for supervision to fall to the responsibility of a specialty unit sergeant. As a result, 

organizational complexity is significantly reduced in a three-watch approach, while 

improving consistency and spans of control in field supervision. 

The following section examines different opportunities to move to three-team 

structure, while also addressing peaks in workload throughout the day by strategically 

deploying personnel.  

(5.4) Alternative Shift Configurations 
 

In developing any alternative shift considerations to address proactive 

deficiencies, the following assumptions are made: 

• No time period can be staffed with an average of less than 26 officers citywide, or 
6.5 per district. 

 
• Any alternative schedule must follow an 80-hour biweekly work period with no 

built-in overtime. In 12-hour systems, availability calculations assume that some 
patrol units periodically start late and end early in order to meet that number of 
hours exactly. 

 
Additionally, only current staffing numbers are used – excluding any 

recommended changes discussed in this report. 
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(5.5a) Schedule Alternative A: 12/10 Hybrid Configuration 
 

A more reasonable approach involves a schedule that combines elements of the 

current schedule with a team working the 12 hours from noon to midnight, where 

workload is significantly higher. 

Under this configuration, patrol teams are assigned to staggered workdays in a 

similar manner as with the current practice. Each time would be assigned to one of the 

following three shifts: 

Shift Teams and Staff Assignments (Schedule Alternative B) 
 

 
 

This configuration results in the following levels of proactivity across a weeklong 

timeframe:  

Patrol Proactivity Levels (Schedule Alternative A) 
 

 
 

The results display improvements from the current schedule, although the hours 

where proactive policing is the most important still lack the staff needed to provide for 
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significant capabilities. As with the first alternative, the 12-hour shift teams would keep 

an 80-hour workweek, which has been factored into the availability calculations. It is 

also worth noting that retaining a start time of 0700 for the day shift (consequently 

shifting the night shift start time to 2100 as well) would achieve similar – though less 

optimal – effects on patrol coverage.  

(5.5b) Schedule Alternative B: Three-Watch 10-Hour Shift Configuration 
 
 The project team considered the effects of a three-watch systems, with all teams 

following regular 10-hour shifts on staggered days. The start times of the day and night 

shifts were maintained at their current times, while swing shifts were necessarily 

adjusted to reflect the loss of an additional watch. 

Staff would be deployed as follows under the alternative configuration: 

 
 

Deploying patrol units in this configuration would result in the following levels of 

proactivity by hour and day of the week: 
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Proactivity Under Schedule Alternative B 
 

 

 Overall, the results of this schedule are similar to the current configuration, 

although in several areas the alternative schedule performs marginally worse than the 

four-watch system. This demonstrates a trade-off – while the four-watch system is 

better able to meet the demands caused by the 12-hour period of increased workload, it 

presents issues for the consistency of patrol and specialty unit supervision. 

Recommendation: Consider adopting a three-watch, 10-hour shift configuration 
with staggered workdays to provide for consistent supervisory spans of control 
for patrol and specialized field units. 
 
(6) Proactivity by Patrol Bureau 
 
 The following table provides the number of calls for service and backup unit 

responses within each bureau, as well as their corresponding average handling times: 
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Calls for Service Responses by Bureau 
 

  Primary Units Backup Units 
Bureau # CFS Avg. HT # Units Avg. HT 

          

East 38,222 54.4 36,754 55.3 
North 34,344 51.4 42,105 50.8 
South 39,549 48.0 40,453 48.8 
West 37,426 54.2 38,467 52.3 
Unkn. 300 85.3 231 78.2 
          

Total 149,841 52.0 158,010 51.7 
 
 Interestingly, while handling times do not vary to a large extent by patrol bureau, 

backup rates show significant differences, ranging from as low as 0.8 units per call for 

service to as high as 1.2 units/call – a 50% greater backup rate. 

Using the same workload factors as in the calculation of overall proactivity, the 

following table displays the aggregated number of hours for each category: 

Total Workload by Patrol Bureau4 
 

Bureau 
 

Primary Unit 
Hours 

 

Backup Unit 
Hours 

 

Jail 
Hours 

 

Total 
Hours 

 

          

East 34,776 33,966 4,278 73,020 
North 29,534 35,742 3,845 69,121 
South 31,746 32,951 4,426 69,124 
West 33,895 33,620 4,189 71,704 
          

Total 129,951 136,279 16,739 282,968 
 

Despite marked differences in backup rates, as well as some relatively minor 

variation in handling time averages, the total hours of workload handled by each bureau 

are relatively equal. 

                                            
4 All calls for service and related workloads associated with the “Unknown” category in the 
previous table have been divided equally among the four patrol bureaus. 
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Nonetheless, given that some area commands currently have higher numbers of 

filled patrol positions, proactivity levels vary as well: 

Patrol Proactivity by Bureau 
 

Bureau Officers Avail. Hours Wkld. Hours Proactivity 
          

East 77 104,708 73,020 30.3% 
North 75 101,988 69,121 32.2% 
South 78 106,068 69,124 34.8% 
West 77 104,708 71,704 31.5% 
          

Total 307 417,472 282,968 32.2% 
 

No bureau has a proactivity level above the target threshold of 35%, with the 

three other bureaus falling below the overall average of around 32%. Because the 

different staffing totals appear to largely reflect fluctuations in the number of vacancies 

opening, the variations in proactive capabilities should resolve over time, as they are not 

caused structurally. Given this, as well as the degree to which proactivity varies by 

bureau, the issue is not significant enough to warrant an immediate redistribution of 

patrol staff. If greater differences in staffing totals develop, however, action should be 

taken to reassign patrol officers from the area commands with the fewest vacancies to 

those with the most. 

(7) Opportunities to Implement Alternative Response Capabilities 
 
 Handling calls for service through alternative response methods, such as utilizing 

field civilian personnel, represents a key opportunity for the department to be able to 

address patrol staffing issues. Commonly used in departments nationally, civilian 

community service officers (CSOs) are able to directly respond to certain low-priority 

calls for service that do not require a sworn officer. By doing so, they are able to free 
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patrol officers up to be more proactive in the field, particularly on calls that involve 

significant administrative workloads. 

Three incident types were selected in this analysis – “Burglary report” 

(differentiated from “Burglary in progress” incidents), “Non-injury accident,” and 

“Abandoned vehicle.” Their frequency and average handling times are displayed in the 

following table: 

Examples of Calls for Alternative Response 
 

Code Incident Type # of CFS Avg. HT 
        

47 Non-injury Accident 4,982 78.0 
BURGRT Burglary report 3,855 76.3 
ABNVEH Abandoned Vehicle 2,146 36.8 

 
These incidents combine for a total of 10,983 calls for service, and represent 

12,690 hours over the past year of handling time for patrol officers – approximately 10% 

of the total. 

The number of CSOs that would be needed to handle this workload can be 

calculated using an estimate of their net availability, as well as a factor for their 

utilization – the percentage of time in which they are responding to calls after taking into 

account availability impacts. In effect, this calculation process is similar to patrol staffing, 

except that the objective is to solve for a certain level of committed time, rather than a 

goal of proactive time. 
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Calculation of CSO Staffing Needs 
 

Annual Work Hours  2,080 hrs  
Net Availability5 x 65.4% 
Utilization Rate x 85% 
Workload Completed Per CSO = 1,156 hrs 
   

   

Targeted Hours Diverted  12,690 
   

(divided by workload per CSO (1,156) and rounded 
up to the nearest whole number) 
     

CSO Positions Required = 11.0 FTEs 
 

By adding 11 CSO positions alone, overall patrol proactivity would raise by 

approximately 3.0% to above the minimum target threshold of 35%, regardless of the 

implementation of any other recommendations or staffing changes. The CSOs would 

work the first watch in order to maximize coverage for the three specified incident types, 

as well as to minimize concerns relating to personnel safety. 

Recommendation: Add eleven (11) community service officer (CSO) positions, 
reporting to the on-duty first watch in the four patrol bureaus. 
 
3. ANALYSIS OF SPECIALIZED PATROL BUREAU FUNCTIONS 
 
 The four patrol bureaus also contain a number of other non-patrol functions, 

including the following: 

• Traffic enforcement units (organized as part of patrol) 
 
• Beat coordinators (community policing units) 
 
• SCAT teams 
 
                                            
5 For the purposes of this analysis, it is conservatively assumed that CSO net availability is 
equal to that of patrol officers. It is likely, however, that CSOs would have more available time 
as a result having marginally fewer hours dedicated to court appearances, administrative tasks, 
and training. 
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• Field crime analysts 
 
• K9 units 
 
• Other specialized functions, such as the Homeless Outreach Team 
 
• Civilian support functions, both in administrative and field roles 
 
 The subsequent sections provide analysis of the current operations and staffing 

needs of these units, beginning with the officers assigned to conduct traffic enforcement 

part of patrol. 

(1) Traffic Enforcement  
 

Traffic officers are currently incorporated within patrol teams in each of the four 

regional bureaus. Although not an official unit, officers are assigned to the role on a 

daily basis unless they are needed for regular patrol duties. Particularly as a result of 

the patrols staffing issues discussed in the previous chapter, they are frequently called 

upon to handle calls for service, both in a primary and backup capacity as needed. As a 

result, they are counted in patrol minimum staffing levels, and day-to-day supervision 

falls under patrol sergeants assigned to their shift. WPD traffic units do not use 

motorcycles, and instead drive regular patrol vehicles. 

The following table displays how traffic officers are currently assigned in each of 

the four patrol bureaus: 

WEST BUREAU   SOUTH BUREAU 
              

1st Watch 2 3   1st Watch 3 3 
2nd Watch – –   2nd Watch – – 
3rd Watch 3 3   3rd Watch 1 2 
4th Watch 2 2   4th Watch – – 
Subtotal 7 8   Subtotal 4 5 
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EAST BUREAU   NORTH BUREAU 

              

1st Watch 2 2   1st Watch 3 3 
2nd Watch 2 2   2nd Watch – – 
3rd Watch 2 3   3rd Watch 3 3 
4th Watch 2 3   4th Watch – – 
Subtotal 8 10   Subtotal 6 6 

 
Across all four districts, 25 officers are currently assigned to traffic unit roles with 

4 vacancies, for a total of 29 authorized positions. 

The decision to organize traffic enforcement into local teams also presents 

important considerations for how the unit operates. Day-to-day supervision falls under a 

sergeant that mainly supervises a different function, such as core patrol. There are 

some advantages to this configuration, however, as it enables for additional staff to be 

utilized in a reserve capacity, allowing for minimum staffing to be set at a lower level 

than would otherwise be the case, as they currently count toward those levels. 

However, similar to how beat coordinator units are sometimes tasked with 

handling regular patrol calls for service, as traffic officers are part of the same 

organizational unit, they are occasionally asked to assist with call responses as well. 

Effective traffic enforcement requires planning and execution, and interruptions to the 

unit’s activities have a more disruptive effect than would be the case for regular patrol 

units conducting traffic enforcement. Given these considerations, even though the patrol 

staffing analysis has considered them as available resources to handle calls as needed, 

traffic units should not be utilized in this way, and should instead be organized 

separately from patrol.  
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There are also consistency issues inherent to organizing traffic functions 

separately in four command structures, and furthermore, across multiple watches. Each 

unit may, at least to some degree, employ different methods of identifying locations for 

enforcement, managing priorities, reviewing the effectiveness of enforcement efforts, 

and the types of enforcement that are conducted. With four different supervisors whose 

primary responsibilities involve functions other than traffic, the current system lacks a 

mechanism for ensuring that each of these work methods is conducted similarly across 

the city. With officers in groups of one to three in patrol bureau watches, opportunities to 

perform any kind of data-driven approach to managing priorities for traffic enforcement 

are highly limited. 

As a result, it is clear that the extreme decentralization of traffic enforcement 

represents a key issue in the study. Given the decreased ability to plan and manage 

priorities, it takes more staff to achieve the same level of effectiveness in traffic 

enforcement that could be achieved in a more integrated approach. 

By contrast, a centralized traffic team is able to prioritize activities as a group 

across the entire city. Having a dedicated supervisor would facilitate stability in the unit, 

as well as more progressive development in its work methods. This alternative also 

creates opportunities for more formalized and consistent support from analytical 

resources, through which a more data-driven approach, such as DDACTS, can be taken 

to traffic enforcement planning. Additionally, a crime analyst should be assigned to the 

unit half-time that specializes in identifying the most serious traffic safety issues and 

hotspots, working with the sergeants to prioritize enforcement activities. 
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By adopting a centralized approach, additional opportunities exist to expand the 

scope of the unit’s activities. This includes responsibility for special events, which would 

be a primary duty of the second sergeant position in the unit’s recommended staffing. 

Training should also be provided on dignitary protection for all sworn staff assigned to 

the Traffic Safety Unit, as well as other specialized roles as needed, such as training for 

crowd management. 

Recommendations: 
 
Create a Traffic Safety Unit in the newly formed Special Operations Bureau. 
 
Transfer fourteen (14) officers currently assigned in bureau traffic roles to the 
Traffic Safety Unit, as follows: 

– Four (4) officers from Patrol Bureau North. 
– Four (4) officers from Patrol Bureau South. 
– Three (3) officers from Patrol Bureau East. 
– Three (3) officers from Patrol Bureau West. 
 

Add two (2) new sergeant positions to supervise the unit. 
 
The remaining fifteen (15) officers, including four vacant positions, that are 
assigned in patrol bureaus as traffic officers should be reassigned to regular 
patrol roles within their current bureaus. 
 
Responsibility for developing plans and coordinating responses to special events 
should also be assigned to the Traffic Safety Unit. Training should be provided on 
specialized areas in support of this duty, such as dignitary protection and crowd 
management. 
 
(2) Community Policing Units  
 
 Beat coordinators, who are also referred to as community policing units, are 

dedicated proactive units organized within each patrol bureau. Each officer is assigned 

a certain beat (or multiple beats) as an area of responsibility, and works with patrol 

officers, code enforcement, and other resources to address problems from a long-term, 
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proactive approach. These assignments are permanent, allowing officers to become 

highly familiar with the issues specific to a local area, as well as enabling them to 

develop a network of contacts within the community. 

 Some of the work conducted by beat coordinators involves informal contacts and 

other activities, while a large portion reflects planned, longer-term work addressing 

public safety and quality of life issues with the goal of resolving the problem. This 

distinction is important, as a largely reactive resource such as patrol is not able to 

function at this same capacity given call demands, and is instead often in the position of 

triaging the problem. By contrast, beat coordinators are able to target the root of a 

problem and develop solutions. 

 Many of these long-term projects are tracked as “neighborhood projects”, with 

the following table providing the total number of these that have been completed over 

the last six years of available data: 

Neighborhood Projects Completed 
 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 % 
785 542 442 351 331 277 -65% 

 
 As the chart demonstrates, the number of projects has declined steadily and 

significantly over recent years, falling by 65% since 2010. Part of this issue stems from 

an increasing number of vacancies in the unit, as positions are typically filled other 

areas, such as patrol, before fully staffing the community policing units. 

 This decline may also be due to the use of community policing in patrol functions. 

As demonstrated in the analysis of patrol workload and proactivity, patrol does not 

consistently have adequate resources during certain times of the day to handle call 
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workloads. As a result, rather than cause additional calls to be queued, beat 

coordinators will be assigned to respond to incidents, both as the primary and backup 

unit. This happened frequently within the last year. 

The following table displays the number of times beat coordinators responded to 

community-generated calls for service, either in a backup or primary capacity, as well as 

the average handling times of each response category: 

CFS Responses by Beat Coordinators (Community Policing Officers) 
 

  # of 
Responses 

Avg. HT 
Minutes 

Total Hours 
Per Day 

        

        

As Primary Unit 2,693 51.0 6.3 
As Backup Unit 7,617 86.6 30.1 
        

All Responses 10,310 75.7 35.6 
 

Overall, beat coordinator units spend an average of 35.6 hours per day 

responding to patrol calls for service, totaling 10,310 responses over the past year. 

Averaging about 28 responses per day, this represents a significant workload that 

impacts their ability to proactively complete projects. For the same reasons that patrol 

officers are less able to engage in long-term projects, the frequency at which beat 

coordinators are assigned to handle calls diminishes their ability to function in their 

primary role. 

 In the employee survey conducted as part of the study, when presented with the 

statement “The community policing teams are effective at resolving ongoing issues in 

the community that would otherwise be handled by patrol,” 45% of respondents 

selected either “Disagree” or “Strongly Disagree.” Similar attitudes were also expressed 
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when respondents were asked if community policing teams coordinate effectively with 

patrol, with 58% of respondents disagreeing or strongly disagreeing. 

 To increase the effectiveness of these units, it is critical that their involvement in 

handling patrol calls for service decreases significantly. Part of this involves staffing 

patrol with sufficient resources to handle call demands, as beat coordinators are 

typically being assigned to calls when there are no patrol officers available to respond. 

Nonetheless, it should be put into practice that community policing officers only 

dispatched to emergency incidents – those assigned a designation of Priority Level 1 – 

in a backup capacity when patrol officers cannot respond to the incident in a timely 

manner, or when certain other emergency situations occur. 

Recommendation: Establish expectations that beat coordinators (community 
policing units) are not assigned to respond to patrol calls for service unless it 
represents an emergency (Priority Level 1) incident. 
 
(3) SCAT Units 
 
 SCAT (Special Community Action Team) units provide an array of specialized 

enforcement, investigative support, and other proactive capabilities, and are located 

within each bureau. Current authorized (budgeted) staffing levels are as follows: 

Bureau Sgt. Ofc. 
      

North 1 10 
East 1 8 
West 1 6 
South 1 12 
      

Total 4 36 
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These numbers do not include either the Homeless Outreach Team (HOT) within 

the Patrol South Bureau or the K9 team, both of which are organized separately from 

SCAT. 

While SCAT are mainly involved in proactive efforts or in an investigative support 

capacity, units have recently begun to contribute staffing to core patrol functions 

periodically, as with beat coordinators. Over the last year, their activity was recorded in 

over 20,000 CAD incidents, with traffic stops representing about one-third of all 

individual events. These statistics are presented in the following table: 

Most Common Call for Service Categories 
 

Code # % 
   

TS 6,708 32.6% 
SA 2,042 9.9% 
FUP 1,293 6.3% 
DIST 827 4.0% 
SC 793 3.8% 
SS 534 2.6% 
DV 526 2.6% 
SHOOT 519 2.5% 
32PER 483 2.3% 
DISTWP 469 2.3% 
BURGIP 398 1.9% 
WELFAR 361 1.8% 
OIT 305 1.5% 
GENALM 287 1.4% 
DRIVBY 267 1.3% 
All Other 4,787 
   

Total 20,599 100.0% 
 

While SCAT teams have a general defined scope of work, their directives and 

key activities are formed within each bureau. The focus of SCAT teams varies from 
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region to region, depending on the specific crime issues in that area and the priorities of 

command staff in addressing community issues. For instance, while in Patrol West, 

SCAT focuses almost entirely on addressing property crime issues, the work of Patrol 

South SCAT teams focuses largely on drug-related issues, as well as ‘walking beats’ in 

the downtown area. Current SCAT staffing levels and workloads also vary somewhat by 

region. Due to the differences in priorities and focuses of SCAT units, it is difficult to 

make direct comparisons in the activity levels and utilization of units from bureau to 

bureau. 

However, results from the anonymous employee survey conducted as part of the 

study suggest that the units’ priorities are not necessarily in line or coordinated well 

within each bureau. 43.2%, or nearly half all respondents, responded to the statement 

“SCAT teams coordinate effectively within the Bureaus to identify their priorities” with 

selections of either “Disagree” or “Strongly Disagree.” These findings would indicate 

perceptions that SCAT self-identifies work priorities. 

The services that the unit provides, both as a resource to investigations and the 

ability to work proactively on enforcement issues, represents a valuable resource to the 

department. It is important, however, for coordination and decision-making regard 

priorities to be consistent throughout the city. Without a shared SCAT commander, this 

becomes different, as each unit supervisor is accountable to a different manager. Given 

these considerations, centralization of the function possesses a number of advantages. 

SCAT units in a centralized model are better able to manage priorities given a citywide 

area, and are inherently more consistent given the shared command structure. As a 
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result, WPD should transition to a centralized model for special enforcement units such 

as SCAT. This model allows for a lieutenant-level position to coordinate citywide 

priorities and ensure consistency among the SCAT units attached to each bureau. 

Supervision issues are also apparent in the current staffing levels of SCAT, with 

spans of control for SCAT supervisors in the North and South bureaus at 1:10 and 1:12 

respectively. For a proactive enforcement unit that also performs investigative support, 

these levels are relatively above the ideal range of between 1:6 and 1:8. In the 

decentralized model, these issues are exacerbated by the supervision issues in patrol 

bureaus, with SCAT sergeants periodically having to cover as patrol sergeants, and vice 

versa. Centralizing organizational responsibility of SCAT under a new division would 

mitigate this issue by transferring backup supervision to the SCAT lieutenant. 

The centralized model can be implemented while retaining the current 

attachment of individual SCAT teams within each bureau, although at tighter 

supervisory spans of control. Doing so also removes them from the responsibility of 

responding to patrol calls for service as needed, with that workload being shifted back to 

patrol. To compensate for the change, the authorized positions currently assigned to 

SCAT above the span of control target would then be reallocated back to patrol. 

Recommendations: 
 
Transfer the four SCAT units to the Special Operations Division, but continue to 
locate personnel within the four patrol bureaus. 
 
Each SCAT team should consist of one (1) sergeant and six (6) officers to better 
align to effective spans of control. 
 
The remaining twelve (12) officer positions currently authorized to SCAT teams 
outside of these levels should be reallocated to patrol. 
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Add one (1) lieutenant position to oversee the four SCAT units. 
 
 (4) Field Crime Analysts 
 

Each of the four patrol bureaus is staffed with one field crime analyst position, an 

assignment for sworn officers that is responsible for performing a variety of analytical 

and support tasks. Field crime analysts (FCAs) do not work in the field in any capacity, 

and work an 8a-5p shift Monday through Friday at the regional substations. 

A significant part of the role of FCAs involves completing analysis on-demand for 

other bureau personnel. While these requests typically originate from the bureau 

commander in most cases, staff at any level of the area command, including patrol 

officers, can request analytical support from the FCA. The position also provides 

supports to investigators upon request, although it is understood that the frequency of 

this work has diminished in recent times. However, FCAs in certain bureaus retain more 

of a focus in investigative support work, such as developing intelligence information. 

When new officers are assigned to the role, some training is provided initially, 

though much of the training is informal, or completed ‘on the job’. There are instances 

where analysts have been sent out of state for weeklong training sessions, however. 

Nonetheless, compared with the high degree of technical expertise necessary to 

function in a crime analysis role – particularly given the breadth of software capabilities 

available to agencies of all sizes – formalized training is relatively minimal, including 

both initial and in-service training. 

The expertise and training issue in many ways stems from the position’s 

classification as an assignment for sworn officers. An officer intending to move on from 
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the role could expect to remain in the assignment for only a couple of years, as there 

are no career development opportunities within the position. Despite the high initial 

learning curve and training necessary to become adept at the role, there are 

qualifications for an officer to possess a certain level of technical expertise to qualify for 

the assignment. 

In contrast, if the position were to be staffed by civilians, detailed requirements 

could be established to ensure that new hires already have the base level of expertise 

needed to be proficient in the role. A civilianized crime analysis unit would also provide 

additional career development opportunities to those in the role, as the unit supervisor 

would also be staffed by a civilian. Other advantages of a co-located unit include more 

consistent service and expertise levels across crime analysts, facilitation of cross-

training and collaborative work, improved data management coordination, a dedicated 

crime analyst supervisor, and technical support being more readily available to analysts. 

Even with the co-location and centralized organization of the crime analysts, 

however, will remain important to assign analysts to specific bureaus in order to 

preserve the services that are currently provided directly and on-demand within each 

bureau. Additional support will need to be provided centralized specialty units and 

certain investigative functions. In particular, the Traffic Safety Unit should work closely 

with the working supervisor of the unit to develop the framework for driven traffic 

enforcement efforts (e.g., DDACTS-based approaches). 

Recommendations: 
 
Create the Crime Analysis Unit within the newly formed Special Operations 
Bureau. 
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Staff the new unit with four (4) new civilian Crime Analyst positions and one (1) 
Crime Analyst Supervisor position.  
 
Transfer the 4 officer positions assigned as Field Crime Analysts to regular patrol 
roles within their current bureaus. 
 
(5) Other Specialized Services 
 

The bureaus also contain a number of other specialized field functions, including 

K9 and the Homeless Outreach Team (HOT). The following subsections examine these 

functions, as well as the opportunity to add additional specialized functions within the 

patrol bureaus. 

(5.1) Homeless Outreach Team 
 

The homeless outreach team operates out of Patrol Bureau South, providing a 

number of services related to enforcement and services around issues relating to 

homelessness. This includes connection with a network of available services 

individuals, serving as a direct line of contract between law enforcement and the 

homeless population. The team provides an effective and necessary function, 

preventing many recurring calls for service and quality of life issues through a 

dedicated, proactive focus, and should be retained as a specialized unit. As a result, it 

should be staffed permanently, which requires an additional three officer positions 

allocated to patrol to replace the reassigned officers. 

Recommendation: Make the current assignment of officers to the Homeless 
Outreach Team permanent, and compensate for the change by adding three (3) 
additional officer positions to Patrol South Bureau. 
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(5.2) K9 Units 
 

K9 services are currently limited to patrol/apprehension and narcotics roles, as 

there are currently no K9 dogs trained to perform bomb detection. Given that cross-

training of narcotics and bomb detection is not an effective practice, it is necessary to 

retain a separate dog specifically for that purpose. As a major city in an area that 

includes a number of other municipalities and communities, the addition of a bomb 

detection dog would serve as a regional asset to the greater area. Furthermore, as K9 

coverage does not extend across a twenty-four hour, seven-day basis, adding an 

additional one would mitigate those issues. 

Recommendation: Add one (1) additional officer position to serve in a K9 role, 
and acquire a K9 dog trained in bomb detection as a primary role. 
 
(5.3) Downtown Services 
 

Community policing in the Old Town area remains a key priority of the 

department, particularly as the number of entertainment venues expands and activity 

increases on weekend nights. Many of the calls for service occurring in these areas at 

those times form a nexus around the entertainment scene venues, providing unique 

challenges and opportunities from a public safety standpoint. In order to provide safety 

and security in these areas, it is essential that dedicated resources be in place to 

facilitate community policing. 

An additional beat coordinator position should be added that specifically works 

during these times, and be responsible for working with venues to address security 

issues that impact safety, call generation, and crime. These include: 
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• Identifying environmental design issues that create security and safety issues, 
such as dim lighting and factors leading to overcrowding.6 

 
• Working with venues to ensure that hired security personnel are properly 

licensed and trained, and operate under appropriate policy guidelines. 
 
• Developing a network with venue managers and security personnel to provide a 

direct line of contact to law enforcement personnel. 
 
• Enforcement of liquor laws and regulations. 
 

The position would report through the regular bureau structure for community 

policing units, though the assignment would be largely unique to the hours and scope of 

other beat coordinators. 

Recommendation: Add one (1) beat coordinator position to facilitate community 
policing and focus on issues relating to entertainment venues in the Old Town 
area. 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY OF FIELD SERVICES DIVISION 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

The preceding chapters have examined a wide array of functions in the Field 

Services Division including patrol, SCAT teams, beat coordinators, traffic units, field 

crime analysts, and K9 units, providing a number of recommendations to address 

issues and opportunities for improvement. 

(1)  Impacts on Patrol Staffing 

Addressing the significant patrol resource needs, including the associated issues 

with deployment and supervision, has been central to this analysis. As such, many of 

the non-patrol recommendations affected the directly staffing levels of patrol directly. 

These impacts are summarized in the following table: 
                                            
6 Scott, Michael S., and Kelly Dedel. "Problem-Oriented Guides for Police, Problem-Specific 
Guides Series No. 1: Assaults in and Around Bars, 2nd Edition." PsycEXTRA Dataset (2006). 
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Impacts on Patrol Staffing Needs from Field Services Division Recommendations7 
 

  Description Ofc. Sgt. 
        

Base Patrol 
Staffing Needs 

28 additional officers and 3 sergeants should be added to 
patrol in order to achieve a proactivity level of 40% 
overall. 

+28 +3 

Traffic Units and 
Patrol 

Traffic units are no longer considered as part of minimum 
staffing levels for patrol, and are no longer tasked with 
responding to patrol calls for service, except in 
emergency situations. 
 

+29  

Traffic Unit 
Reorganization 

Centralized Traffic Safety Unit formed, consisting of 14 
officers and 2 sergeants. The remaining 15 officer 
positions that are currently authorized in traffic 
enforcement roles are then assigned to patrol. 

-15 -1 

  Traffic     

FCA civilianization FCA roles replaced with 5 civilian positions and 
centralized under the Special Operations Bureau. 

-4 – 

        

SCAT unit 
reorganization 

SCAT centralized organizationally under a lieutenant-level 
position with four regional teams, each consisting of 1 
sergeant and 6 officers, reflecting targeted spans of 
control for a proactive enforcement and investigative 
support function in the field. The remaining 6 authorized 
positions that are outside of this supervisory ratio target 
are reallocated to patrol, compensating for the fact that 
SCAT units will not be tasked with responding to patrol 
calls for service during peaks in patrol workload levels. 

-6 – 

        

K9 unit changes Add one additional officer to serve in a K9 role. +1 – 

Beat coordinator 
changes 

Limitations placed on assigning beat coordinators to 
patrol calls for service. Minor staffing impact caused by 
the shift of workload back to patrol. 

– – 

        

CSO Program 
Implementation 

11 CSO positions added to handle minor, low-priority calls 
for service. As a result, patrol workload is reduced by an 
estimated 12,690 hours, reducing the number of officers 
required to achieve a 40% level of proactivity by 14. 

-14 – 

        

                                            
7 All staffing changes reflect authorized positions, rather than actual (filled) staffing numbers. 
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  Description Ofc. Sgt. 
        

Make HOT Team 
permanent  

3 officers needed in patrol to replace those on the 
Homeless Outreach Teaam 

+3 – 

Shift schedule 
change 

Transition to a three-watch system in order to increase 
the number of sergeants distributed to each watch team, 
reducing the probability that specialty unit supervisors will 
need to cover for patrol and vice versa. The change does 
not impact patrol proactivity at an overall level, but does 
affect proactivity at certain hours and across the week. 

– – 

        

        

    

Remaining Needs The net impact of implementing these changes results in 
an additional 21 officers and 3 sergeants needed in 
patrol. 

+22 +3 

 
In summary, patrol requires a base staffing augmentation of 28 officers and 3 

sergeants independent of any recommendations being made. These needs are then 

modified based on changes to how other functions are organized and utilized. The 

impact of centralizing areas such as traffic units, which are currently organized under 

patrol staffing, increases the patrol staffing needs by removing them as an available 

resource to handle patrol calls for service during peaks in workload. 

Recommendations: 
 
Patrol should be staffed with a total of 365 authorized officer positions across the 
four bureaus in order to achieve an overall proactivity level of 40%. 
 

– Independent of any other recommendations, this requires 28 
additional officer positions to be allocated to patrol. 

 
– With the implementation all other Field Services Division 

recommendations, this represents a net increase of 22 additional 
officer positions beyond current staffing. 

 
Three (3) additional sergeant positions should be allocated to patrol to 
accommodate the increased officer staffing levels and maintain adequate 
supervisory spans of control. 
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In addition to the reallocations, these changes result in the following staffing 

impacts elsewhere in the organization: 

• 6 officers are reassigned from bureau traffic units to the new and centralized 
Traffic Safety Unit in the newly formed Special Operations Bureau. 1 new 
sergeant position is also created to supervise the unit. 

 
• 2 sergeants and 12 officers in bureau SCAT teams are transferred two the 

Special Operations Bureau, creating two units: SCAT Team A and SCAT Team 
B. 

 
• Crime Analysis Unit is created in the Special Operations Bureau, staffed with 4 

new crime analyst positions and new 1 crime analyst supervisor position. 
 

These recommendations have been developed to achieve the following 

objectives: 

• Increasing patrol proactivity to above 40% overall. 
 
• Proactive capabilities in patrol being more consistent throughout the day, 

particularly during key hours. 
 
• Additional response capabilities and call diversion through the creation of a 

community service officer (CSO) program. 
 
• Significantly reducing beat coordinator involvement in handling patrol calls for 

service, as a result focusing the dedicated community policing units toward 
primary community policing roles. 

 
• Centralization of SCAT and traffic enforcement units to provide for better 

consistency in roles and activities, as well as an integrated planning process for 
managing work priorities. 

 
• Civilianization and co-location of field crime analysts creates facilitates 

improvements to analytical capabilities, information management systems, and 
consistency in work products. 
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(2) Organizing the Special Operations Bureau 
 

As outlined throughout the recommendations contained in the analysis of the 

Field Services Division and the Investigations Division, there is significant opportunity to 

better coordinate specialized services on a citywide level by creating a separate 

organizational unit within Field Services. This includes the following functions: 

• K9 (transferred organizationally from the South Bureau) 
 
• SCAT (reformed into two citywide teams) 
 
• Crime Analysis Unit (new) 

• Gang Unit 

• Air Support (transferred from investigations) 

• Accident Investigation Unit (transferred from investigations) 

• Traffic (centralized into a citywide team) 

 The following chart depicts how the Special Operations Bureau would be 

organized and managed:  

New positions – those that represent additional funding needs and are not 

transferred from elsewhere within the organization – have been denoted in the chart 

with a (+) mark. 

Overall, the additional staff in the newly formed bureau amount to 1 captain, 1 

lieutenant, and 2 sergeants. 
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Recommendations: 
 
Create the Special Operations Bureau, grouping together regional and specialized 
field services.  

 
The bureau should include the Traffic Safety Unit, Accident Investigation Unit, 
SCAT Teams A and B, Crime Analysis Unit, Gang Unit, K9 Unit, and if retained, Air 
Support Unit. 
 
Add one (1) additional captain position to manage the Special Operations Bureau. 
 
Add one (1) additional lieutenant position to manage regional support functions. 
 
Transfer the lieutenant position from Emergency Plan and Security over to the 
Traffic Safety Section. 
  

Special Operations Bureau
(Captain) (+)

Regional Support
(Lieutenant) (+)

Sgt.

Gang Unit

Sgt. (4)

SCAT Teams (N, 
E, S ,W)

Civ. Supv. (+)

Crime Analysis 
Unit

Sgt. (+)

K9 Unit

Air Support Unit

Traffic Safety
(Lieutenant)

Sgt. (3) (+)

Traffic 
Enforcement 

Unit

Accident 
Investigation 

Unit
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3. INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION 

 
 This chapter is focused on the various functions of the Wichita Police 

Department’s (WPD) Investigations Division. These functions include three key sections 

providing investigative and technical services—Crimes Against Persons; Property 

Crimes and Technical Services; and Special Investigations.  

1. INTRODUCTION TO THE CHAPTER 
 
 The chapter is broken down into a number of sections, beginning first with an 

overview of how investigative services differs widely among law enforcement agencies 

given the number of community and operational characteristics that impact these 

services.  Additionally, core investigative services workloads are further differentiated 

from specialized investigative units which often work undercover and on longer term 

cases. A variety of factors impacting investigative workloads, therefore, must be 

considered when evaluating staffing requirements and operational strength and 

opportunities for improvement. The chapter concludes with an evaluation of various 

technical and specialized services provided by the Division including Crime Scene 

Investigation, Property and Evidence and Air Support. 

 The workload and related information utilized in this chapter was obtained from 

numerous one-on-one interviews with WPD investigative management, supervisory and 

line staff and a variety of independent data collection efforts made by our project team 

with the assistance of these staff.   
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2. INVESTIGATIVE EFFECTIVENESS IS EVALUATED DIFFERENTLY THAN 
FIELD OPERATIONS. 

 
The evaluation of staffing levels required by criminal investigations is more 

difficult than evaluating patrol staffing levels because, unlike field services, subjective 

and qualitative determinants of workload and work practices are more important. Patrol 

services have the benefit of several quantitative measures, such as calls for service, 

response time and proactive time, to assist in the evaluation of staffing requirements. 

Investigative services, given the nature of this work, have fewer such reliable measures.    

Factors making investigative analyses difficult include: 

•  Approaches used to screen, assign, and monitor cases are different among law 
enforcement agencies.  

 
•  What is actually investigated varies by agency. The extent to which agencies 

assign misdemeanor level crime cases to detectives varies. Importantly, 
agencies screen cases assigned to detectives differently; one agency may 
assign a case perceived as “solvable” while another agency may not investigate 
such cases if there is perceived limited solvability and arrest potential.   

 
•  The extent to which patrol performs preliminary investigation varies widely and 

impacts detective caseloads.  
 
•  Work practices vary tremendously among agencies, relating to interviewing 

techniques, mix of telephone and in-person interviews, use of computer 
technologies, and the time devoted to clerical tasks.  

 
•  The nature of the caseload is also a critical factor to consider when examining 

quantitative factors relating to investigative activity. Each case is different in 
terms of workable leads, suspect description, and other available information. 
The way information in a single case combines with information on other cases 
(e.g. a case belonging to a crime series or crime pattern) also impacts 
investigative actions.  

 
•  The nature of the community itself is a factor in evaluating investigative workload 

and staffing needs. Citizen expectations translate into service levels impacting 
detectives in terms of what is investigated and how investigations are conducted.  

 
•  Finally, additional duties and responsibilities performed by detectives beyond 

caseload work are impactful to staffing and operations.  Such activities may 
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include being a specialized trainer, assignment to support teams (e.g. SWAT) or 
various other administrative duties detracting from casework.    

 
Collectively, these factors portray a different type of workload compared to patrol 

workload. In patrol, workload can be characterized broadly by the following factors: 

•  High volume/fast turnaround work. 
 

•  Work oriented not toward solution of a complex case, but oriented toward 
documenting available evidence at a crime scene and initiating contacts with 
victims and witnesses. 

  
•  Deployment practices designed to result in a rapid response of personnel. 

 
Therefore, unlike patrol, investigative workload cannot readily be converted into 

quantitative methodologies to arrive at required staffing levels. Investigative staffing 

requirements need to be examined from a variety of perspectives in order to obtain an 

overall portrait of staffing issues, case handling issues and operational philosophies that 

have a notable impact on staffing needs.  

3. THE APPROACH TO INVESTIGATIONS EVALUATIONS.  
 
As noted, unlike patrol, investigative workload does not have as many specific 

measures that can be converted into quantitative methodologies to arrive at required 

staffing levels.  There are some important metrics available, yet how business is 

uniquely conducted by the agency must also be considered.  Investigative staffing 

requirements need to be examined from a variety of perspectives in order to obtain an 

overall portrait of staffing issues, case handling issues, and operational philosophies 

that have an impact on overall staffing needs.  The project team performed the following 

steps in the analysis of the Investigations Division sections involved in persons and 

property crimes services.  

•  Reviewed case management practices through interviews with unit supervisory 
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and management staff and obtained available caseload data. 
 
• Examined other qualitative measures of workload, as appropriate, to determine 

the effectiveness of investigative services provided. 
• Examined organizational and supervisory spans of control. 
 
 Investigative workload and resulting staffing requirements can employ a series of 

indicators to determine the extent to which core investigative staffing and general 

workload is appropriate.  Various research by our firm and others has been done with 

respect to efficiency and effectiveness metrics for investigative services.  These 

research efforts include: 

•  In the mid1980’s police researcher Elliott Gribble (Gribble) identified the average 
hours per major case type required to perform a complete investigative effort. 
These excluded major initiatives such as homicide investigations but included 
common felonious criminal investigations such as burglary, robbery, aggravated 
assault, etc.  Average work hours ranges from approximately 3 hour to 9 hours 
dependent upon the case type.  While investigative approaches have changed in 
the last three decades, this information nevertheless serves as one data source 
for analysis.8 

 
•  In 2007 police researcher William Prummell (Prummell) built on the original work 

of Gribble to re-evaluate the efficacy of the estimates.  Based on his research, 
despite advancements in technology the profile of investigative efforts had 
changed such that average time for cases took longer than Gribble’s original 
research.  Further, Prummell researched more case types, including homicide 
(estimated average time to investigate: 147 hours).  In summary, based on 
Prummell’s research efforts, cases were taking from two-to-five times longer to 
investigate compared to the 1980’s.9  

 
•  Even more recent, various police organizations such as the non-profit Police 

Executive Research Forum (PERF) has considered other approaches such as 
average case hours required based on type and complexity of case (ranging from 
Contact Only to Typical to More Complex).  Time required ranges significantly 
based on case sophistication and does not necessarily align well with the 
previous research.  Nevertheless it does recognize well that different robbery 
cases (by example robbery) can take different amounts of time (ranging, based 
on PERF estimates, from 1-60 hours).  This research recognizes that workload 

                                            
8 Allocation of Personnel: Methodology for Required Staffing of Detectives, Gribble, 1985, page 4. 
9 Allocation of Personnel: Investigations, Prummell, 2007, page 3. 
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can be within a range with minimum and maximum efforts generally needed.10   
 
 Based on these metrics and others, the Matrix Consulting Group has devised an 

approach where conclusions are drawn in the context of how investigative resources 

are used in an agency.    These comparative measures that can be used to help 

determine staffing, efficiency and effectiveness are summarized in the following table: 

Comparative Measures for Investigations 
 

 
Comparative Measures 

 
Comparative Industry Patterns 

 
Case Clearance for Part I Crimes. 

 
The Uniform Crime Report provides data on average 
case clearance by major crime type.  Case clearance is 
recognized as one element of effectiveness with respect 
to case investigations; however it has shortcomings as 
subsequently described.   

 
Active cases assigned to “property” 
crimes Detectives (e.g., burglary/theft). 

 
15 to 20 active cases per month based on a survey of 
dozens of law enforcement agencies performed by the 
Matrix Consulting Group over many years. Recent 
research in California and elsewhere suggests this 
range has been reduced to 12-15 cases as the 
complexity of evidence collection and testing has 
increased time required to investigate a case.  

 
Active cases assigned to “person” 
crimes Detectives. 

 
8 to 12 active cases per month based on the same 
survey.  3 to 5 active cases for complex person crimes 
such as felony assault (shootings) to include homicides.  
Domestic Violence (DV) cases vary widely dependent 
upon State mandates that result in varied workloads. 
Some DV Units can handle 20 to 30 cases per detective 
per month, whereas others can only handle DV 
caseloads typically attributed to the “felonious person 
crimes.”  For the same evidentiary reasons noted 
previously, person crime caseloads are often being 
lowered to 6-8 cases per month.  

 
Active cases assigned to sex crimes. 

 
Because of the sophisticated and sensitive nature of sex 
crimes, these specialized person crime cases have a 
lower active case range of 5-7 cases per month.  

 
Active cases assigned to White Collar 
crimes Detectives (e.g., fraud). 

 
These have a broader range due to their varied 
complexity, from 10 to 20 active cases per month unless 
they are particularly difficult (e.g. embezzlement or high 
value) in which case the range is closer to 8-12 per 
month. 

                                            
10 Austin Police Department Study, PERF, 2012, page 38. 
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Comparative Measures 

 
Comparative Industry Patterns 

 
Active cases assigned to “generalist” 
crimes Detectives. 

 
12 to 15 active cases per month based on the Matrix 
survey.  Because of the sophisticated evidence-related 
processing noted previously, a lower range can result in 
9-12 cases per month.  

 
Average hours dedicated to crime 
investigations by type of crime. 

 
Different studies over the past 30 years (Prummell; 
Gribble) have attempted to estimate an average amount 
of hours worked for each investigation per crime type.  
These include: 
• Burglary:  6-12 hours. (PERF 0.5-40) 
• Robbery: 9-30 hours. (PERF: 1-60) 
• Aggravated Assault/Battery: 4-25 hours. 
• Homicide: 147 hours (PERF: 2-220) 

 
 These metrics are used to inform the analytical efforts described in the following 

sections.  

(1) Uniform Crime Reporting Data 

 in part, an investigative operation can be evaluated by the ability of a law 

enforcement agency to effectively address criminal cases, with the ultimate outcome 

resulting in an arrest, prosecution and incarceration of felonious offenders.  Criminal 

cases are ultimately cleared through these arrests, or other means, and thus a case 

clearance rate is generated.  This clearance rate is one effectiveness measure of 

detective case service. 

  One approach to evaluating the outcome of investigative services or 

investigative effectiveness is to benchmark case clearances versus benchmarks.   The 

FBI cautions against using any UCR data for comparative purposes as noted by the 

following excerpt from their website: 

There are many variables affecting crime and the reporting thereof including the demographic differences 
between jurisdictions, the level of training received by agency personnel in UCR, report writing variations, 
and technology. 
 
“The FBI discourages ranking agencies on the sole basis of UCR data.” 
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“The data user is, therefore, cautioned against comparing statistical data of individual reporting units from 
cities, counties, metropolitan areas, states, or colleges or universities solely on the basis on their 
population coverage or student enrollment. Until data users examine all the variables that affect crime in a 
town, city, county, state, region, or college or university, they can make no meaningful comparisons.” 
 
“Ranking agencies based solely on UCR data has serious implications. For example, if a user wants to 
measure the effectiveness of a law enforcement agency, these measurements are not available. As a 
substitute, a user might list UCR clearance rates, rank them by agency, and attempt to infer the 
effectiveness of individual law enforcement agencies. This inference is flawed because all the other 
measures of police effectiveness were ignored.” 
 
“The UCR clearance rate was simply not designed to provide a complete assessment of law enforcement 
effectiveness. In order to obtain a valid picture of an agency’s effectiveness, data users must consider an 
agency’s emphases and resources; and its crime, clearance, and arrest rates; along with other 
appropriate factors.” 

 
Given the above caution, it is important to note that we utilize UCR data only as 

one element in an overall review of investigative services.  Because the project team’s 

intentions are to always use as many variables as possible when making an 

assessment, UCR clearance data can prove informative. The following table provides 

case clearance information for Wichita in comparison to the noted benchmarks.  

WPD Part I Case Clearance Rates Compared to Benchmarks 

Part I Offense WPD 2015 US 2015 
Criminal Homicide 74% 62% 
Robbery 30% 29% 
Assault 64% 54% 
Burglary 11% 13% 
Larceny 14% 22% 
Motor Veh. Theft 12% 13% 

 
As shown by the table above, WPD detectives have different clearance rates 

depending on crime type and have some notable differences compared to benchmarks.  

•  WPD was more successful at clearing homicides than national counterparts. 
 
• Data suggest that WPD clears robbery cases consistent with state and national 

benchmarks. 
 
• Burglary clearance rates for WPD are lower than national benchmarks but not 

significantly.  
 
• WPD is less successful at clearing larceny cases when benchmarked against 
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national counterparts.  
 
• The clearance rate for Motor Vehicle theft is consistent with national 

counterparts. 
 

This case clearance rate information, as a single metric, showed Wichita 

compares favorably in case clearance related to person crimes when compared to 

national counterparts but compares average or below with regard to property crimes. 

There could be a variety of reasons for this performance differential. This can range 

from the number of staff dedicated to investigating certain crime types, to “exceptional” 

or “less than exceptional” training in certain investigative areas, to case management 

issues, case clearance recordation issues, etc.     

The project team does not believe clearance rates solely reflect potential staffing 

issues; they also reflect the variety of methods in which investigative services are 

conducted. Given the various outcomes associated with WPD case clearance, there 

does not appear to be a significant staffing issue based solely on this metric other than 

perhaps larcenies.  These data, will however, be used in a broader context of evaluation 

as discussed in the following sections.  

 (2) Case Workloads Evaluation – Case Management System 

Data was abstracted by WPD staff from the case management system (CMS) 

caseload information database.  Thirteen (13) months of data from 2015 and 201611 

was provided showing crime specific cases assigned to each detective. Data provided 

included such important elements as time periods in which the case was assigned and 

suspended/closed (for various reasons).  Our project team analyzed this data from a 

variety of perspectives with the findings, conclusions and recommendations for 
                                            
11 6/30/15 to 7/31/16 
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functional units described in the following sections. It should be noted that there are 

some individual positions and/or supporting staff that do not have available workload 

metrics attached to them (e.g. Crime Analyst assigned in detectives, Task Force 

position, or clerks).  Unless specifically discussed in the following sections, those 

positions not referenced should be considered adequately staffed, with no change in 

staffing warranted.   

4. PROPERTY CRIME INVESTIGATIONS ANALYSIS.   
 

Property Crime investigations at WPD generally include the following units with 

the noted assigned line staff:  

•  Burglary Crimes Unit (8 detectives) 
 
• Financial Crimes Unit (7 detectives, 1 is in training) 
 
• Larceny Unit (6 detectives) 
 
• Auto Theft Unit (5 detectives) 
 
 It should be noted that while the assignments noted reflect staffing levels at the 

time of this report, during the case management study period it is possible several 

different detectives were assigned to the unit or taking on cases for the unit while 

assigned elsewhere. Additionally, assignment movement among detectives throughout 

the 13-month period was also noted; in more instances than not, detectives served less 

than the entire 13-month period in the specific unit.  These caseload nuances are 

included in the staffing analysis throughout the chapter.  

(1) Case Workload Evaluation – Burglary Unit 

 The following reflects baseline information for the Burglary Unit: 

•  Number of Detectives with “reasonable unit tenure/caseload” assigned to Unit 
during review period – eight (8) 
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•  Authorized Staffing Level – eight (8) 
 
• Average cases re-opened/assigned12 to Unit per month - 134 
 
• 2015 Burglary Clearance Rate – 11% 
 

Burglary Case Information – Top 5 Case Types 
 

Case Type Percent of Total Cases 
Burglary – Residence 35% 
Other Destruction of Property 22% 
Burglary – Non-Residence 16% 
Aggravated Burglary 7% 
Trespass 3% 
Other 16% 

 

 

 
(1.1) The Burglary Unit has a Significant Caseload, but Staffing Levels are 
 Adequate.  Misdemeanor Investigations should be De-emphasized.  
 
 Based upon the entirety of the data, as reflected in large part by information 

provided in the table and graphic previously, the authorized staffing level of eight (8) 

WPD detectives in Burglary is appropriate for WPD given the following findings.  
                                            
12 As defined in this chapter, cases that are assigned may be re-opened and thus worked two or more independent 
times.  This workload is captured accordingly in the various graphs (e.g. if re-opened once the case was counted 
twice).  
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•  Case clearance based on UCR statistics is only marginally below national 
averages for burglary cases and thus does not point to a potential staffing issue.  

 
•  The average monthly case range of 14.8 to 21.5 cases assigned per detective is 

not excessive.  While the overall average of 19.9 monthly cases per detective is 
at the high end of the burglary case range noted in the ‘Comparative Measure 
Table’ shown previously (noting a range of 12-20 cases per month), a number of 
cases assigned to WPD Burglary detectives are less prominent work efforts. 
These include destruction of property (vandalism) and trespass cases which 
reflect approximately one-quarter of all cases assigned.   

 
• Based on the noted research that estimates the average hours required to invest 

for workable burglary cases, the evidence points to adequate staffing levels.  Low 
hourly case estimates would indicate 6 Burglary detectives are necessary while 
high hourly case estimates show that 12 would be required.  This estimate is 
based on detectives dedicated exclusively to burglary investigations unlike WPD 
which also investigates lower level related-crime typically requiring less time 
investments.  

 
 Operationally, there are a few key areas in which the project team observed 

potential opportunities for change.  The average time for case closure can potentially be 

improved given the overall average for all Burglary detectives is 51 days with a relatively 

wide disparity between different staff of 31 days to 114 days.  WPD should strive for 

case closures approaching the lower end of this range to avoid burdensome open 

caseloads for detectives.  Furthermore, and thematically important throughout this 

investigations review, WPD should revisit its case assignment strategy to allow focused 

efforts on criminal cases of the highest importance and solvability.  With 25% of cases 

assigned to Burglary detectives that fall in the vandalism or trespass category, these 

normally misdemeanor crime types are often not assigned to detectives in many other 

law enforcement agencies throughout the country.  This philosophy, of course, would 

impact potential staffing levels in Burglary detectives if some of these investigative 

efforts were forgone. 
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Recommendations: 

Revisit the case management strategy of assigning vandalism and trespass 
cases to Burglary detectives, forgoing such assignments unless destruction of 
property results in potential felonious charges.  
 
Maintain existing authorized staffing levels of eight (8) detectives in the Burglary 
unit until adoption of revised case management practices, then revisit staffing 
levels.  
 
   (2) Case Workload Evaluation – Financial Crimes Unit 

 The following reflects baseline information for the Financial Crimes Unit: 

•  Number of Detectives with “reasonable unit tenure/caseload” assigned to Unit 
during review period – nine (9) 

 
•  Authorized Staffing Level – seven (7) with 1 in training 
 
• Average cases re-opened/assigned to Unit per month - 173 
 
• 2015 Financial Crimes Clearance Rate – (14% for Larceny) 
 

Financial Crimes Case Information – Top 5 Case Types 
 

Case Type Percent of Total Cases 
Unlawful Use of Financial Card 18% 
Checks 13% 
Identity Theft 11% 
Forgery 10% 
Counterfeiting 9% 
Other 38% 
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(2.1) Current Case Management Practices at WPD for Financial Crimes 
 Detectives Results in Inadequate Staffing Levels.  
 
 WPD investigates many financial or “white collar” crimes to include both 

misdemeanor and felony incidents.  As shown by the table above, the most frequently 

assigned cases include unlawful use of financial card, identity theft, (bad) checks, etc.  

The community service levels provided by WPD for white collar crime are high, 

particularly given there is no dollar value used to screen cases out for investigative 

efforts.   Staffing levels in Financial Crimes, therefore, are in large part predicated on 

case screening practices that impact detective case assignments.    

•  UCR case clearance statistics for financial crimes is consolidated under the 
larceny category.  Case clearance in 2015 was 14%, well below the case 
clearance rate of 22% nationally.   

 
•  The average monthly case range of 20.2 to 32.3 cases assigned per detective is 

high. The overall average of 27.7 monthly cases per detective notably exceeds 
the ‘White Collar” case range noted in the ‘Comparative Measure Table’ shown 
previously (noting a range of 8-20 cases per month).   

 
• Despite these large caseloads for Financial Crimes detectives, fully 52% of cases 

are closed/suspended using three codes that indicate opportunities for alternative 
case management approaches. 
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 - 25% of cases are suspended because of “No leads or suspect.” 
 
 - 16% of cases are suspended because they are referred to another agency 

 (e.g. Secret Service with regard to counterfeiting).  
 
 - 11% of cases are suspended because the victim refuses to cooperate.  
 
 Based on the information associated with how Financial Crimes is managing 

caseloads, there are opportunities to revise the approach that can impact case 

assignment strategies and thus staffing levels.  These include: 

•  WPD should establish a dollar limit with respect to investigating financial crimes, 
particularly given in most instances the financial institutions reimburse victims.  
The project team suggests an approach whereby cases are screened out from 
detective assignment that fall below $1,500 in value. 

 
•  Cases without any immediately notable leads should be screened out.  Cases 

that can be transferred to another agency, such as the Secret Service, should be 
done immediately as opposed to worked by WPD.    

 
•  During report taking, field officers should inquire of the victim if they are willing to 

cooperate with an investigation.  Currently one-in-ten cases are suspended 
because the victim refused to cooperate.  

 
 In summary, changes in case management operational practices can potentially 

and notably impact the total number of cases that are assigned to Financial Crimes 

Detectives.  If cases can be reduced by one-third or more, the Financial Crimes Unit will 

have adequate staffing levels.  Otherwise, Financial Crimes is presently short-staffed 

given the totality of the data and would require three (3) additional detectives to 

effectively manage and clear cases. 

 Similar to Burglary detectives, the average time for case closure can potentially 

be improved given the overall average for all Financial Crimes detectives is 47 days.  

Ideally, this should approach a 30-day benchmark.  
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Recommendations: 

Adopt revised case management approaches for the Financial Crimes Unit, to 
include establishing a minimum $1,500+ requirement to assign cases to 
detectives, transferring cases to other law enforcement agencies, as practical 
(e.g. Secret Service for counterfeiting), and other efforts described in this report.  
 
Deploy staffing levels of seven (7) detectives in the Financial Crimes Unit until 
adoption of revised case management practices, then revisit staffing levels. 
 
In the absence of revised case management approaches specific to Financial 
Crimes, authorize ten (10) financial crime detectives, an addition of three (3) 
positions above current staffing levels.  
  
(3) Case Workload Evaluation – Larceny Unit 

 The following reflects baseline information for the Larceny Unit: 

•  Number of Detectives with “reasonable unit tenure/caseload” assigned to Unit 
during review period – seven (7) 

 
•  Authorized Staffing Level – six (6) 
 
• Average cases re-opened/assigned to Unit per month - 157 
 
• 2015 Larceny Clearance Rate – 14% 
 

Larceny Case Information – Top 5 Case Types 
 

Case Type Percent of Total Cases 
Larceny ‘B’ Shoplifting 49% 
Trespass 9% 
Larceny ‘B’ from Building 8% 
Larceny ‘B’ from Auto  5% 
Larceny ‘B’ All Other 4% 
Other 24% 
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  *Overall Averages excludes one detective largely dedicated to shoplift. 

 
(3.1) Larceny Detectives Experience Similar Case-related Issues as Their 
 Financial Crime Counterparts.   
 
 As with Financial Crimes, WPD investigates many larcenies (thefts) to include 

both misdemeanor and felony incidents.  As shown by the table above, more than half 

(57%) of the cases assigned include misdemeanor shoplifting and trespassing.   Like 

the Financial Crimes Unit, there is also no dollar value used to screen cases out for 

investigative efforts.   The way in which WPD manages larceny-related cases impacts 

staffing level requirements notably.     

•  UCR case clearance statistics for larceny in 2015 was 14%, well below the case 
clearance rate of 22% nationally.   

 
•  The average monthly case range of 17.6 to 44.5 cases assigned per detective is 

high. This is somewhat skewed by the inclusion of one detective whose 
significant focus is the aforementioned shoplift cases. Nevertheless, the overall 
average of 23.1 monthly cases per detective slightly exceeds burglary or white 
collar crime case ranges as shown in the ‘Comparative Measure Table’ 
previously.   

 
• As noted, however, larceny caseloads are composed of an inordinate number of 

shoplift cases in which one detective is spending 80% of their entire caseload 
processing shoplifts.  
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 Similar to Financial Crimes, a revision in how the Larceny Unit manages cases is 

warranted.  These include: 

•  As with Financial Crimes, WPD should establish a dollar limit with respect to 
investigating larcenies. The project team suggests an approach whereby cases 
are screened out from detective assignment that fall below $1,500 in value. 

 
•  WPD should revisit the means by which shoplifting is addressed to include field 

enforcement, preventative education efforts, investigative activities, and 
prosecution of offenders.  Shoplifting investigation reflects too large of a “minor” 
caseload for Larceny detectives, particularly given many are not charged. Over 
13% of all cases (mostly shoplifting) were suspended because the juvenile DA 
refused to prosecute as it was a first offense.  Resources, such as USDOJ’s 
Office of Community Oriented Policing Services has an excellent report on 
problem-specific strategies related to shoplifting.13  

 
 In summary, changes in case management operational practices can potentially 

and notably impact the total number of cases that are assigned to Larceny Detectives 

and consequently will substantiate no need for additional staffing levels.  In the absence 

of such changes, staffing should still remain the same given the suggested 

organizational adjustments noted in the following paragraphs. 

 Operationally, Larceny and Auto Theft are under the same organizational 

supervision.  Given commonalities between Financial Crimes and Larceny, these should 

be reorganized under the same managerial structure, creating a Financial 

Crimes/Larceny Unit.  This would be organized in the following manner with one (1) 

Lieutenant and (2) sergeants.  

                                            
13 https://cops.usdoj.gov/html/cd_rom/inaction1/pubs/Shoplifting.pdf 
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 Based on incoming caseloads, detectives can be moved and/or shared cross-

functionally across these two units, thereby benefiting from a broader pool of 

investigative resources.  This structure requires re-configuration but no additional 

supervision or management resources. 

 Similar to Burglary and Financial Crime detectives, the average time for case 

closure can potentially be improved given the overall average for Larceny detectives is 

47 days.  Ideally, this should approach a 30-day benchmark.  

Recommendations: 

Adopt revised case management approaches for the Larceny Unit, to include 
establishing a minimum $1,500+ requirement to assign cases to detectives, and a 
revision to the case assignment practice related to shoplifting.  
 
Maintain existing staffing levels of six (6) detectives in the Larceny Unit until 
adoption of revised case management practices, then revisit staffing levels. 
 
Re-organize the Larceny and Financial Crimes Unit to report to one (1) Lieutenant 
and two (2) sergeants, one sergeant over each unit.  Detective staffing levels in 
these two units can presumably be shared as caseload patterns shift and given 
the commonality of many case types.     
 
(4) Case Workload Evaluation – Auto Theft Unit 

 The following reflects baseline information for the Auto Theft Unit: 

•  Number of Detectives with “reasonable unit tenure/caseload” assigned to Unit 
during review period – nine (9) 
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•  Authorized Staffing Level – five (5) 
 
• Average cases re-opened/assigned to Unit per month - 118 
 
• 2015 Auto Theft Clearance Rate – 12% 
 

Auto Theft Case Information – Top 5 Case Types 
 

Case Type Percent of Total Cases 
Auto Theft (not recovered) 33% 
Destruction to Auto 26% 
Embezzlement of Auto 16% 
Miscellaneous Report 5% 
Stolen Property 2% 
Other 19% 

 

 

(4.1) Auto Theft is Successful at Managing Existing Caseload but Can Refocus 
 Efforts on More Proactive Initiatives.   
 
 A continuing theme related to WPD property-related crimes is the assignment of 

cases that are screened out from the detective in a number of law enforcement 

jurisdictions throughout the country.  Auto Theft detectives are being assigned a variety 

of caseloads that provide customer services to the victim, but expand caseloads 

disproportionate to need.       
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•  UCR auto theft case clearance in 2015 was 12%, consistent with the national 
average of 13% 

 
•  The average monthly case range of 8.8 to 30.9 cases assigned per detective is 

too broad of an assignment range, reflecting workload imbalances among staff.  
One Auto Theft detective is assigned a number of Auto Embezzlement cases 
and as a consequence has the largest caseload; this workload should be better 
distributed.  Despite these imbalances, the overall average of 20.1 monthly cases 
per detective is heavy, but reasonable, particularly given these detectives are 
very effective at clearing cases within a desirable 30-day time frame. Case 
clearance averages, as shown in the graph, are a “best-practice” 25 day 
average.  

 
• One-half the cases are related to unrecovered stolen vehicles or destruction to 

auto.  One detective is focused on misdemeanor vehicle vandalisms.  As noted, 
many of these case types are screened out from detectives as part of case 
management as the opportunity to identify a suspect is most often very limited. 

 
• To some extent mirroring Financial Crimes, 50% of cases are closed/suspended 

using just two codes that indicate opportunities for alternative case management 
approaches. 

 
 - 26% of cases are suspended because of “No leads or suspect.” 
  
 - 24% of cases are suspended because the victim refuses to cooperate.  
 
 Based on the information associated with how Auto Theft is managing caseloads, 

there are opportunities to revise the approach that can impact case assignment 

strategies and thus staffing levels.  As suggested throughout these property-crime 

related sections, WPD should revisit its case assignment strategy to allow focused 

efforts on criminal cases of the highest importance and solvability.  Many of the top five 

case types, as shown in the above table, assigned to Auto Theft detectives are often not 

assigned in other law enforcement agencies despite the perceived customer service 

benefits.  Adopting this changed philosophy, of course, would impact potential staffing 

levels in Auto Theft.  Another option some agencies have embraced is a more proactive 

auto theft approach. 
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 Auto Theft Interdiction Programs (ATIPs) are becoming popularized as a better 

use of Auto Theft resources than more common “after-the-crime” auto theft investigative 

units.  These ATIPs are often in large policing agencies or part of a regionalized task 

force with multiple law enforcement agencies involved14.  They involve a number of 

different programmatic approaches designed to proactively address auto theft via 

enforcement, investigative, crime analysis, crime prevention and public awareness 

techniques.15The project team recommends that WPD adopt this philosophical 

approach to shift from more reactive to proactive auto theft resolution.  Consequently, 

the Auto Theft Unit, with a newly-focused ATIPs approach, could potentially be re-

located to the newly devised Special Operations Division as described earlier in this 

report.  Conversely, however, it can remain in the Investigations Division consistent with 

common practice based on an investigative focus.  

Recommendations: 
 
Maintain existing authorized staffing levels of five (5) detectives in the Auto Theft 
unit until adoption of revised case management practices, then revisit staffing 
levels.  
 
Adopt a revised, proactive approach to auto theft resolution consistent with other 
Auto Theft Interdiction Programs (ATIP) that have been devised nationally.  
 
 In summary, the determination of appropriate staffing levels in WPD property 

crime investigation units is, in large part, predicated on how WPD wishes to conduct 

such investigations.  Currently there is a customer service focus and resulting case 

management approach that impacts staffing requirements to a notable degree.  

                                            
14 http://www.riversidesheriff.org/bureaus/auto-theft.asp 
https://www.austintexas.gov/department/auto-theft-unit 
 
15 https://www.leg.state.mn.us/docs/2011/mandated/110354.pdf 
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Property crime detective caseloads are at the top of, or exceed, the range in which 

investigative efforts can be conducted with consistent effectiveness. As such, revising 

the case management strategy can have an important impact on caseloads as well as 

staffing levels, and may result in further investigative solvability if addressed.  Beyond 

case management changes already suggested, further revised case management 

approaches will be discussed later in the report. 

5. PERSON CRIME INVESTIGATIONS ANALYSIS.   
 

Person Crime investigations at WPD generally include the following units with the 

noted assigned line staff:  

•  Homicide Unit (6 detectives) 
 
• Felony Assault Unit (9 detectives) 
 
• Robbery Unit (5 detectives) 
 
• Sex Crimes / Domestic Violence Unit (8 detectives) 
 
• Exploited Missing Children Unit (regional unit: 9 detectives, 2 officers) 
 
• Specialized units/assignments to these sections including an Accident Follow-up 

Unit (3 detectives, 1 officer) and Gang Unit (4 officers).  
 
 It should be noted that while the assignments noted reflect staffing levels at the 

time of this report, during the case management study period it is possible different 

detectives were assigned to the unit or taking on cases for the unit while assigned 

elsewhere. Additionally, assignment movement among detectives throughout the 13-

month period was noted but unlike the property crime counterparts, this movement was 

less significant.  These caseload nuances are included in the staffing analysis 

throughout the chapter.  
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(1) Case Workload Evaluation – Homicide Unit 

 The following reflects baseline information for the Homicide Unit: 

•  Number of Detectives with “reasonable unit tenure/caseload” assigned to Unit 
during review period – six (6) 

 
•  Authorized Staffing Level – six (6) 
 
• Average cases re-opened/assigned to Unit per month - 83 
 
• 2015 Homicide Clearance Rate – 74% 

 
Homicide Case Information – Top Cases Assigned 

 
Case Type Percent of Total Cases 

Missing Person(s) 41% 
Deceased Found – No witness 17% 
Intimidation 8% 
Suicide 7% 
Fighting 4% 
Homicide 3% 
Other 20% 

 

 

(1.1) The Homicide Unit is Appropriately Staffed. 

 While classified as a Homicide Unit, only a small percentage of cases (3%) 

involve investigations related to these crimes.  Other deaths (unattended and suicide) 
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make up a larger proportion of cases.  When assigned homicide cases the six (6) 

detectives operate in pairs after initial comprehensive investigation involving many 

Bureau resources and SCAT teams.  These detectives also investigate kidnap, juvenile 

disorderly conduct, officer involved shootings, blackmails, and as shown in the table 

above, many missing persons (defined as “attempt to locate”) which reflect over 40% of 

caseloads. 

 While the different cases assigned to Homicide Detectives is of interest, the key 

focus of such a Unit is the investigation of homicides. Over the last five years, Wichita 

has generally experienced a relatively consistent pattern of homicides as shown in the 

graphic below: 

 

 As noted, homicides typically fall within 20-30 per year.  According to an FBI Law 

Enforcement Bulletin16 the average number of homicides a primary investigator 

handled, based on a comprehensive survey, was 5 homicides per year.  Consequently, 

based on this metric alone, WPD should field from 5-6 Detectives dedicated to this 

                                            
16 February 2008, Volume 77 Number 2.  
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effort.  Further research suggests that four (4) fully assigned homicide detectives are 

the ideal contingent to initially deploy in a single homicide investigation. With a staffing 

contingent of six detectives, and the support of the Felony Assault Unit and others, this 

metric also suggests that sufficient staff can be deployed in WPD to effectively handle 

homicide cases. Indeed, other data shows the existing homicide staffing contingent is 

adequate.  

•  Homicide case clearance at WPD is above the national average whereby 74% of 
cases were cleared in 2015 (compared to 62% national average). 

 
• Average case closure rate is 22 days which is below the “best practice” closure 

rate of 30 days for all case types.  
 
 Finally, based on the hour estimates required as shown in the previous 

‘Comparative Measures’ table, homicide investigations should have occupied from 

3,000-6,000 work hours which represent 2-4 detectives dedicated full-time to just these 

homicide efforts. 

 Caseloads for Homicide detectives, like other counterparts, include assignments 

that are administratively burdensome and in this particular instance, over-inflate 

detective caseloads.  4-in-10 cases that are assigned to a variety of Homicide 

detectives are related to ‘attempt to locate’ a person, yet over 99% of them are then 

suspended with “Case Closed – No Follow-up Required.”  This example alone, serves 

to illustrate the necessity for having a robust case management and case tracking 

process, as this reflects an unnecessary process where staff resources at both the 

supervisor and line level could be better spent performing other investigative efforts 

(such as “Cold Case” follow-up). Regardless of this operational issue, with respect to 

homicides, the Unit is appropriately staffed to conduct effective business for WPD 
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barring any significant increase in the homicide rate.  

Recommendation: Maintain authorized staffing levels of six (6) detectives in the 
Homicide Unit.  
 
(2) Case Workload Evaluation – Felony Assault Unit 

 The following reflects baseline information for the Felony Assault Unit: 

•  Number of Detectives with “reasonable unit tenure/caseload” assigned to Unit 
during review period – ten (10) 

 
•  Authorized Staffing Level – nine (9 + 1) 
 
• Average cases re-opened/assigned to Unit per month - 205 
 
• 2015 Assault Clearance Rate – 64% 
 

Felony Assault Case Information – Top 5 Case Types 
 

Case Type Percent of Total Cases 
Aggravated Battery - Other 14% 
Aggravated Assault - Other 11% 
Aggravated Assault Firearms 10% 
Possession of Firearm by Felon 6% 
Other Destruction of Property 5% 
Other 54% 
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(2.1) Caseload Related to the Felony Assault Unit Illustrates the Case 
 Management Issues and Case Assignment Strategies that can be Improved. 
 
 While the Felony Assault Unit investigates many felonious person crimes such as 

Aggravated Battery, Aggravated Assault, felonious firearms crimes, etc., over one-half 

of assigned crimes are in the “other category.”  A detailed operational dissection of case 

by type for every investigative unit is beyond the scope of this report; however, the 

following shows the crime types assigned to the felony assault unit by crime category. 

Top 30 Crime Types Investigated by Felony Assault Unit (13-month Period) 
 

 
Crime Type 

No. 
Cases 

AGGRAVATED BATTERY OTHER 375 
AGGRAVATED ASSAULT OTHER 303 
AGGRAVATED ASSAULT – FIREARMS 278 
POSS OF FIREARM BY A FELON 157 
OTHER DESTRUCT OF PROP 127 
AGG ASSAULT FIREARMS - SHOTS FIRED 101 
CRIMINAL DISCHARGE OF FIREARM 91 
AGGRAVATED BATTERY – FIREARMS 87 
UNLAWFUL POSS OF MARIJ 76 
BATTERY 74 
UNLAWFUL POSS OF METH 65 
AGGRAVATED ASSAULT/DRIVE BY FIREARMS 58 
AGGRAVATED WEAPONS VIOLATION 50 
DESTRUCT TO AUTO 50 
MISC REPORT 42 
POSSESSION OF PARAPHERNALIA 42 
DESTRUCT AUTO W/FIREARM/BB/PELLET GUN 35 
DESTRUCT PROP DRIVE BY FIREARM 35 
POSSESS ILLEGAL WEAPONS 32 
UNLAWFUL POSS NARC 31 
CRIMINAL POSS OF FIREARM BY JUVENILE 29 
OTHER WEAPONS VIOLATIONS 28 
DIST PEACE FIGHTING 24 
TRESPASS 20 
EVADE POLICE 19 
INTIMIDATION 18 
LARC B SHOPLIFT 18 
RESIST/OBSTRUCT ARREST 17 
STOLEN PROPERTY 15 
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 The yellow highlight shows the number of case types of the top 30 cases 

assigned to the Felony Assault Unit that do not fall within its core investigative mission.  

Forty-seven percent (47%) of the top 30 cases fall outside of felonious assault-related 

categories, and represent 564 cases in the time period or over 21% of all cases 

assigned to the Unit.   This pattern of case assignment is not uncommon among all 

person and property crime units in the Bureaus, and consequently complicates 

management and staffing decisions for investigative services.  By example, nearly all 

units have various narcotics violations assigned to their units which is not an effective 

case management practice. 

 Irrespective of the current case management issue described above, data related 

to staffing the Felony Assault Unit is somewhat contradictory: 

•  UCR assault case clearance in 2015 was 64%, above the national average of 
54% which points to effective investigative practices for these crimes and 
potentially no staffing issues.  

 
•  The average monthly case range of 9.8 to 25.4 per detective is too broad of an 

assignment range, reflecting workload imbalances among staff.  The average of 
20 cases per month per detective appears overly burdensome if assaults were 
the only focus, as typical monthly case ranges are in the 6-12 cases per month 
range.  Despite this, the average time for case closure is within best practice 
benchmark standards of 28 days.  

 
• Based on estimated time ranges to investigate an aggravated assault or battery 

case (or related) requiring from 4-25 hours, the existing contingent of Felony 
Assault detectives would spend about 9 hours per case on approximately 1,650 
assault-related cases alone.  This time commitment is below the midpoint of the 
above time range and still leaves approximately 38% of Unit assigned cases that 
would go unattended.  This illustrative calculation points to a Unit that is 
understaffed based on present case management approaches.   

 
 The Complaint Detective (10th detective position) takes misdemeanor assault / 

battery / threat and firearm discharge complaints based upon the victims’ willingness to 
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prosecute and solvability.  This position is assigned as a specialized and dedicated 

function in the Felony Assault Section and is an effective use of resources.  There is no 

staffing recommendation related to this position. 

 In summary, based on the totality of data, it is difficult to determine the 

appropriate staffing level for the Felony Assault Unit.  Nevertheless the bulk of data, 

including interviews, suggests that this Unit requires additional resources regardless of 

existing case management practices. 

Recommendation: Add two (2) authorized staffing positions to the Felony Assault 
Unit, resulting in a staffing contingent of 11 positions. Upon future revision of 
case management and assignment strategies, re-visit the need for this level of 
staffing.  
 
(3) Case Workload Evaluation – Robbery Unit 

 The following reflects baseline information for the Robbery Unit: 

•  Number of Detectives with “reasonable unit tenure/caseload” assigned to Unit 
during review period – five (5) 

 
•  Authorized Staffing Level – five (5) 
 
• Average cases re-opened/assigned to Unit per month - 133 
 
• 2015 Robbery Clearance Rate – 30% 
 

Robbery Case Information – Top 5 Case Types 
 

Case Type Percent of Total Cases 
Aggravated Robbery / Person 17% 
Battery 16% 
Aggravated Robbery / Commercial 9% 
Robbery / Person 8% 
Resist Arrest 4% 
Other 46% 
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(3.1) The Robbery Unit Performs Well, Despite Being Understaffed.   
 
 Of all units within the Investigations Division, the Robbery Unit is one of the few 

operations that is demonstrably short-staffed based on a variety of data. The following is 

noted.     

•  UCR case clearance statistics for robbery in 2015 was 30%, essentially 
equivalent to the case clearance rate of 29% nationally.   

 
•  The average monthly case range of 25.5 to 28.1 cases assigned per detective is 

more than double that which should be experienced by dedicated Robbery 
detectives. While it is recognized (like many other units) the Robbery Unit has 
other kinds of caseloads that do not take as much effort, the Unit nevertheless 
has a preponderance of robbery-related cases that require investigation.   

 
• Overall the Unit is particularly adept at balancing casework and closing cases in 

a timely manner (i.e. 36 days on average) despite the workload. The significant 
workload “benefits” from quick case closure in which 41% are classified as 
“suspended with no leads” or “victim refuses to cooperate.”  

  
 The Robbery Unit is an illustration of an operation doing “more with less.”  

Nevertheless, given the high-profile nature of these crime types, strategically robbery 

should be afforded a high priority when considering detective staffing levels.  As such it 

is recommended that staffing be increased to an appropriate level that allows for on-
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going effective investigative efforts by this Unit.  

Recommendation: Add two (2) authorized staffing positions to the Robbery Unit, 
resulting in a staffing contingent of seven positions.  
 
(4) Case Workload Evaluation – Sex Crimes / Domestic Violence Unit 

 The following reflects baseline information for the Sex Crimes/DV Unit: 

•  Number of Detectives with “reasonable unit tenure/caseload” assigned to Unit 
during review period – ten (10) 

 
•  Authorized Staffing Level – eight (8) 
 
• Average cases re-opened/assigned to Unit per month – 260 DV focus; 189 Sex 

Crime Focus 
 

DV Focus Case Information – Top 5 Case Types17 
 

Case Type Percent of Total Cases 
Domestic Violence Battery (Misd) 48% 
Domestic Violence Property Destruction 23% 
Court Order Violation 14% 
Fighting Domestic Violence 7% 
Domestic Violence Intimidation 7% 

 
Other Sex Crime Case Information – Top 5 Case Types 

 
Case Type Percent of Total Cases 

Aggravated Battery Domestic Violence (Fel) 17% 
Aggravated Assault Domestic Violence 11% 
Forcible Rape 8% 
Battery 4% 
Forcible Rape Domestic Violence 3% 
Other (not including DV table above) 56% 

 

                                            
17 These represent 58% of all cases assigned to the Sex Crimes / DV Unit and are predominantly focused on by three 
detectives. 
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(4.1) The Sex Crimes / Domestic Violence Unit is the Most Significantly Short-
 staffed Investigative Units.   
 
 Like their Robbery Unit counterpart, The Sex Crimes / DV Unit is understaffed; 

moreover, it is significantly understaffed given the workload requirements of the Unit.  

Workload is shown above in two formats. The first shows the level of effort undertaken 

by the staff dedicated to the “book-detective assignment” that provides filing various 
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field service and detective misdemeanor DV and other crimes. These staff perform 

phone duty, addresses walk-ins, prepares bench warrants and has significant interface 

with City Prosecutor. While one detective is assigned nearly full-time to this effort, two 

other detectives assist regularly.  Secondly, the data is portrayed for other staff 

assigned to typically felonious related sex crime offenses. 

 The following is noted. 

•  The book-detective assignment, that requires assistance of other Sex Crime 
detectives, has an enormous caseload despite the crimes being largely 
misdemeanor domestic violence. 170 cases per month reflect nearly 40 cases a 
week.    

 
•  The average monthly case range of 25.4 to 31.9 cases assigned per detective is 

significantly above the case range for felonious (and complicated) sex crimes of 
5 to 7 per month and also equivalent to the most aggressive DV case processing 
of 20 to 30 per month.     

 
• Of perhaps most significant note, of the over 5,800 cases assigned to the Sex 

Crimes / DV Unit in the study period, 51% of them were closed as a 
consequence of prosecutorial refusal using the two clearance codes: “DA denies 
prosecution due to lack of evidence,” and “municipal court  denies prosecution 
due to lack of evidence.”  While prosecutors have important roles in determining 
the efficacy of cases, these reasons for rejection can clearly point to issues of 
insufficient case working due to lack of staffing.  

 
 In addition to the above case assignment information, the assigned Lieutenant 

recently performed an internal desk audit of staff’s open cases pending resolution.  

These cases often go beyond the “Average Monthly Caseload” assigned as they include 

investigative efforts that go beyond a 30-day case closure period.  The result of this 

“snapshot,” performed in August 2016, includes the following outcome: 
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 The above graph excludes the detective largely assigned to misdemeanor DV.  

As shown, the “active caseloads” of Sex Crime Unit detectives is voluminous.  While the 

Robbery Unit was an illustration of an operation doing “more with less,” the Sex Crimes 

/ DV Unit is a representation of an operation doing “less with less.”  Expectations for 

above average performance cannot be made of the Sex Crimes / DV Unit at existing 

staffing levels, irrespective of any case management issues that might improve the 

circumstances.    Similar to other person crimes, given the high-profile nature of these 

crime types, sex crimes should also be afforded a high priority when considering 

detective staffing levels.  As such it is recommended that staffing be increased to an 

appropriate level that allows for improved investigative efforts by this Unit.   

Recommendation: Add four (4) authorized staffing positions to the Sex Crimes / 
DV Unit, resulting in a staffing contingent of 12 positions.  
 
(5) Case Workload Evaluation – Exploited Missing Children Unit (EMCU) 

 The following reflects baseline information for the EMCU: 

•  Number of Detectives with “reasonable unit tenure/caseload” assigned to Unit 
during review period – fifteen (15) 
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•  Authorized Staffing Level – fifteen (13 detectives, 2 officers). 
 
• Average cases re-opened/assigned to Unit per month – 124 EMCU core cases; 

165 specialized (e.g. Runaway). 
 

Specialized Focus EMCU Case Information – Top Case Types18 
 

Case Type Percent of Total Cases 
Runaway 86% 
Offense Against Family (other) 7% 
Child Endangerment 7% 

 
Other EMCU Case Information – Top Cases Assigned 

 
Case Type Percent of Total Cases 

Child Abuse 18% 
Aggravated Indecent Liberties 17% 
Sexual Exploitation of a Child 7% 
Rape Child 13 or Under 5% 
Indecent Liberties 4% 
Child Abandonment 4% 
Other (not inc. Specialized table above) 44% 
  

 

 
  *Excludes two staff dedicated to specialized efforts 

 
  

                                            
18 These represent 57% of all cases assigned to the EMCU and are predominantly focused on by two staff. 
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(5.1) The EMCU Generally Reflects Best-in-Class Operations for an Exploited 
 and Missing Children’s Unit and is Adequately Staffed. 
 
 The EMCU, as described in the profile in the appendix of this report, is a 

regionalized unit providing a variety of services for at-risk youth. As shown by the above 

workload metrics, runaways are tracked, and various crimes investigated related to 

abuse, sexual exploitation, abandonment, and others.  While Runaway caseloads are 

significant, workload associated with such reports is generally manageable. Importantly, 

EMCU average monthly caseloads ranging from 3.9 to 10.4 per month are within a 

reasonable range of case assignments.  

 While the EMCU recently devised an internal report requesting two (2) additional 

staff (one from WPD, one from the Sheriff), the results above demonstrate that 

caseloads are still manageable and thus this request should be viewed as “desirable” as 

opposed to “needed;” there are other units within the Investigations Division that could 

benefit more from enhanced staffing levels.  Based on the data, EMCU is operating in a 

regionalized and partnership effort consistent with best practice, and as such no staffing 

changes are warranted.  

Recommendation: Maintain existing authorized detective/officer staffing levels in 
EMCU of eleven (11) authorized positions.  
 
(6) Workload Evaluation – Gangs and Accident Follow-up. 
 
 The Persons and Property Bureaus sections also have some specialized support 

personnel assisting investigative efforts.  The following summarizes our evaluation of 

these staff. 

 The Gangs Unit is composed of four (4) police officers and is overseen by the 

same management structure as Felony Assaults.  The staff are responsible for gang 
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intelligence, member identification, and gang database maintenance.  Their work is both 

office and field-based intelligence gathering.  Interestingly, this assignment is composed 

of officers as opposed to Detective staff and as such the unit can be considered 

predominantly intelligence-based as opposed to investigative based. Like most 

specialized enforcement efforts, the staffing levels of the Gang Unit can expand or 

contract dependent upon need and department operational philosophy.  Regardless of 

staffing, however, our review suggests the Unit is not aligned well in the organization 

given their mission and as such, should be re-located to the Special Investigations 

Bureau of the Investigations Division or alternately and most appropriately to the 

recommended Special Operation Division.  

 The Accident Follow-up Unit is composed of three (3) detectives and (1) officer. 

The AFU follows-up on major injury or death vehicle accidents, periodically with the 

support of ancillary Critical Accident Team (CAT) members, and investigates to 

conclusion.  One of the detectives is an accredited reconstruction specialist.  The police 

officer investigates Hit-and-Run cases, regardless of injury.  The workload metrics of the 

AFU are as follows: 

AFU Case Information – Top 5 Case Types 
 

Case Type Percent of Total Cases 
Driving Under Influence 20% 
Vehicle Against Fixed Object 19% 
Vehicle Accident Parked 11% 
Evading Police 11% 
Motor Vehicle and Pedestrian 4% 
Other 34% 
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  *Excludes officer largely assigned Hit-and-Run 

 
 As shown by the data, the caseload metrics demonstrate a busy unit but one that 

distributes cases effectively among the detective staff.  At issue is the police officer 

investigating all hit-and-run (regardless of felony or misdemeanor) and other accidents 

whereby caseload is averaging 118 cases per month.  This work effort is obviously 

extensive.  

 As discussed throughout, WPD as determined they will investigative “minor” hit-

and-run incidents irrespective of damage value or injury.  This is a case management 

philosophy that impacts staffing.  

 Importantly, similar to the Gang Unit it is unclear why the AFU is assigned with 

the Homicide and Robbery section.  As noted in an earlier chapter, the AFU should be 

integrated with the new Special Operations Division, while maintaining existing staffing 

levels based on current caseload assignment strategies.  The assignment to Special 

Operations should help reduce the workload of the officer by utilizing the assistance of 

the staff assigned to the Traffic Enforcement Unit.  
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Recommendations: 
 
Maintain existing authorized officer staffing levels in the Gang Unit of four (4) 
positions. Transfer the Gang Unit to the recommended Special Operations 
Division. 
 
Maintain existing authorized detective and officer staffing levels in the Accident 
Follow-up Unit of four (4) positions. Re-locate the AFU to the Special Operations 
Division Traffic Safety Bureau. 
   
6. MORE EFFECTIVE INVESTIGATIVE CASE MANAGEMENT CAN HELP 

DETERMINE FUTURE DETECTIVE STAFFING LEVELS. 
 
 The current approach by which WPD manages cases has several opportunities 

for improvement as outlined in many ways in the prior chapter sections.  The findings 

noted during the course of our review include broader case management issues such 

as a case screening process that is typically performed by management and 

supervision based on professional judgment rather than some formal policy and 

procedure directive; a 21-day report supplemental that is directed by not required; 

caseload inequities between detectives; caseload closure issues for certain individuals 

and detective units; and other case management opportunities for improvement.  Since 

the case management process is not fully formalized and case management software 

not used to the level accomplished in this study, it is difficult to effectively manage the 

case and other workloads of the detectives.  Of critical importance, staffing level 

requirements in detectives are predicated on existing data available that are founded on 

case assignment and case management principles that may be perceived as “customer-

oriented,” but potentially imprudent given operational and fiscal realities.  

The lack of a robust and updated case assignment and case management 

approach will have an impact on perceived staffing needs as there is no effective 

linkage between what work should be done and what is actually accomplished.   
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(1) The Department Should Formalize the Case Screening Process Using 
Solvability Factor and Priority Status Methodologies. 

 
 As noted previously, the method for case screening is based on judgment, and 

different judgment is used dependent upon the Unit. As illustrated previously, over 40% 

of cases that are assigned to a variety of Homicide detectives are related to ‘attempt to 

locate’ a person, yet over 99% of them are then suspended with “Case Closed – No 

Follow-up Required.”  This demonstrates an important case assignment issues whereby 

such cases should be immediately suspended by supervision.    Present case screening 

practices also have no formal way to help prioritize workloads.  In order to ensure 

consistency and help prioritize work for investigative follow-up, a formal case screening 

checklist with relevant solvability factors should be adopted. This is consistent with 

progressive case management philosophies as well as with the Commission on 

Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies (CALEA) case-screening system criteria 

(Section 42.1.2).  

 Based on the project team’s review of various case screening processes in use 

in varied law enforcement settings, we believe that the following 12-point check-list, in 

conjunction with a Priority Status methodology, should be considered for adoption. 

(1.1) The Solvability Factor Methodology 
 

The use of solvability factors is consistent with CALEA’s Section 42.1.2 which 

states, “The agency uses a case-screening system and specifies the criteria for 

continuing and/or suspending an investigative effort.” This screening can take several 

forms.  In the course of our research, the project team believes the following twelve 

point process is most practical.  If a crime report has any one of the solvability factors 

noted, it should be assigned for investigative follow-up.  The twelve points are: 
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• Witnesses to the crime; 
 
• Knowledge of the suspect’s name; 
 
• Knowledge of where the suspect can be located; 
 
• Reasonable description of suspect; 
 
• Identification of suspect possible; 
 
• Property with traceable, identifiable characteristics, marks or numbers; 
 
• Existence of a significant modus operandi; 
 
• Presence of significant physical evidence; 
 
• Reasonable description of the suspect’s vehicle; 
 
• Positive results from a crime scene evidence search; 
 
• Belief that crime may be solved with publicity and/or reasonable additional 

investigative effort; and  
 
• Strong possibility and/or opportunity for anyone, other than the suspect, to have 

committed the crime.  
 
 These solvability factors should be incorporated into a formal case screening 

process whereby the above list, or some derivative, is used as a “cover sheet” on all 

cases to determine whether it is an assignable case to a Detective or Patrol Officer for 

investigative follow-up.  For those cases requiring follow-up, the suggested prioritization, 

as discussed subsequently, should be noted on the cover sheet. 

Effective case screening allows for the bulk of investigative resources to be 

dedicated to solvable cases, thereby allowing time to focus on solving and clearing 

major crime activities. Case screening based on formal solvability factors and the 

implementation of a formalized process is a best management practice that should be 

adopted by WPD.    
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 (1.2) The Prioritization Methodology 
 
 Once a case has been screened for solvability, based on those solvability factors 

checked, as well as a review of the qualitative case circumstances, the case should be 

prioritized for work based on the following seven-priority rating.  Prioritization of 

workload has clearly been widely adopted in patrol services throughout the nation 

through call priority classifications, but is used in a lesser capacity in other law 

enforcement arenas.  The project team believes case prioritization is an effective 

management tool to augment case screening.   The seven-priority rating includes: 

• Priority 1 – Felony Crime with In-custody suspect or excellent chance of arrest. 
 
• Priority 2 – Misdemeanor Crime with In-custody suspect or excellent chance of 

arrest. 
 
• Priority 3 – Felony Crime with reasonable chance of arrest. 
 
• Priority 4 – Felony Crime with limited chance of arrest.  
 
• Priority 5 – Misdemeanor Crime with reasonable chance of arrest. 
 
• Priority 6 – Misdemeanor Crime with limited chance of arrest. 
 
• Priority 7 – Courtesy phone call based on no solvability factors. 
 
 This priority system can be modified to meet the unique needs of WPD; however, 

the concept should be used as a framework for prioritizing workload, thereby focusing 

detective resources on the most important cases.  A 1-7 Priority should be assigned on 

all case screening cover sheets as noted previously.  

 (2) The Department Should Require Formal 30-day Supplemental Reports. 
 
 Without a formalized feedback mechanism to determine case progress, it is 

nearly impossible to fully understand the workloads associated with each detective.  

Currently WPD is not requiring detective staff to provide formal supplemental reports on 
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a consistent basis.  This should be resolved, with formal 30-day supplemental reports 

mandated for each case assigned, with 30-day follow-ups until the case is closed. This 

write-up does not necessarily need to be extensive, just summarizing investigative 

efforts conducted and why the case remains open (or is recommended for closure). 

These supplemental can be memorialized in the CMS and should be reviewed by 

supervision to determine case progress and potential case suspension.  

(3) WPD Should Re-Visit the Types of Cases Assigned to Detectives to 
Potentially Allow for Investigative Focus on Higher Priority Crimes and/or 
Revise Staffing Levels.    

 
 Throughout this chapter observations have been made with respect to the types 

of crimes WPD investigates.  Crimes WPD investigates include many misdemeanors 

that are often not investigated by other law enforcement counterparts; lack of 

“value/dollar” limits on thefts and other crime types to help screen out cases not worth 

important investigative time; and other case assignment observations.    

 While some individual “lower priority” cases may rise to higher priority given the 

unique circumstances of the case, most case should be suspended quickly under the 

following circumstances.    

• The cases are immediately suspended during case screening due to lack of real 
leads (solvability).  

 
• The cases are immediately suspended during case screening as they do not 

elevate to a level deemed sufficient for an expenditure of detective resources 
(e.g. low value misdemeanor thefts).   

• Misdemeanor cases may be immediately suspended unless there is a named 
suspect with a cooperative victim.  

 
• Case types in which the prosecutors have little interest in pursuing.  
 
• The cases are not reviewed at all unless a named suspect due to a lack of 

investigative resources.  
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 In sum, WPD should revisit exactly what kinds of cases are assigned to 

detectives in the context of a new case management approach and expected service 

delivery to the community, with emphasis on reducing the number of unnecessary 

cases assigned.  

 In conclusion, a revision to the case management and case assignment 

approach can have a dramatic impact on detective staffing levels.  Once case 

management principles have been revised, WPD should revisit detective staffing needs 

based on the tools provided in this report.  

 The following recommendations are made with regard to the case management 

process. 

Recommendations: 

Formalize the case screening process using a documented solvability factor 
methodology that includes a 12-point criteria checklist on all assigned detective 
cases.   
 
Formalize a detective caseload prioritization system as part of the case screening 
process using a 7-priority system as a framework.  
   
Ensure a formal supplemental report is written every 30-days for each case 
investigated for increased case management accountability.   
 
Include in the Department’s existing policy all important investigative work-
related protocols discussed herein including the further formalization of the case 
management process. 
 
Upon revision to the case management and case assignment approaches, revisit 
detective staffing level needs based on the tools provided in this report.  
 
7. THE SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS BUREAU’S VICE, NARCOTICS AND 

ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT HAVE FEW STAFFING NEED CHANGES; 
HOWEVER, SPECIALIZED UNITS SHOULD ADOPT VARIOUS PRACTICES 
TO HELP ENSURE FURTHER OPERATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY. 

 
Proactive investigative functions such as Vice, Narcotics and the recommended-
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for-relocation Gang Unit are more difficult to evaluate than are ‘reactive’ case handling 

investigations described previously.   In brief, the allocation of staff resources to these 

types of functions is generally a policy decision driven by law enforcement executives 

based on perceived community need. Generally, however, proactive/specialized units 

should be deployed in even-numbered line staff to facilitate deployment in “teams,” 

thereby contributing to officer safety and assignment flexibility.  There is no formula to 

evaluate the level of staff resources a community should allocate to these enforcement 

efforts because: 

• Proactive investigations are, by their very nature, discretionary.  These 
investigations relate to a community’s values to address a wide variety of 
problems. 

 
• Dedicated proactive investigative units are found in agencies which have the 

resources for such specialized full-time activities and which are committed to 
addressing important quality of life issues.  

 
• The caseloads of proactive investigative units are typically different from the 

kinds of caseloads handled by core investigative units.  Caseloads for proactive 
investigative units are long-term oriented, rely on specific problem identification 
and varied targeting techniques.  Results, then, need to be measured differently 
than for traditional case handling detectives – clearance rates and active cases 
are not a useful measure for proactive investigations. 

 
• Proactive investigations are often regional in nature, and therefore can 

periodically rely on the support of other additional local, State and Federal 
agencies in higher profile cases. 

 
 As a result of these factors, and because staffing levels often become an 

outcome of performance, the effectiveness of proactive investigative units needs to 

focus more on the process of targeting problems in the community and making 

assigned staff accountable for results. This is particularly true for “undercover” or plain 

clothes units which can potentially be under extreme scrutiny.  In brief, proactive 

investigative units require close oversight given their unique roles and they must have 
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established performance expectations.  Examples of performance reported to the 

project team include: 

• In 2015 the Narcotics Unit seized $12.05 million in street-value narcotics. 
 
• In 2015 the Narcotics Unit seized approximately $212,000 in cash.  
 
• In 2015 the Narcotics Unit seized eight (8) vehicles.   
 
• In 2015 the Gang Unit facilitated 414 felony charges.  
 
• In 2015 the Gang Unit seized 70 guns.  
 
• In 2015 the Gang Unit performed 26 presentations.   
 
 In order to better facilitate reporting, the Narcotics, Vice and Gang Units should 

consider the following performance factors: 

Best Management Practices Performance Review for Special Investigations 
 

 
Performance Target Reporting Criteria 

 
Are decisions made at the 
appropriate level? 

  
Major initiatives are documented and approved by the 
Sergeants and Lieutenants in a Tactical Action Plan 
format.   

 
Clearly defined mission that 
focuses on both street level as well 
as large-scale interdiction. 

  
Units has been developed with specific missions; this 
information is noted in the respective Tactical Action 
Plans. 

 
Internal systems and performance 
measures have been designed to 
provide for internal accountability. 

  
The Units provides quarterly performance reports relative 
to output metrics that foster accountability. 

 
Internal systems provide for clear 
accountability and tracking of 
property/evidence. 

  
In association with Property and Evidence, clear protocols 
are in place and reported upon. 

 
Interaction with local, state, federal 
and international agencies is 
performed. 

  
The Units are involved in several cooperative efforts and 
task forces and output and outcome measures are 
reported upon.  

 
The unit is located off-site from the 
main department. Secured and 
trackable/auditable storage on-site 
for narcotics, money, weapons, 
other contraband, is available for 
use in undercover work  

  
Secured facilities are in place and periodically audited for 
security. 
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Performance Target Reporting Criteria 

 
Asset seizure funds are regularly 
audited by an external entity. 

 
Audit trails are in place to ensure the appropriate use of 
asset seizure funds. 

 
These Units have adopted only a few of these practices and there are 

opportunities for further improvement related to tracking and reporting upon special 

investigations outputs and outcomes.  

As is the case with most performance reporting in any law enforcement agency, 

proactive enforcement units often report on performance outputs that includes number 

of arrests, weapons and drugs confiscated, monies seized, warrants served, etc.  It is 

difficult, however, to objectively link such outputs to performance outcomes—specifically 

the suppression of illegal activities within Wichita.   Special enforcement activities 

should be tied to mitigating “community harm” as a result of these enforcement efforts, 

and further tools are necessary to capture these efforts. To that end, the special 

investigations units should adopt a problem solving model whereby outcomes from the 

problem solving can be reported upon.  One approach would be to employ a model that 

encompasses the four stages of a problem solving process defined as “scanning, 

analysis, response and assessment” (SARA).  This problem solving approach can be 

detailed in a formal Tactical Action Plan document.   The following is an overview of the 

process: 

• Scanning – The initial stage of scanning involves looking for and identifying 
problems.  Who are the victims, who are harmed by what type of behaviors, who 
are the probable offenders, and the nature of the events. 

   
• Analysis – Develop a thorough understanding of a problem and conduct 

research using varied resources such as intelligence files, Crime Analysis, Patrol 
input, etc.  If the problem has been addressed previously, assess the 
effectiveness of past responses as a base line. 
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• Response – This is a three stage objective.  Develop a list of possible responses 

to the problem and the resources necessary to address the issue that is 
consistent with information analyzed; select the response most likely to succeed 
based on information available; and implement the chosen response. 

 
• Assessment – Obtain on-going feedback on how well the response is working 

and report upon performance outputs and outcomes related to the response.  
Based on the “de-briefing” of the response, make adjustments that can change 
the type of response, that will improve future analysis of the problem, or that may 
redefine the nature of the problem. 

 
It is important that reporting via the SARA model occurs as this should result in 

outcomes, not just outputs, which can be reviewed and measured.  Development of 

periodic SARA-based Tactical Action Plans should be adopted in addition to the 

reporting of performance outputs as in the provided examples.  These reports should 

assist in justifying activities performed by special investigations units.    

Recommendations:   

Maintain existing staffing levels in the Narcotics Unit but re-evaluate annually 
based on productivity measures captured by the approaches discussed in this 
report.  
 
Increase staffing in the Vice Unit from three (3) personnel to four (4) Detectives; 
this will better facilitate a team deployment strategy. Re-evaluate staffing annually 
based on productivity measures captured by the approaches discussed in this 
report.  
 
Implement SARA problem solving and reporting to help define Vice, Narcotics 
and Gang Units’ successes and ultimately determine desired staffing levels in 
these units.  
 
Implement Output-based reporting on a quarterly basis and include highlights in 
an Annual Special Investigations Bureau Report.  
 
8. SPECIALIZED TECHNICAL UNITS HAVE DIFFERENT STAFFING 

REQUIREMENTS. 
 

In addition to the core and specialized investigative functions of the 

Investigations Division, within this operation are other supporting units designed to 
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provide specialized services to detectives, patrol and others.  These include Technical 

Services Composed of Crime Scene Investigations (CSI) and Property and Evidence 

and Air Support.  Staffing issues in these functional areas are different, and despite a 

lack of comprehensive data, varied observations can be made. 

(1) To Reduce Backlog, Add A Latent Print Analyst.   
  

Crime Scene Investigation includes scene processing, digital videography, and 

Latent / DNA evidence processing. CSI is composed of various specialist including two 

(2) latent print analysts, two (2) digital evidence technicians, and 11 CSI personnel.  

Staff are overseen by two (2) sergeants and a Lieutenant.   

With regard to staffing levels for technical staff such as latent print analysts or 

digital evidence technicians, staffing levels is largely predicated on desired turnaround 

times for such evidence.  At the time of this report, print analysts, according to interview, 

were behind in processing 100 cases.  Data is not readily available to show productivity, 

however, but such backlog is not uncommon as determined by various studies.  Based 

on a Department of Justice study in 2008, the following table shows the impact of a 

survey accomplished on CSI operations and the outcomes necessary to alleviate a 

backlog to ensure “30-day turnaround time.” 

Type of Request 
Percent of 

forensic requests 
backlogged at 

end of 2005 

Percent Increase in 
Full Time 

Examiners Needed 
for a 30-day 
turnaround 

Biology 33% 57% 
DNA 40% 73% 
Latent Prints 24% 33% 
Firearms/Toolmarks 30% 46% 

 
Based on the above, and anecdotally then, Technical Services can benefit from 
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one (1) additional latent print analyst if WPD wishes to mitigate the backlog. This 

decision, however, is solely based upon if the Department wishes to increase 

turnaround time.   

 (2) Evidence Exists to Increase Digital Evidence Technician Positions. 
 

Dedicated digital evidence technician assignments are relatively new to law 

enforcement, essentially being popularized with the advent of readily available digital 

technology from a variety of sources.  Similar to latent prints evidence processing, 

staffing related to digital evidence is also linked to desired turnaround times.  According 

to interview, digital evidence processing is 400 cases behind—a much larger backlog 

than latent prints.  Furthermore, according to internal WPD emails digital evidence 

cases are increasing approximately 10% per year with a similar 15% increase in images 

submitted. 

Reiterating, determining acceptable backlog for evidence processing is key and 

is the primary factor in deciding upon staffing level requirements.    

(3) CSI Can Benefit from a Revised Scheduling Approach that Will Augment 
Overall Staffing.  

 
  Field-based CSI staff process crime scene physical evidence, review evidence 

collected, and report upon results. The CSI respond to deaths, suicides, homicides, 

aggravated batteries, aggravated assaults and other person crimes.  They periodically 

respond to property crimes though are not required by Standard Operating Procedure.  

A review of logs related to CSI callouts shows that in the first eight months of 2016, CSI 

were deployed approximately 1,135 times (based on logs).  They were deployed to the 

following major crime types: 
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As shown by the data, nearly one-in-five CSI responses include property crimes 

for which they are not required to respond.  To help alleviate any staffing issues, these 

property crime types should be responded to, per policy, by sworn staff in the field 

(thereby reducing nearly 20% of CSI workload).  With this reduction, CSI staff would be 

responding to approximately 115 incidents per month or approximately 4 per day which 

is entirely manageable with the existing staff contingent assuming a proper deployment 

strategy. 

In order to facilitate better coverage, the CSI staff should convert to a 12-hour 

shift program with Day and Evening Shifts.  There are a variety of 12-hour shifts 

available but the Pittman schedule has been popularized given its days-off patterns.  

This is shown in the prior patrol chapter. A Day and Evening shift schedule should be 

devised whereby 6 CSI (3+3) are deployed during busier periods and 4 CSI (2+2) 

during less active times.  One sergeant would be deployed to both the Day and Evening 

shift in a scheduling pattern such that they would be available one-half time to each of 

their respective shifts. Additionally to ensure effective oversight, a new job classification 
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of Senior Crime Scene Investigator should be created, with one assigned to each shift.  

This senior position would provide necessary field oversight in addition to, or in the 

absence of, deployed sergeants.  They would be considered a working position. 

(4) Address Minor Staffing Issues in the Property and Evidence Operation.   
 

The project team’s visit to the WPD Property and Evidence operation, tour of the 

facility and discussion with supervision indicates that this is a best-practice property and 

evidence room given various techniques deployed.  Various statistical reports were 

provided to the project team including monthly stat reports, policies, and detailed 

summary of duties and responsibilities.  By example in 2015, 32,671 items of evidence 

were received while 24,377 were released.    The Property and Evidence operation has 

a scheduled cycle for P&E release/destruction that is adhered to with regularity; 

however, as noted, property intake exceeded property expulsion by 34%. Notably, 

internal controls are well-developed and property/evidence purged consistently back to 

2012. Yet, if intake continues to exceed outbound property evidence 

release/destruction, operational problems will occur.  Consequently, the Property and 

Evidence operation should fill the Service Officer vacancy and add one (1) additional 

Service Officer position to help facilitate P&E intake/expulsion and other relevant duties 

and responsibilities.    

Recommendations:  
 
Increase Latent Prints by one (1) Latent Print Analyst for a total of three 
authorized positions in this technical area.  
 
Increase Digital Evidence by one (1) Digital Evidence Technician for a total of 
three authorized positions in this technical area.  
 
Eliminate property crime evidence collection from the CSI repertoire, per WPD 
policy, reducing field workload by approximately 20%. 
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Revise the shift schedule for field CSI to a 12-hour shift program, deploying 6 CSI 
on the front-side busier shift and 4 CSI on the less active back-side shift.  Reduce 
authorized staffing levels from 11 to ten (10) CSI positions. 
 
Create a Senior CSI job classification to facilitate supervision, promoting four-of-
ten personnel to this job classification.  Assign the two sergeants on a 12-hour 
shift program, one each to Day and Night Shift.  
 
Fill all Property and Evidence vacancies and increase staffing by one (1) Service 
Officer position to help facilitate intake/expulsion and other key duties.  
 
(5) Finalize the Decision on Fully Supporting or Eliminating the WPD Air 
 Support Operation.    
 

In the absence of a detailed operational analysis of the positives and negatives of 

a Wichita-based Air Support operation, which is beyond the scope of this report, the 

project team cannot properly comment on whether such an operation should be 

retained or eliminated.  Our experience throughout the nation indicates that in many 

instances Air Support is not cost-effective; however, we have found a reasonable 

number of operations that are value-added.   

The Air Support Unit is currently not beneficial in its current iteration.  It is a part-

time operation using existing WPD staff resources largely dedicated to other endeavors, 

and the helicopter flies in order to retain mechanical viability, airworthiness, and pilot, 

observer, and mechanic skills. Unless the Air Support Unit becomes a viable operation, 

the assets related to the program should be sold. 

This is not to suggest elimination of Air Support should be the decision.  By 

example, a comprehensive report prepared in November 201119 on the Air Support 

operation indicated numerous benefits to helicopter deployment at a cost of 

approximately 1% of the WPD’s budget over a several year period.  This was followed 
                                            
19 Wichita Police Air Section, 11/1/11, page 31-32. 
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by another report in late 2015 discussing, in detail, the response capabilities of the Air 

Support operation (with various incident citations). The most recent citation was as 

follows: 

While working the dispatched call of an “Attempted Carjacking” at 3400 E. 
Central, the Air Section diverted to assist a Patrol North Officer who had initiated 
a Vehicle Pursuit of a vehicle traveling west-bound at Central & Woodlawn in 
excess of 100+ MPH.  The aircrew assumed control of the vehicle pursuit at 2nd 
& Ridgewood.  With the Air Section directly overhead tracking the fleeing vehicle, 
the pursuit remained primarily residential and terminated with the suspect’s 
apprehension at 1st & Edgemoor after he got bottled up in traffic.  The driver was 
arrested/booked on charges of Evade & Elude, Reckless Driving, Run Red Light, 
and 6 Counts of Run Stop Sign (Case #15C039079). 
 

In conclusion, with respect to Air Support staffing, a decision must first be made 

as to elimination of the program or continuation under an effective near-daily operational 

protocol.  Unless the latter is instituted, the program should be disbanded, thereby 

requiring no staffing levels.  

Recommendation: Finalize the decision on retaining a near-daily and active Air 
Support operation or eliminating the program in entirety, selling existing air 
support assets. If the former is selected, staff accordingly with pilots, observers, 
and mechanic, and explore regionalization funding opportunities.  If retained, the 
Unit should be placed in the Special Operations Bureau.  

 
9. ADDRESS SUPERVISION STAFFING IN THE INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION. 
 

With one exception the supervisory/management staffing levels in the 

Investigations Division are of an appropriate number; at issue, however, is the 

configuration of staffing within the Division.  The following is noted: 

• Three (3) Captains report to the Deputy Chief.  This is an appropriate 
configuration.  

 
• The Division deploys nine (9) Lieutenants and (9) Sergeant positions.  While a 

total of 18 manager / supervisor positions is nearly adequate—only short one 
position as described below—this configuration of the same number of 
Lieutenants as Sergeants is particularly unusual.   
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• With respect to supervisory staffing requirements, only one (1) additional 

sergeant position is necessary.  This should be deployed to the Auto Theft Unit. 
 

While numerically the number of “supervisor” positions is near adequate, the 

configuration is uncommon.  Over the longer term, this configuration should be revised 

such that it includes six (6) Lieutenants and thirteen (13) sergeants in a newly 

configured Investigations Division summarized below:  

Revised Investigations Division Organization Structure 

Recommendations: 

Authorize (1) additional Sergeant position and assign to the Auto Theft Unit. 
 
Over the longer-term, revise the distribution of Lieutenants and Sergeants in the 
Investigations Division, maintaining 19 of such staff in the proposed 
Investigations Division organizational structure but with six (6) Lieutenants and 
13 sergeants.  This would effectively downgrade three (3) existing Lieutenant 
positions.  
 
 

Investigations	Division

Lieutenant	
Special	

Investigations

Narcotics	Sgt

Vice	Sgt

Lieutenant	
Technical	
Services

(2)	CSI	Sgt

P&E	Supervisor

Lieutenant	
Property	Crimes

Burglary	Sgt

Larceny	Sgt

Financial	Crimes	
Sgt

Auto	Theft	Sgt

Lietenant	Persons	
Crimes

Sex	/DV	Sgt

Felony	Assault	
Sgt

Robbery	Sgt

Lieutenant	
Homicide

Homicide	Sgt

Lieutenant	EMCU

(1)	WPD	Sgt
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10. LONGER TERM POTENTIAL ADDITIONS TO INVESTIGATIONS. 
 

Upon executing the variety of recommended case management, staffing, and 

supervisory changes discussed in this chapter, over a longer-term planning horizon 

additional revisions to operations can be considered as investigative needs and fiscal 

situations allow.  These can include, but not be limited to: 

• Implementation of Night Detectives.  The use of night detective positions has had 
varied levels of success based on a variety of national models.  Oftentimes when 
budgetary cuts are required, Night Detectives are one of the first units 
downsized.  The use of Night Detectives is varied, ranging from just the 
extended work hours that can benefit victims, witnesses and patrol staff support 
(in-lieu of call-outs), or alternately detectives assigned specialized assignments 
during this work period (e.g. felony assault and field homicide response).   In 
effect, Night Detectives should be considered a specialized program effort with 
staffing levels either replacing or augmenting existing detective staff based upon 
the core mission of the Night Detective operation. 

• Implementation of DA Liaison. The use of a District Attorney liaison is an 
optional, often civilianized position, used by some law enforcement agencies 
to facilitate court-related processing.  Key duties can include:  

 The liaison will serve as the key point of contact between the Police Department and 
the District Attorney’s office for the notification of department personnel concerning 
court subpoenas and trial dates. The liaison will receive case presentation packets 
from Patrol officers and reviews to ensure completeness according to District 
Attorney Office criteria. The liaison will acquire photos, evidentiary documentation, 
911 recordings, etc. to provide for each arrest case presentation packet. Case 
packets will be delivered to the District Attorney’s office for filing. 

The DA Liaison position is something that can be considered after initial key 
staffing changes recommended in this report are accomplished.  
 

• Implementation of Expanded Electronic Crimes and Forensics Media.  While it 
has been previously recommended that one additional digital evidence 
technician be hired in the short-term, over the longer term further staff expansion 
may be warranted in the growing field as digital forensics on phones, computers, 
tablets, etc., continues to expand. 

 
 Again, these are longer tern considerations for the Department. 
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4. SUPPORT SERVICES DIVISION AND CHIEF’S 

OFFICE 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 This chapter is focused on the many administrative and other forms of support in 

the Support Services Division of the Wichita Police Department.  These functions 

include: the Fiscal Affairs Section (finance, payroll, inventory, grants and alarms 

program), the Records Bureau, the Training Bureau, Emergency Planning and City Hall 

Security, Animal Control Services, Information Management and Court Liaison Section, 

and the Professional Standards Bureau.  

2. EMERGENCY PLANNING AND SECURITY 
 
 This section provides the following information regarding Emergency Planning 

and Security.   

(1) Emergency Planning Overview 
 
 Emergency Planning consists of a Lieutenant that oversees Emergency 

Planning, Radio Inventory and Issuance, and City Hall Security. The Emergency 

Planning Lieutenant has one Direct Report.  Additionally, the Lieutenant maintains the 

emergency operations plan, makes updates to the plan as needed, coordinates with 

City and County emergency operations, liaisons with the FBI and Homeland Security, 

conducts security assessments on city buildings and assists with NIMS training.  The 

Lieutenant is also assigned other tasks by the bureau Captain or Chief’s office. 

 (2) City Hall Security Overview 
  
 City Hall Security is a 24/7, 365 days a year operations that exists is for four main 
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purposes:  Security Screening at City Hall, Providing Armed Security at the Library, 

Providing Armed Security at City Hall, and for monitoring building alarms at City owned 

buildings.  Additionally, they monitor 250 cameras located throughout the city. 

 City Hall Security is managed by a civilian supervisor who reports to the 

Emergency Planning and Security Lieutenant in the Administrative Services Bureau.   

There are two job functions with the unit: Screener and Armed Security.  The Armed 

Security are trained to meet security requirements of the State of Kansas and they 

qualify twice a year with their firearms with the sworn Wichita police officers.  All 

members of the unit work five-eight hours shifts.  Security screeners have weekends 

and holidays off.  The armed security have scheduled days off so that there are always 

two officers on duty per shift.  The unit supervisor works 7am to 5pm.  The units operate 

three main shifts for its main functions as shown in the following table. 

Shift Screeners Armed Security Armed Security 
(Library) 

TOTAL 

1st (7:00am to 
3pm) 

2 4  6 

Overlap (9:30am 
to 5pm) 

2   2 

Library 10:00am 
to 6:00pm 

  2 2 

2nd (3:00 pm to 
11:00 pm) 

 3  3 

3rd (11:00pm to 
7am) 

 3  3 

  
 The City Hall Security consists of the following functions:    

• Supervisory Staff – The supervisor schedules all work, hires overtime when 
necessary and coordinates building security access. 

   
• Service Officer – The service officer coordinates and processes building entry 

access.  The City Hall Security unit is charged with providing security badge 
programming for city staff.  The security badge allows permitted and trackable 
entry into all city owned buildings. 
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• Security Screeners – 4 people serve as screeners.  They screen all visitors to 
City Hall which includes the police department headquarters.  They utilize metal 
detection apparatus at a single point of entry. They work day shift hours or when 
City Hall is open.  

 
• City Hall Armed Security – 10 people serve as City Hall Armed Security.  City 

Hall Armed Security provide security over watch for the screening process.  They 
answer visitor questions and provide roving patrol when not tasked at the 
screening location.  After hours they monitor building alarms and city operated 
cameras.  Additionally, they provide roving patrol around City Hall.   

 
  The July, 2016 staffing allocation for the Records Division is summarized in the 

following table:  

 
Unit 

 
Admin (Title / #) 

City Hall Security Supervisor 1 
 Armed Security 12 
 Screeners 4 
 Service Officer 1 

 
Total FTEs  

 
17 

  
(3) Work Output 
 
 City Hall security and screeners maintain a secure access point to City Hall.  

They monitor 35 City owned and alarmed locations and they can monitor a city wide 

system of 250 cameras.  Additionally they monitor activity in around the City owned 

library during normal business hours.  City hall screeners are the first point of contact for 

most visitors to City Hall.  In 2015 there were 313,003 visitors to City Hall that were 

screened.  The unit maintains a two screener minimum as well as armed security. 

Overtime is used to maintain the minimum staffing of two, and to cover for vacations 

and sick leave.  A review of overtime use in 2015 revealed a total of 1232 overtime 

hours used.  This included covering for late City Council meetings and other categories.  

93% of overtime was noted as staffing.  The average amount of overtime was 1.83 
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hours.   

 Rearranging staff work hours at current staffing levels to reduce overtime would 

not work since two screeners are required, one for the belt fed x-ray machine and one 

for the magnetometer.   There were several instances where more than one person 

worked overtime, so just one added person would not reduce all overtime.  Added 

additional personnel with benefits would reduce overtime, but would not yield cost 

savings.  See table below: 

Overtime Hours 
Used in 2015 

Cost of 
overtime for 

armed security 
per hour Total 

Cost for 
Additional 

employee FTE 
with no benefits 

Net Savings 
or loss 

1232 $24.79 $30,547 $34,382.40 -$3,835 
 
(4) Staffing Analysis  
 
 This section contains the project team’s staffing analysis and recommendations 

for the City Hall Security Unit. 

(4.1)  Move City Hall Security to Information Management Lieutenant by Re-
assigning Emergency Planning and Security Lieutenant Position and 
Moving Direct Reports to Information Management. 

 
 The Information Management Lieutenant supervises two units with a total of 7 

FTEs.  This is a very small span of control.  The Emergency Planning and Security 

Lieutenant has one direct report and 17 FTEs.  Again this is a very limited span of 

control.  Spans of control should vary depending on the type of supervisor needed.  As 

a general rule, the higher the risk, the lower the span of control.  The units under these 

lieutenants are generally lower risk without the need for low spans of control.  

Combining the three units would result in three direct reports for one Lieutenant, a very 

manageable ratio.  The Emergency Planning and Security Lieutenant has collateral 
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duties as well.  Some of these duties can moved elsewhere in the department while 

others can be merged with the duties of the Information Management Supervisor 

Lieutenant.  Portable radio issuance and inventory was a function of the Training 

Bureau.  This is where other department equipment is currently issued.  Moving 

portable radio issuance back to the Training Bureau will still maintain inventory control. 

Recommendation: Move City Hall Security and Emergency Planning to the 
Information Management Lieutenant and Re-assign Emergency Planning 
Lieutenant. 
 
(4.2) Maintain Current City Hall Security Staffing 
 
 With the current staffing level, the City Hall security unit is able to maintain all 

posts effectively.  There are regular occurrences of overtime, but they average only 1.83 

hours per instance.  Adding additional staff is not cost effective and will not reduce all 

overtime.  

Recommendation: The WPD should maintain the current staffing level at City Hall 
Security.   
 
(4.3) Add Additional Customer Service Training for City Hall Screeners and 

Security Staff. 
 
 The Security staff at the City Hall security check point are the first point of contact 

to all visitors to City Hall.  Going through security check points can be confusing and 

stressful to the public.  Added customer service training for frontline security screeners 

and security staff may help them better help the thousands of visitors to City Hall. 

(5) Security Management  
 
 The project team conducted interviews with the unit supervisor and the 

Lieutenant in charge of the section.  We noted in the organizational chart that the span 

of control was 1:16.  This is a large span of control.  We also noted that the supervisor 
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does not work the same hours as many of his subordinates.  In order to meet with 

subordinates the supervisor adjusts his shift by coming in early or staying late.  The 

supervisor was only required to work overtime 11 times in 2015.  When the supervisor is 

not available, security staff is directed to contact an on duty sergeant for help.   

Recommendation: Maintain existing supervisor span of control in Security and 
work hours with on duty sergeants assisting when needed.  
 
3. INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SECTION  

 This section provides the following information regarding the Information 

Management Section: A Division Overview, Staffing Analysis and Recommendations, 

and Best Management Practice Findings and Recommendations. 

(1) Information Management Supervisor Overview 

 The Information Management Supervisor is a Lieutenant that oversees two 

unrelated sections, the Information Services Unit and the Warrant Section.  Additionally, 

the Lieutenant is assigned other one time tasks by the bureau Captain or Chief’s office. 

(2) Information Services Unit Overview 
 
 The Information Services Unit comprised of 3 people (2 sworn and 1 civilian) 

manages the department’s 36 databases, creates statistical reports, conducts 

background checks on City IT contractors, and respond to requests for information, 

conducts UCR reporting, maintains the department website, manages the internal 

portal, creates, Manages CJIS compliance and develops electronic reports.  

Additionally, the section performs IT related functions such as password resets, answer 

software related questions for police staff, and software updates for critical police 

related software throughout the police department. 
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(3) Warrant Section Overview 

 The Warrant Section is comprised of 2 warrant officers and 3 civilian staff (2 part 

time).  The Warrant Section responds to municipal court for security, requests from the 

court to take people into custody and processes wanted individuals who term 

themselves in and tries gain compliance of individual with outstanding warrants. 

Warrant officers can also reset municipal court trial dates. 

 The July, 2016 staffing allocation for the sections is summarized in the following 

table: 
 
Unit 

 
Admin (Title / #) 

Information 
Management Supervisor 

Lieutenant 1 

Information Services 
Unit 

Police Officer 2 

 Planning Analyst 1 
Warrants Section Warrant Officers 2 
 Customer Service Clerk 1 
 Clerk II (Part time) 2 

 
Total FTEs 

  
8 

 
*Sworn Position 

  

 
(4) Staffing Analysis  
 
 This section contains the project team’s staffing analysis and recommendations 

for Information Management.  

(4.1) Civilianize All Information Services Positions 

 This staffing study has examined areas in which the department could civilianize 

positions where the use of a sworn officer is not required to effectively perform the 

duties associated with that function.  The primary function of the Information Services 

Unit is administrative in nature involving creating databases, UCR reporting, creating 

statistical reports, conducting background checks on City IT contractors, responding to 
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requests for information, maintaining the department website, and managing the internal 

portal.  With the required amount of training hours required to keep sworn certifications 

and performing exclusively administrative tasks, these positions do not require sworn 

law enforcement expertise.  

Recommendation: Civilianize the two sworn positions in Information Services 
and re-assign the two sworn positions. 
 
(4.2) Embed City IT positions into the Police Department 

 Managing the department’s 36 databases, maintaining the department website, 

managing the internal portal, creating and developing electronic reports, password 

resets, answering software related questions for police staff, and completing software 

updates for critical police related software throughout the police department are IT 

related functions.  Currently the Information Management Unit personnel are completing 

many of these tasks.  In addition, they are responsible for completing background 

checks on IT personnel and vendors that serve the police department.  Many police 

departments the size of Wichita have their own IT department or they have City IT staff 

embedded in the organization with a dual chain of command.  One example of this 

structure is the Portland Police Bureau in Portland, Oregon (944 sworn) which has 

taken the full time IT embedded approach with 16 FTEs embedded in the police bureau.  

Wichita would need to have approximately 11 embedded FTE to have a similar IT 

capacity.  Many IT related projects require city wide infrastructure and coordination.  

Having IT positions embedded in the Police Department will ensure the Police 

Department has dedicated staff with police IT experience. This is very important as the 

police department must replace its outdated RMS system which will require integration 

with the City IT infrastructure. In the recent employee survey our firm conducted, 43% 
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percent responded that technology was not making their job more productive. 

The embedded IT positions should report to an embedded Police IT manager 

who would report to the Information Management Supervisor (Lieutenant) within the 

Police Department and the City IT manager.  Embedded IT personnel are typically hired 

by the City IT manager, but must pass a police background before being deployed to 

the police department.  Positions are typically funded from the police budget as FTEs.    

Recommendation: Embed City IT positions into the police department with an IT 
manager reporting to the Information Management Supervisor and the City IT 
manager. 
 
(4.3) Maintain Current Staffing Level in the Warrants Section 

 The warrant section had 9 officers in 2000 and they actively sought people 

wanted on municipal warrants.  Since the unit has been downsized their mission has 

changed to processing people who turn themselves in and responding to requests from 

court for custodies.  Municipal warrants are generally for low level crimes that do not 

pose an immediate threat to the public.  Having a full unit dedicated to finding and 

apprehending these individuals is not cost effective.  The current tasks of processing 

individuals who turn themselves in, assisting the court with custodies and resetting court 

dates provides needed accountability.  Patrol officers will encounter individuals with 

warrants during their routine activities negating the need for additional resources in this 

unit.  

Recommendation: Maintain Current Staffing Levels in the Warrants Section. 
 
4. FISCAL SECTION 
 
 This section provides the following information regarding the Fiscal Division: A 

Division Overview, Staffing Analysis and Recommendations, and Best Management 
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Practice Findings and Recommendations. 

(1) Fiscal Section Overview 
 
 The Fiscal Section exists is to ensure effective management of the Department’s 

financial resources.  The Section carries out typical finance functions such as 

accounting, budgeting, financial analysis, timekeeping and payroll, grants management, 

asset management, procurement and contracts.   The Wichita Police Department has 

an annual operating budget of $81,638,887 and 840 full time equivalent employees.   

Wichita citywide departments exist for Budget, Finance, Procurement, Facilities and 

Fleet.  The Fiscal Section staff are not employees of the citywide department; instead 

they are employees of the police department.  The uniqueness of police operations 

necessitates dedicated fiscal staff.   The operations of the Fiscal Section must dovetail 

with citywide systems and practices, including the input of financial information into the 

city wide fiscal software.  The Wichita Fiscal Section consists of the following units: 

• Fiscal Management – responsible for facilitating effective use of the 
Department’s financial and physical resources including budget development and 
compliance, accounting, payroll, grant administration, purchasing, alarms 
management, and asset management.  

 
• Business Operations – conducts day to day activities of budgeting, accounting, 

financial reporting, financial analysis, grant administration, ordinance preparation, 
as well as purchasing and contracts.  

 
• Quartermaster – processes purchase orders, maintains, and accounts for police 

equipment.   
 
• Payroll – pays Bureau employees according to hours worked consistent with 

police labor contracts and city compensation plans. 
 
• Alarms Program – administers the program, takes care of false alarm fee 

appeals.  The city uses a private vendor for billing of the more than 40,000 
permitted alarms. 

 
 The July 2016 staffing allocation for the Fiscal Division is summarized in the 
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following table:   
 
Unit 

 
Admin (Title / #) 

Fiscal Affairs Section SR. Financial Analyst 1 
Payroll / Accounting Administrative Assistant 1 
 Associate Accountant 1 
 Account Clerk III 2 
 Customer Service Clerk 1 

 
Total FTEs 

  
6 

 
*Sworn Position 

  

 
(2) Staffing Analysis  
 
 This section contains the project team’s staffing analysis and recommendations 

for the Fiscal Division. 

 (2.1) Maintain Current Staffing Level 

 The Fiscal Section covers a wide array of business practices, but not all functions 

are daily or weekly.  There has been a recent push to apply for more grants, which do 

require more work.  Grants applications tend to be lengthy and there are significant 

reporting requirements for most grants.  Currently the Fiscal Section is managing 15 

grants and has been meeting grant reporting requirements.  In analyzing overtime of the 

Fiscal Section we found that there was a total of 403 hours used during the 2015 fiscal 

year.  The average amount overtime per occurrence was 1.19 hours.  Almost all of the 

overtime occurred at the end of shift for priority projects or coded as “Alarms.”  This 

indicates that the daily work can be accomplished with the current staff.  Adding 

additional staff with benefits would cost more than paying occasional overtime. 

Recommendation: Maintain current staffing level in the Fiscal Section.  
 
5. RECORDS BUREAU 
 
 This section provides the following information regarding the Records Bureau. A 
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Bureau Overview, Staffing Analysis and Recommendations, and Best Management 

Practice Findings and Recommendations. 

(1) Records Bureau Overview 
 
 The Records Bureau is a 24/7, 365 days a year service center that exists for 

three main purposes:  Initiation of case files, maintenance of police reports, and 

confirmation of warrants and record checks.  The division receives an average of 342 

police reports each day.  Each case must be initiated by the Case desk, including 

officers who must call the case desk to obtain a case number and to initiate a case 

folder. The case desk also takes phone calls from citizens on low level crimes with no 

suspect information or evidence. Upon receiving the crime reports, specialists validate 

report information through the case review section and merge documents by scanning 

and then electronically placing them into a case file. 

 The division’s other work involves releasing crime record information to 

department personnel, other law enforcement jurisdictions and the public as allowed by 

law.   The Records bureau is open to the public from 8am to 5pm.  The bureau also 

maintains body worn camera video and traffic collision reports and responds to requests 

for copies. All traffic collisions must be reported to the State of Kansas through the 

KLER system.  This requires data entry by records personnel.  The bureau responds to 

records requests from a wide array of customers (police officers investigating a crime, 

prosecutors, defense attorneys, drivers with towed vehicles, probation and parole 

officers, Bureau crime analysts, insurance companies, potential employers, other law 

enforcement agencies, the media, etc.). Records information is also used extensively by 

many other entities to report on city, state, regional, and national crime.    
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 The records bureau is managed by a captain who reports to the Support 

Services Division Deputy Chief.  There are six section supervisors, though one assists 

the captain with day to day operations.  Additionally there are 66 authorized civilian 

positions staffed throughout the various functions.  The records bureau is housed in the 

headquarters building. The bureau operates three shifts for its main functions as shown 

in the following table. 

Shift Case Desk Central 
Records S.P.I.D.E.R. TOTAL 

1st (6:30am to 3pm) 8 5 3 16 

2nd (2:30pm to 11pm) 8 4 3 15 

Power (6:30pm to 3am)   1 1 

3rd (10:30pm to 7am) 7 4 3 14 

  
 Fingerprints section, body worn camera section, word processing/imaging and 

traffic records sections work 8am to 5pm.  Currently the division maintains all police 

report data in the E-justice program that is built on an Interact software solution.  The 

system is more than 20 years old, does not interface with CAD and there is no 

electronic field reporting capability.  The Bureau is currently researching a more 

functional RMS system.   

 The Records Bureau consists of the following units:    

• Supervisory Staff – The bureau’s captain and six shift supervisors ensure timely 
and legal access to accurate police record information, maintain a full contingent 
of trained employees, organize division work, provide policies and processes for 
division operations, ensure adequate information systems, respond to 
stakeholder and customer concerns, and continuously improve division 
deliverables.  

• Case Desk – 25 people serve on the case desk over 3 shifts.  The case desk 
handles calls from the public and from officers.  For the public they can take low 
level crime reports with non-suspect information or evidence. For officers they 
assign case numbers and start a case file so that the officers’ narrative and other 
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supporting documentation can be added later to the case file later by central 
records.  Case desk training takes 12 to 14 weeks.  

 
• Central Records – 13 people serve in central records.  They handle walk in and 

phone call requests for reports.  They also help combine scanned police officer 
narratives and documents into the previously established case files.  It takes 4 to 
8 weeks to train a central records clerk. 

     
• Word Processing / Imaging – 7 people serve in this section, though there are 

currently two vacancies.  Word processing transcribes officers dictated police 
reports and places them into the case file.  Additionally they also scan police 
reports and other documents into the case file.     

 
• Fingerprints / Case Review – 6 people work in this section. Fingerprints 

processes finger print cards, and performs case review analyses of case files to 
ensure they are complete and are properly coded for inter-agency reporting. 

 
• S.P.I.D.E.R – 10 people serve in this section.  S.P.I.D.E.R. dispatchers monitor a 

radio channel for officer requests.  They process requests for confirming 
warrants, information checks on people, tow requests and other common police 
information requests.  Additionally they make notifications to other service 
providers when needed for power outages, gas leaks, malfunctioning street lights 
and other life and safety issues.     

 
• Traffic Records – 5 people work in this section. This section also includes body 

worn camera video request processing.  Traffic enters all collision reports into the 
state collision database, process DUI paperwork, maintains Intoxilyzers and 
make copies of body worn camera video for court and internal requests.  

 
 The July, 2016 staffing allocation for the Records Division is summarized below:  
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Unit Admin (Title / #) 
Records Division Captain* 1 
 Police Records Supervisor 6 
 Program Specialist 1 
 S.P.I.D.E.R. Dispatchers 10 
 Clerks 45 
 Service Officer 5 
 Admin Aides 3 

Total FTEs   71 
 
*Sworn Position 

 (2) Work Output 
 
 The records bureau processed 84,563 police cases, scanned 44,968 cases and 

answered 120,143 phone calls in 2015.  There were 62,738 phone calls answered at 

the Case Desk (This includes Officers obtaining case numbers and initiating a case file) 

and 57,405 calls answered in Central Records.  Additionally records bureau allows 

officers to dictate their reports for later transcription.  The records bureau had a backlog 

of approximately 5,800 reports as of July 2016.   

  Records bureau members work a 5 – 8 hours shift.  Assuming a 40 hour work 

week, that would provide 2,080 working hours.  After factoring in 80 hours of vacation, 

40 hours of sick time, 11 paid holidays (88 hours) that leaves 1872 working hours 

excluding other leaves (FMLA, Jury Duty, etc.).  Dividing 1872 by 8 yields the 

approximate number of days available to work, which is 234.  Using this number we 

take out two paid 15 minute breaks from the 8 hour work day (234 X 7.5 hrs.) to account 

for total available work hours resulting in approximately 1,755 total hours available to 

work per employee. The design of the RMS system requires a minimum of two points of 

contact for each case, but can be up to three: 

• Case desk to assign case numbers and to open case file. 

• Central records to collate all case related documents – Transcription if used by 
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officer. 
 
• Case review desk for quality control. 

 Each task takes different amounts of time to complete.  The records bureau had 

a goal of processing 21 cases per day per employee at the case desk, though it was 

recently reset at 25.  This would allow the case desk to process 113,022 cases per year 

with current staffing assuming 234 working days per employee (21 cases per day X 23 

employees X 234 working days).  In our observations, the case desk process is on 

average the most lengthy because they also take victim narratives on minor crimes over 

the phone, however the narratives tend to be very short with just a brief explanation of 

the crime, the loss, date, time and location of occurrence.  Additionally, for vehicle 

crimes, case desk must verify vehicle owner information. Using 2015 case information 

of 84,563 cases processed by the case desk they would have 32.5 minutes per case to 

answer the phone, issue a case number and set up a case in the E-justice system 

(84,563 / total available staff minutes.  The records bureau does not track community 

member vs. officer calls, but they know from past experience the majority of case desk 

calls come from officers.  They also know calls from officers in general are substantially 

shorter in duration.  Cases established from community member calls are directly 

entered into the RMS system and do not require further work from other members of the 

records bureau. 

 The second touch point in records is the central records.  Each case initiated by 

an officer requires scanning and the collation of documents.  This process, though not 

measured for average time required is substantially shorter than the time required by 

case desk to open the case files and to input basic information.  Central desk also 
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handles general record information enquiries from community members, insurance 

companies, outside law enforcement and officers.  Using data from 2015 we know that 

Central records handled 57,405 phone calls and scanned (compiled) 44,968 cases.  

Using the same average time available for work with 13 people assigned we estimate 

Central Records had 14 minutes available per phone call or case compiled.  This does 

not account for other processes that are regularly conducted, from past experience we 

know the average phone call lasts about 7 minutes. 

 Some cases have an additional touch point of phone dictation.  Officers can 

dictate their report narratives over the phone for later transcription.  Officer must still 

obtain a case number through the case desk and have a case file started.  Officers must 

also submit a report to records that will later be joined by Central Records to the 

dictated narrative with the case. In 2016 an average of 1,059 cases per month were 

dictated.  In our past studies we have noted it takes an average transcriber 

approximately one hour to transcribe 10 minutes of dictation.  There is currently (as of 

November 2016) a back log of 5,498 reports to be transcribed.  There is no data on the 

average length of dictation per report, but we know from experience that dictated officer 

field reports tend to be less than ten minutes of total dictation per case.  Using a 

conservative 10 minutes per case and a conservative 1 hour transcribing time per 10 

minutes of transcription there is a back log of 5,498 hours of transcription to complete 

(5,498 cases X 1 hour per 10 minutes per case).  Additionally, the word processing unit 

is receiving an average of 1,059 new cases per month. 

 Assuming the same available hours per employee with current staffing level of 

four employees, the word processing section should at minimum be able to process 
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7,020 police reports a year.  They are currently averaging 12,708 cases per year.   

 Increasing word processing to full strength of six will allow them to conservatively 

be able to process 10,530 reports per year.  This leaves a net short of processed 

dictated reports of 2,178 reports even at full staffing of six. 

 The S.P.I.D.E.R. section responded to an average of 16,890 requests for checks 

and other enquiries through the first six months of 2016.  This will put it on pace to 

reach over 200,000 requests fulfilled for the year which is similar to years past.  Each 

task is completed during shift and there is no carry over work for the next day.  Though 

there are peaks in requests throughout the shift, most requests are handled in minutes.  

During our interviews and observation it appeared all requests were handled in minutes.   

The S.P.I.D.E.R. unit uses a power shift from 6:30pm to 3:00am to add capacity during 

peak times. 

 The Traffic section performs various duties as described in the Profile in the 

appendix.  The section reviewed 3,420 traffic reports for the first six months of 2016.  

The Traffic section is also responsible for reporting traffic collision information to the 

state through state run traffic reporting web portal.  There is no metric for the average 

time to process a traffic report.    

(3) Staffing Analysis  
 
 This section contains the project team’s staffing analysis and recommendations 

for the Records Division. 

(3.1) Civilianize Division Manager Position 

 All Records Division positions are civilian except for the manager of the division 

who is a police captain.  This staffing study recommends the department civilianize 
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positions where the use of a sworn officer is not required to effectively perform the 

duties.  The primary function of the Records Division manager is administrative in 

nature requiring a triple expertise in public administration, 24/7 crime records 

management, and customer service.  This situation also requires demonstrated 

expertise effecting organizational turnarounds. 

 The Records bureau is not meeting critical needs of the department.  Traffic 

accident reports are currently behind by several months.  Total Accident backlog is 

1,754 reports.  There is a backlog of 1,445 reports dating from 08/15/2016 – 

10/08/2016.   There is also a backlog of 309 police reports dating 11/16/2016 – 

11/30/2016.  Backlogged reports have been known to take several months before a 

citizen can get their copy.   National benchmarks for these deliverables are 24 hours.  

Delay in Records means delay in every subsequent aspect of the public safety and 

criminal justice system. 

 The Division’s turnover of captains has certainly contributed to this problem 

(records has had 8 sworn captains in charge of the division during the past 14 years).  

The division requires an administrator with the knowledge and expertise in public 

administration and 24/7 records management to address the scope of the current 

problems.  This is especially urgent given the process of exploring alternative RMS 

systems where in depth knowledge of records management and RMS systems is crucial 

to the successful selection and implementation of the system. 

Recommendation: The WPD should civilianize the Records Bureau Manager 
position with a professional administrative manager with current expertise in 24/7 
public safety records management, and with change management and customer 
service expertise.    
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(3.2) Maintain Current Authorized Staffing Level at Case Desk. 
 
 When analyzing time to process cases verse the number employee hours 

available, it is clear there are enough hours to complete the required tasks in the 

allotted hours available.  The case desk had a minimum goal of processing 21 cases 

per shift, we feel this is low and have since learned it has been elevated 25 cases per 

shift.  We agree with this goal and think based on our experience, interviews and 

observations that this goal is achievable.   

Recommendation: The records bureau should target processing 25 cases per 
shift which will keep the records bureau case load current and work to reduce the 
back log.   
 
(3.3) Phase Out Dictated Reports from Patrol. 
 
 Added dictation as another way to complete a police narrative adds additional 

work to the records bureau and adds additional work hours to the process.  Many 

departments added dictation as a cost saving measure when police officers generally 

had little keyboarding experience, the thought at the time was it was cheaper to pay 

someone to type a report than to have a police officer type or write it themselves.  This 

is rarely the case as most officers use keyboards daily and have sufficient skills to write 

their own reports using word processing software.  Adding dictation as a means of 

adding a narrative to a police report complicates the records process and adds the need 

for more back end resources.  Even with dictation officers are still required to fill out a 

report that is later married with their dictated narrative at the records bureau.  The 

phase out of the dictation process would ease the records backlog and eliminate one 

process from the records system.  Current word processing personnel should be 

retained until the backlog of dictated reports is eliminated and then be re-assigned as 
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needed. 

Recommendation: The Records Bureau should phase out accepting dictated 
narratives from patrol officers and re-assign word processors when the backlog 
of dictated reports are processed. 
 
(3.4) Replace Outdated RMS System. 
 
 The project team analyzed the staffing of the records bureau as part of the scope 

of this project, however the capabilities of the RMS system has a direct impact on the 

number and functions needed within the records bureaus and therefore must be 

discussed.  We noticed several shortcomings of the current system that leads directly to 

staffing.  The current RMS system does not have a field reporting capability.  The lack 

of this basic feature requires officers to call the case desk to obtain a case number and 

to start an electronic case file.  Officers are unable to fill out a complete report in the 

field or sub-station.  This adds time and resources to the process.  The current RMS 

system does not interact with the CAD system.  There is no way to obtain a case 

number from the field or through the CAD system, this also adds to the need to enter 

redundant information.  The RMS system cannot accept online community member 

reporting as an option for low level crimes.  These shortcomings add the need for more 

personnel and also slow the record process down. 

Recommendation: The Records Bureau should replace the RMS system using a 
qualified expert to guide the process. 
 
(4) Management  
 
 The project team conducted interviews with Records bureau staff to assess 

current operations. 

(4.1) Areas of Excellence 

 The Bureau has recognized areas where work processes could be improved and 
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has moved minimum targets up to better represent the capabilities of staff.  

Management was aware of many of the shortcomings of the bureau mentioned in this 

report and have taken steps to improve processes.  Staff are deployed at the time and 

function where the need is most critical.   The greatest number of staff are deployed 

during day shift to meet the highest demand time for customer service. 

 (4.2) Overtime in the Records Bureau is High 

 As of July 2016 the records bureau utilized $111,234 overtime.  In our 

experience this is high for department this size with non-emergency functions. If figured 

at the case desk pay rate of $14.88 (high average for the bureau) this represents 

approximately 4,983 hours of work.  Many of these overtime hours were the direct result 

of allowing unplanned same day time off and then hiring on overtime to staff key 

functions. Best practice is to only allow same day time off if it doesn’t affect operations 

or put the department below minimum staffing needed to function.  It is our 

understanding this practice has recently been changed. 

Recommendation: The records bureau should discontinue the practice of 
granting same day vacation requests if it will require hiring overtime to fill 
required functions.    
 
(4.3) Minimum Processing Goals 

 The records bureau set a modest goal of having each case desk clerk complete 

21 cases a day (3 per hour).  In September and October of this year of the 19 fully 

trained clerks only 68% attained that goal.  Lower productivity contributes to the backlog 

of cases to be processed resulting in longer waits for community members receiving 

their requested police reports.  There can be internal impacts on case preparation and 

follow up as well.  
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Recommendation: The records bureau should continually work with employees 
to meet the minimum case processing goals.  This could be in the form of 
counseling and/or training.    
 
6. TRAINING BUREAU 
 
 This section provides the following information regarding the Training Bureau: A 

Division Overview, Staffing Analysis and Recommendations, and Best Management 

Practice Findings and Recommendations. 

(1) Training Bureau Overview 
 
 The Training Bureau consists of four sections: Recruit Training Administration, 

In-Service Training, Pre-employment and Firearms Section.  The Training Bureau exists 

is to ensure that all officers are trained to meet the high standards of the City of Wichita 

and the State of Kansas.  The Training bureau runs two academies per year when 

needed, arranges semiannual firearm qualifications, conducts in-service academy to 

meet training needs, run pre-employment services and also performs private security 

finger printing. Additionally collateral units of Honor Guard, Mounted Patrol, Police 

Reserves and the Chaplain program are managed out the bureau. 

 The State of Kansas mandates 40 hours of continuing training for police officers 

annually.  A review of training (excluding the initial training academy) conducted July 1st, 

2016 through June 1st, 2016 revealed that sworn members received an average of 93 

hours of training during the year.  This is more than twice the state mandated training 

hours.  The training hours included college credit and repetitive training for specialty 

assignments.   There were a total 34 sworn members that did not meet minimum 

training hours for the year.  There was 923.25 hours of overtime used in 2015 by to 

meet training demands. The July, 2016 staffing allocation for the Training Bureau is 
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summarized in the following table:   
=  

Admin (Title / #) 
Training Bureau Captain* 1 
 Secretary* 1 
 Maintenance Worker 1 
Recruit Training Admin. Lieutenant* 1 
In-service Trng. Sergeant* 1 
 Police Officer* 1 
 Clerk II 1 
Pre-employment Sergeant* 1 
 Detective* 2 
 Senior Store Keeper 1 
Firearms Lieutenant* 1 
 Assistant Range Masters 2 

 
Total FTEs 

  
14 

 
*Sworn Position 

  

 
(2) Staffing Analysis  
 
 This section contains the project team’s staffing analysis and recommendations 

for Training.  

(2.1) Increase Current Staffing Level 

 The project team found that the Training Bureau has only 10 people dedicated to 

training that includes operating two- 24 week recruit academies per year.  In addition 

they coordinate in-service training for the entire department.  Currently the department 

provides only 16 to 20 hours of the 40 hours of required annual training and the 

individual officers are responsible to find and apply for the remainder of the.  Outside 

training can be very beneficial to a department, however if sworn personnel are 

receiving outside training on core topics the training may not match department polices 

or goals. This can result in officers using different tactics that are not approved by the 

department.  With limited full time personnel there is very little opportunity to expand 

training to meet emerging trends such as de-escalation or use of force decision making.  
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Limited staff reduces the opportunity for adding classes and curricula that reflect the 

Command staff’s objectives.   Additionally, there are not enough personnel to dedicate 

to skill areas requiring some instructors to be the department experts in use of force, 

patrol tactics, and Taser. Lead instructors are finding it very difficult to offer satellite 

instructor refresher courses with the limited time left after meeting other department 

training needs. It has also become more difficult to use satellite instructors because of 

shortages in other units. 

The project team has reviewed the size of some other training divisions at other 

police departments and found that many dedicate about 2% of their entire staff to the 

training department.  This is especially true when they conduct their own academies as 

Wichita does.  Currently, Wichita PD dedicates about 1% of entire department to 

personnel for training.  To meet 2%, the department would need to add 6.75 FTE to the 

Training Bureau. 

Currently, there is one Detective assigned to the pre-employment hiring section, 

supervised by a sergeant. This employee cannot process all the applications, complete 

all the background checks, conduct all the first contact interviews, and work with the 

applicants to complete the entire hiring process. Approximately 1,000 people each year 

apply with the city to be police officers, and approximately 30 of those 1000 are hired as 

police officers.  The training bureau generally has 3 Detectives or Officers on loan from 

other parts of the organization to complete the hiring process. These 3 additional staff 

members may rotate through this assignment, and each time someone new arrives, 

they must be trained on the unique police officer hiring process.  With pending 

retirements, the need to fill vacancies is not likely to decrease. 
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Adding seven (7) FTE would allow the Training Bureau to conduct background 

investigations without using staff on loan from others areas and increasing the workload 

of other units.  Increased staffing would enhance the ability of the department to add 

more department controlled curricula to meet the 40 hours needed annually.  It would 

allow the department to dedicate instructors to specialized skill areas and give 

additional time for course development to meet the training needed for emerging trends.  

Specifically, the department could add dedicated instructors to academy training, patrol 

tactics, defensive tactics, critical incident management, crisis intervention / 

communication and patrol vehicle operations.  Having dedicated staff in these critical 

skills can improve the consistency of instruction and allow the department to develop 

training curricula for emerging trends. Additionally, the police department has created 

new use of force policies, and within those polices there is a requirement that all officers 

receive annual training in all use of force disciplines. 

The Training Bureau is scheduled to move to the Innovation Campus of Wichita 

State University.  The training facility will be co-located with the Sedgwick County 

Sheriff and the WSU Criminal Justice Program.  Adding staff to the Training Bureau 

could allow the Training Bureau to capitalize on the additional classroom space by 

offering more classes with some offered to other departments for compensation.   
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Recommendation: Increase the Training Bureau by seven FTE (four instructors, 
three background investigators). 
 
 (2.2) Move Portable Radio Inventory Control and Issuance Responsibilities From 

the Emergency Planning Lieutenant to the Training Bureau Under the 
Existing Store Keeper. 

 
 The portable radio inventory and issuance responsibilities are currently under the 

lieutenant in charge of emergency planning.  Other officer issued equipment is 

inventoried or issued out of the Training Bureau.  Using a higher ranking sworn position 

to manage inventory is not a best practice as this is more of an administrative operation. 

Recommendation: Move portable radio inventory control and issuance to the 
Training Bureau.  
 
7. CHIEF’S OFFICE 
 
 This section provides the following information regarding the Chief’s Office.  

(1) Chief’s Office Overview 
 
 The Chief’s Office consists of the Chief, Three Deputy Chiefs, and three 

administrative support staff.  Additionally Professional Standards and the Public 

Information Office are under the Chief of Police.  The Chief’s office provides overall 

leadership to the department, sets work priorities, assigns individual tasks and projects 

and responds to community concerns.  Additionally the Chief is part of the City 

leadership team as a department leader. 

(2) Chief’s Office Administrative support 

 The chief’s office administrative support consists of three secretaries with one 

assigned to the chief and one assigned to the Field Services Deputy Chief and One 

Assigned to the Support Services Deputy Chief. They share responsibilities for greeting 

waiting room visitors and answering phones.  Additionally they have tasks that are 
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specific to their divisions. 

For Field Services this includes: 
• Track officer evaluations 
• Schedule meetings 
• Prepare shift bid spreadsheet 
• Process administrative orders 
• Maintain master score list 
• Track officers wearing soft belts 
• Process medical billing for in custody medical care 
 
For Support Services this includes: 
• Accident Review Board administration 
• Schedule meetings 
• Process discipline paper work 
• Process medical billing 
 
For the Chief this includes: 
• Schedule meetings 
• Maintain Chief’s calendar 
• Take notes and minutes at meetings 
• Process administrative orders for personnel file and payroll 
• Complete contact roster for the 911 center 
 
 The administrative support staff recently began cross training so that each 

secretary can assist in each other in their respective tasks.  

 (3) Professional Standards Bureau 
 
 The Professional Standards bureau consists of 1 Captain, 1 Lieutenant, 4 

Detectives and 1 Administrative support staff. The bureau operates during day shift 

hours, but are on call for major incidents that require their Professional Standards 

Bureau member response.  The Professional Standards Division (PSB) is responsible 

for promoting organizational accountability, conducting unbiased investigations into 

allegations of misconduct, and promoting the highest standards by identifying and 
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evaluating programs, practices, and policies that accomplish these goals.   

 The project team’s review of the organizational and functional structure of the 

Professional Standards Division noted the following strengths: 

• Spans of control in the current organizational level are acceptable.  Current 
spans of control are: 

 
 
Position 

 
Span of Control 

Captain  1:1 
Lieutenant  1:5 

 
Spans of control are normal for this type of function.  The assignment of ranking 
personnel (lieutenant and detectives) in professional standards is necessary to 
ensure they have the authority and status to handle the various critical duties 
assigned to the division. 
 

• The Bureau engages in ongoing community engagement and education. 
 
• Reporting on officer performance related to Professional Standards is formalized. 
 
• The WPD has comprehensive documented policies and procedures to address 

complaints. 
 
• The bureau is exceptionally proactive in recording all complaints against the 

agency and its personnel.  This includes complaints that, at the onset, are 
obviously without merit. 

 
• The Professional Standards commander reports directly to the Chief of Police. 
 
• Investigations are conducted professionally and the process is transparent. 

Recently the bureau has begun to allow citizens to view body worn camera video 
with the investigating detective. 

 
• WPD uses an Employee System (EIS) software program “Blue Team” to track 

officer conduct at various levels.  Random checks of individuals are not 
conducted.  The bureau is switching to IAPro early next year (2017). 

 
 The Captain is a direct report to the Chief and is assisted by a lieutenant who 

oversees the detectives assigned to the unit.  The Captain and lieutenant have separate 

but overlapping responsibilities so that the lieutenant can easily assist the captain with 
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any task in the unit.  The lieutenant serves as the captain in their absence.  

 The bureau also maintains the officer early warning system “Blue Team” and 

reviews Civil Claims, traffic collisions, firearm discharges.  See table below for work 

areas. 

Year Citizen 
Contacts 

Civil 
Case 

Internal 
Complaints 

External 
Complaints 

Vehicle 
Collisions 

Firearm 
Discharges 

TOTAL 

2016 (To 
date) 

206 29 61 16 99 23 434 

 
2015 

205 29 103 44 105 47 533 

 
 In our interviews we learned that citizen contacts (interviews) and complaint 

investigations take the majority of investigators time, though there is no time tracking for 

any of the work processes.  The Department went to body worn cameras for field 

operations which has added to the body of evidence that investigators must review.  

This additional time to review video has not been measured, but investigators believe it 

may reduce the number of complaints that have to be fully investigated.  Since the 

deployment of body worn cameras, investigators routinely review the video with the 

community member to see if there is enough evidence to warrant an investigation and 

to allow the community member to see the video of the incident.  This appears to have 

resulted in fewer full investigations and more satisfied community members.  These 

citizen contacts are documented in the table above.  It is significant to note the drop in 

external complaints from 2015 to 2016 after deployment of body worn cameras.   

 The bureau has a 90 day target to complete investigations from the day of intake.  

There are outside influences such as criminal case proceedings or court adjudication 

that can slow the process or completion of the case.  The bureau does not track case 
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completion times dues to the varied nature of each case and number of external 

influences that may hamper an investigation.  Until mid-November 2016 there were 5 

detectives assigned to the bureau.  Average Detective Case load for investigations is 

shown in the following table assuming the 5 detectives: 

Year Internal 
Complaints 

External 
Complaints 

Total With 5 
Detectives 

With 4 
Detectives 

2016 
(To date) 61 16 76 15.2 19 

 
2015 103 44 147 29.4 N/A 

 
 The Professional Standards Bureau recently cut one detective position.  

Analyzing 2016 data assuming the 4 detectives the case load increases to 19 cases per 

detective.  This is a reduced case load from 2015.  The bureau only used 244 hours of 

overtime in 2015 with a significantly higher case load. From our interviews we were able 

to determine the bureau was able to meet the 90 day case completion timeline in all 

cases excluding cases that were awaiting criminal court or judicial proceedings.  

Reducing the number of detectives from 5 to 4 should not affect investigation timelines.  

It should be noted the number of citizen contacts has stayed consistent.  These 

contacts still require documentation and in many cases the reviewing of video evidence, 

but the net time effect of this has not been tracked.   

 The Professional Standards Bureau also maintains the Blue Team Early Warning 

Software.  The Following table represents the current thresholds. 
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Activity Threshold per year Exceptions 
Coaching / Counseling 5  
External Investigation 3  
Firearm Discharge 2  
Internal Investigations 3  
Use of Force 10 6 within 6 months for 

SCAT officers 
Vehicle Accidents 2  
Vehicle Pursuits 3  

  
 When a department member hits early warning system threshold the detective 

will investigate the circumstances of threshold to insure it is correct.  They will then 

initiate complete the documentation supporting the early warning threshold and forward 

to the appropriate command officer for further investigation or intervention.  

(3) Staffing Analysis  
 
 This section contains the project team’s staffing analysis and recommendations 

for the Professional Standards Bureau. 

(3.1) Maintain Current Staffing Levels 
 
 The investigative case load has dropped significantly over the last year.  The 

number of citizen contacts has remained constant and these still require documentation 

and many times the reviewing of body worn camera video.  The bureau has begun to 

allow community members to review the video with the investigator present.  We 

commend this approach as it brings transparency to the process and the department.  It 

is too early to tell the impact on community support or work load within the unit, but our 

interviews and review indicate the time on the front end at intake may reduce the need 

to complete an investigation saving time in the end. 
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Recommendation: The WPD should maintain the current staffing level 1 Captain, 
1 Lieutenant, 1 Administrative Support and of 4 detectives in the Professional 
Standards Bureau.   
 
8. ANIMAL CONTROL FIELD AND SHELTER SERVICES WOULD BENEFIT 

FROM A REVISED STAFF DEPLOYMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL 
APPROACH.  

 
Animal Control Services (ACS) operates both a Field Service Section and Shelter 

Services Section managed by a Lieutenant.  The bulk of staff are classified as Animal 

Control Officers (ACO) positions.  These positions perform a variety of duties and 

responsibilities in various assignments associated with field and shelter services to 

include service call-taking and field dispatching, front-desk support, shelter services 

(cleaning, animal servicing, etc.) and field enforcement functions to include call for 

service response and other efforts related to domestic and wild animal issues. Further 

details are provided in the profile in the appendix. In sum, however, the staffing 

contingent is one (1) Lieutenant, two (2) civilian supervisors, 21 full-time ACOs and 2 

part-time ACOs.  

(1) Based on Various Benchmarks, Shelter Staffing is Inadequate to Properly 
 Provide Animal Care Without Significant Support from ACO Field Services.    
 

Based on our interviews, it was indicated that the five (5) ACO staff assigned the 

shelter are currently not capable of providing adequate support to the shelter facility 

without the assistance of 1-3 field ACOs.  The level of support is based on animal 

population and absenteeism.  This on-going shift of resources impacts field services 

significantly.  As important, an understaffed shelter is problematic for several reasons, 

particularly the potential health and welfare impact on the animal population. 

According to staffing research conducted by the National Animal Control 

Association (NACA) & the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS), a formula has 
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been devised that  recommends an appropriate staffing level to insure that every animal 

is properly cared for in a safe and humane manner and to maintain a safe working 

environment for employees.  These are based on basic guidelines that caring for 

sheltered animals requires daily cleaning and sanitation to reduce the spread of 

disease, maintain the health of the shelter population and to maintain a clean and odor 

free facility. Shelters and animal care facilities must maintain an appropriate daily 

feeding schedule for each animal in its care and insure there is adequate staff and time 

to complete all the other duties and responsibilities.   

An internal report developed by WPD Animal Control Service supervision used 

the NACA and HSUS formula—revised slightly based on actual shelter populations as 

opposed to projected—to devise a shelter staffing plan. The results of this formula are 

duplicated and depicted below: 

Variable  Factor  Resultant 

 
(Human Population) 

Multiplied by 7% 
= 

11,000 
(Incoming Animal Population Per Year) 

11,000 
(Incoming Animals Per Year) 

Divided by 365 
(days per year) 

30.14 
(Incoming Animals Per Day) 

30.14 
(Incoming Animals Per Day) 

Times Seven Day 
Holding Period = 

210.98 
(Animals in Shelter Per Day) 

210.98 
(Animals in Shelter Per Day) 

Times fifteen 
minutes per 

animal for feed/clean 

3,164.70 
(Number of Minutes Needed) 

3,164.70 
(Minutes Needed) 

Divided by 60 
(minutes) = 

52.75 
(Number of Hours Needed) 

52.75 
(Number of Hours Needed) 

Divided by 8 hour shift 
at 50% efforts dedicated 

to key tasks (4 hrs) 
 

13.19 
(Staff Needed Per Day) 
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 According to the data, approximately 13 positions are needed daily in the shelter 

to provide feeding, cleaning and any ancillary activities. These ancillary activities are 

calculated as taking half the work day to perform. While this “50% availability” might be 

questionable (and could be reasonably higher) this is promulgated by the NACA and 

HSUS in their staffing model. 

 Clearly, the calculated staffing level in comparison to the 5 ACO and 2 P/T ACO 

assigned to the shelter demonstrates the need for field service ACO support on a 

regular basis.  By necessity, the shelter operation must take precedence over field 

enforcement activities, apparently impacting the ability of staff to perform proactive 

enforcement.  

(2) Field Staffing Levels for Animal Control Officers Can Be Developed Similar 
 to Patrol and Based on Calls for Service; However this Information is 
 Presently Missing.    
 
 The WPD Animal Control Services currently dispatches field staff rather than 

using Sedgwick County Emergency Communications.  The internal call-taking software 

was being replaced at the time of this study and detailed call for service information was 

apparently not available.  Consequently, calculating proactive time availability was not 

possible.  Data is available, however, with regard to the proportion of calls that were 

ultimately responded to (as opposed to unaddressed). The results for 2016 are 

summarized in the following table: 
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  2016 Field Response Rates 
Month Response Rate 

Jan. 100.0% 
Feb. 100.0% 
Mar. 100.0% 
Apr. 99.7% 
May 98.2% 
Jun. 98.8% 
Jul. 97.9% 
Aug. 98.2% 

 
 What is absent in the data is the overall response rate (same hour call originated 

or a different day) and the outcome.  Most importantly, there is no information relative to 

the amount of proactive enforcement that can be conducted other than information 

suggested in interviews. It was indicated, given WPD ACO field staffing levels, that 

enforcement efforts are entirely reactive (responding to calls). 

 Some comparative research has been performed in the large municipalities in 

Canada with respect to field Animal Control Officer staffing levels.  The median staffing 

level for ACOs in reporting municipalities was 3.1 officers per 100,000 population.20  

Using this benchmark for Wichita, with a population of 390,000, indicates a field ACO 

staffing level of approximately 12 personnel.  This “average” can be compared to the 16 

ACO staff currently assigned to Field Services.  At issue, of course, is the on-going 

support of field ACO staff provided to the shelter in addition to dispatch and front-desk 

duties.  

  

                                            
20 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3552590/ 
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(3) Various Revised Approaches to Staffing Animal Control Services Should 
 be Explored.    
 
 Based on the totality of data, the sum of shelter and field-related staffing 

requirements based on the research provided results in a calculated need for 25 staff 

positions (13 shelter + 12 field).  This compares to current authorized ACO staffing of 21 

full-time and two (2) part-time positions.  This excludes the dispatch assignment and 

front-desk support activities. In the absence of more robust data, definitive staffing 

recommendations are not practical. There are, however, certain approaches that can be 

further explored to ultimately arrive at necessary staffing requirements.  These include: 

• Explore opportunities for Sedgwick County Emergency Communications to 
handle dispatch activities for Animal Control.  Using a Public Safety Answering 
Point for Animal Control dispatch is common throughout the United States.  This 
will allow the removal and internal staffing requirement associated with the 
dispatch position.  

 
• Our contact with the Kansas Humane Society (KHS) in Wichita (adjoining the 

City facility) indicates they would be amenable to responding to a Request for 
Proposal for animal shelter services.  This is an option that could readily resolve 
short-staffing issues in the Animal Control shelter.     

 
• Similarly, KHS encourages a joint approach to the development and utilization of 

a robust volunteer program to provide assistance.  Use of volunteers, particularly 
in a shelter environment, can augment and potentially replace necessary staffing 
levels.     

 
• The aforementioned internal Animal Control Services report progressively 

recommended the creation of new job classifications to include a Kennel 
Attendant and Kennel Master positions.  The former position would be 
responsible for tasks like cleaning, feeding, laundry and light maintenance.  This 
would free up the Animal Control Officer (ACO) positions to enforce code, intake 
and release/transfer animals.  The latter position would be responsible for intake 
of animals from the field officers at the shelter.  They would assess, photograph 
and properly place animals in kennels throughout the shelter.  This would free up 
the field officers to spend more time answering complaints in the field.  

 
• Alternatively, WPD and the City can explore instituting a civilianized Community 

Services Officer job classification that can incorporate a wide variety of law 
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enforcement supporting duties including Animal Control Officer responsibilities.       
 
 The aforementioned options have distinct possibilities to revise the current 

staffing requirements and staffing approaches of Animal Control Services.  

Recommendations: 
 
Explore opportunities for Sedgwick County Emergency Communications to 
provide dispatch services for Animal Control, eliminating the need for an ACO 
dispatch position from 0700-1700 hours.  
 
Develop a Request for Proposal for a non-profit (e.g. KHS) or other relevant 
vendor to provide shelter cleaning and feeding services, thereby impacting 
internal ACO shelter staffing needs. 
 
Concurrent with the RFP approach, review the possibilities associated with the 
implementation of a Kennel Attendant and Kennel Master position to replace ACO 
positions at the shelters front-desk and retention areas. Further explore 
opportunities for a Community Service Officer job classification to have various 
WPD roles in the Department including ACO responsibilities.  
 
In cooperation with the Kansas Humane Society, explore additional opportunities 
for volunteer support to be provided to both HKS and the City’s shelter.  This is 
particularly convenient since both shelters are co-located. 
 
Upon full implementation of call-taking/dispatch software, develop proactive time 
metrics, based on patrol chapter formula, for the field ACO. Determine the desired 
level of proactive time for field ACO staff. 
 
Based on available research, plan for an Animal Control Services staffing 
contingent of approximately 25 line staff. This is four (4) authorized positions 
above existing full-time line personnel.  This staffing level assumes contracted 
shelter services are not executed.  
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APPENDIX A – DESCRIPTIVE PROFILE OF THE WICHITA POLICE 

DEPARTMENT 

 

Wichita engaged the Matrix Consulting Group to conduct a Police Department Staffing Study for the Wichita Police 

Department (WPD).  During this initial study phase, our project team conducted research and spent time on-site to gather 

a variety of information to complete the engagement. The report, which follows, provides a descriptive profile of WPD for 

use within the Study.  The purpose of the descriptive profile is to document the project team’s understanding of the 

organizational structure of the WPD including staffing levels, services provided, and key roles and responsibilities.  Data 

contained in the profile were developed based on the work conducted by the project team to date, including: 

• Interviews with executives, management and other supervisory staff in the WPD.   

 

• Collection of various data describing organization and staffing patterns, workloads and service levels, etc. Our data 

collection efforts continue.  

 

• Review of various documents and reports which the WPD forwarded to the project team. 

 

This descriptive profile does not attempt to recapitulate all organizational and operational facets of the Department.  

By example, duties and responsibilities and tasks performed are not at the job description level.    Rather, the profile 

reflects a summary of our understanding of the organization, which is foundational for issues identification and analysis as 

part of the study.  The structure of this descriptive profile is as follows: 
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• Generalized Scope of Services for key WPD functional areas. 

 

• Authorized Full-time Equivalent Positions (FTEs) dedicated to specific operational areas. 

 

• Summaries of programs, services and core tasks performed by staff within the WPD work units. 

 

• Functional organizational charts showing staffing levels. 

 

 The profile is descriptive only – there are no findings, conclusions nor recommendations to be found in this interim 

report.  This profile has been reviewed for accuracy and completeness by WPD management staff. 
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Chief’s Office 

 

Generalized Scope of Services: The Chief’s Office provides the overall leadership, guidance, management and administration of the 

Department personnel and the services for which it provides. The Office regularly interfaces with the community, City executive leadership, City 

Council, and other public safety partners throughout the region.  It is composed of the executive leadership and key administrative support 

services of the police department as shown below. 

 

Authorized FTEs: 

 

Unit Chief Captain Lieut. Sergeant Detective Officer                   Civilian Staff / # 

  Chief’s Office 1      Secretary 1 

    PIO Office    1  2   

    Prof Standards  1 1  5  Secretary 1 

Sub-Total 1 1 1 1 5 2  2 

Total: 14 
 

	
	 	

matrix
consu l t i ng  g roup
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Chief’s Office Organizational Chart 
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Unit / Functional Area 

 

Description of Services 

 

Chief’s Office 

(Support Staff) 

 

• The Chiefs Office Support Staff consist of one (1) Administrative Secretary with both shared and 

dedicated responsibilities depending on the executive (Chief or DC) she is assigned. 

• Responsible for Chief’s reception area. 

•   Answer incoming phone calls for the Chief and Deputy Chiefs. 

•   Coordinate various internal and external events and activities for the Chief’s office and divisions. 

•   Manage Chief’s and Deputy Chief’s schedules. 

• Manage medical billing for subjects who receive medical treatment while in police custody. 

• Responsible for compiling administrative orders for personnel files and payroll. 

•   Track Officer Evaluations for the divisions. 

•   Maintain Seniority Spreadsheet for shift and assignment bids (Twice a year). 

•   Update and Develop Power Point presentations for Chief and Deputy Chiefs. 

• Track all incoming and outgoing mail and correspondence. 

• Responsible for taking notes at monthly command staff meeting. 

•   Track Professional Standards investigation for the Deputy Chiefs. 

•   Prepare and process discipline paperwork. 

•   Update and maintain the PD information Hub. 

• Update the Police Book for the Deputy Chiefs. 

 

Professional Standards 

 

• The Professional Standards Unit consists of one captain, one lieutenant, five detectives and one 

unit secretary. 

•   Investigate all citizen initiated complaints (Includes taking statements and photographs). 

•   Investigate all internally initiated complaints. 

•   Responds to all officer involved deadly use of force for police review. 

• Provides documentation for the legal department on department lawsuit defense. 

• Tracks early warning system for employees. 

•    Determines if a policy violation has occurred at conclusion of investigation. 

• Manages all police budgeting accounts. 

• Create expenditure reports. 

 

Public Information Office 

 

•   Provides information to the public on behalf of the chief on critical incidents. 

•   Responds to media requests for information. 

•   Develops messaging and content for the chief at public events. 

•   Responds to and directs public inquiries. 

•   Coordinates social media initiatives. 

•   Coordinates public outreach on behalf of the chief. 
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Field Services Division - Patrol North Bureau 

 

Generalized Scope of Services: Performs core patrol functions, including response to community generated calls for service, self-initiated 

activity, administrative functions, and other field duties related to police services. The bureau is divided into four shifts, which include non-core 

patrol units/personnel, such as community policing officers, SCAT teams, and the field crime analyst. 

 

Authorized FTEs: 

 

Unit Deputy Chief Captain Lieut. Sergeant Officer                   Civilian Staff / # 

Field Services Division 1     Administrative Secretary 1 

North Bureau  1    Secretary 1 

First Watch   1     

Patrol    3 25   

Other Functions     

1 (FCA) 

1 (SRO) 

Customer Service Clerk II 2 

Second Watch   1     

Patrol    2 17   

Other Functions    1 9 (CP)   

Third Watch   1     

Patrol    3 19   

Other Functions    1 10 (SCAT) Service Officer I 1 

Fourth Watch   1     

Patrol    3 23   

Other Functions      Service Officer I 1 

Sub-Total 1 1 4 13 105  6 

Total: 129 

 

 

 

For tracking purposes, Deputy Chief counted herein. The staffing levels shown above include any vacancies in authorized, or budgeted, 

positions levels. Patrol staffing is also inclusive of officers assigned to traffic enforcement duties. 

  

matrix
consu l t i ng  g roup
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Patrol North Bureau Organizational Chart 
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Field Services Division - Patrol East Bureau 

 

Generalized Scope of Services: Performs core patrol functions, including response to community generated calls for service, self-initiated 

activity, administrative functions, and other field duties related to police services. The bureau is divided into four shifts, which include non-core 

patrol units/personnel, such as community policing officers, SCAT teams, and the field crime analyst. 

 

Authorized FTEs: 

 

Unit Captain Lieut. Sergeant Officer                   Civilian Staff / # 

East Bureau 1    Secretary 1 

First Watch  1     

Patrol   3 25   

Other Functions    

1 (FCA) 

2 (SRO) 

Customer Service Clerk II 

Station Clerk 

1 

1 

Second Watch  1     

Patrol   2 18   

Other Functions   1 10 (CP)   

Third Watch  1     

Patrol   2 20   

Other Functions   1 8 (SCAT) Service Officer I 1 

Fourth Watch  1     

Patrol   3 22   

Other Functions     Service Officer I 1 

Sub-Total 1 4 12 106  5 

Total: 128 

 

 

 

The staffing levels shown above include any vacancies in authorized, or budgeted, positions levels. Patrol staffing is also inclusive of 

officers assigned to traffic enforcement duties. 
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Patrol East Bureau Organizational Chart 
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Field Services Division - Patrol West Bureau 

 

Generalized Scope of Services: Performs core patrol functions, including response to community generated calls for service, self-initiated 

activity, administrative functions, and other field duties related to police services. The bureau is divided into four shifts, which include non-core 

patrol units/personnel, such as community policing officers, SCAT teams, and the field crime analyst. 

 

Authorized FTEs: 

 

Unit Captain Lieut. Sergeant Officer                   Civilian Staff / # 

West Bureau 1    Secretary 1 

First Watch  1     

Patrol   3 25   

Other Functions    

1 (FCA) 

2 (SRO) 

Customer Service Clerk II 2 

Second Watch  1     

Patrol   2 15   

Other Functions   1 10 (CP)   

Third Watch  1     

Patrol   2 22   

Other Functions   1 6 (SCAT) Service Officer I 1 

Fourth Watch  1     

Patrol   3 23   

Other Functions       

Sub-Total 1 4 12 104  4 

Total: 125 
 

 

The staffing levels shown above include any vacancies in authorized, or budgeted, positions levels. Patrol staffing is also inclusive of 

officers assigned to traffic enforcement duties. 
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Patrol West Bureau Organizational Chart 
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Field Services Division - Patrol South Bureau 

 

Generalized Scope of Services: Performs core patrol functions, including response to community generated calls for service, self-initiated 

activity, administrative functions, and other field duties related to police services. The bureau is divided into four shifts, which include non-core 

patrol units/personnel, such as community policing officers, SCAT teams, and the field crime analyst. 

 

Authorized FTEs: 

 

Unit Captain Lieut. Sergeant Officer                   Civilian Staff / # 

South Bureau 1    Secretary 1 

First Watch  1     

Patrol   3 25   

Other Functions    

1 (FCA) 

1 (SRO) 

Customer Service Clerk II 

Customer Service Clerk I 

(Ambassadors) 

2 

3 

Second Watch  1     

Patrol   2 14   

HOT Team    3   

Other Functions   1 10 (CP)   

Third Watch  1     

Patrol   3 20   

Other Functions   1 12 (SCAT) Service Officer I 1 

Fourth Watch  1     

Patrol   3 23   

Other Functions     Service Officer I 1 

Sub-Total 1 4 13 109  8 

Total: 135 
 

 

The staffing levels shown above include any vacancies in authorized, or budgeted, positions levels. Patrol staffing is also inclusive of 

officers assigned to traffic enforcement duties. 
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Patrol South Bureau Organizational Chart 
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Unit / Functional Area 

 

Description of Services 

 

Patrol 

 

• Patrol is overseen by a deputy police chief, who has direct responsibility for all four bureau 

captains, in addition to support staff. 

• The jurisdiction patrolled by the Wichita Police Department is divided into four areas, which 

comprise individual bureaus. 

• Patrol officers and sergeants respond to emergency incidents and other calls for service, 

completing reports as needed. 

• Before the start of a shift, lieutenants and sergeants meet with the commander(s) of the previous 

shift and go over any developments, key events, or safety concerns. 

• Sergeants function as first-line field supervisors, and are responsible for providing direction and 

priorities for the use of proactive time in the field. 

• Sergeants have primary responsibility for approving patrol reports. 

• Lieutenants respond to major incidents as needed, providing overall supervision and coordinating 

additional resources. 

• Division staff work voluntary and mandatory overtime as needed to meet minimum staffing levels, 

which are set by the commander of each patrol bureau. 

• Daily briefings are held for the four watches at 0700, 1100, 1700, and 2100, respectively. 

• Responsible for proactive community policing activities. 

• Other proactive priorities include conducting traffic enforcement, business checks, and various 

enforcement activities. 

• K9 units are assigned to Patrol South. 

• Officers, sergeants, and lieutenants normally work four 10-hour shifts. Workdays are staggered. 

• Two officer positions on the first watch are designated as traffic officers. These positions count 

toward fulfilling any minimum staffing needs. 

 

Community Policing Teams 

 

• Community Policing Officers function largely in a proactive capacity in addition to handling 

nuisance issues, focusing on community and problem-oriented policing tactics. 

• Focuses vary by region depending on the specific issues of that area and the priorities of the 

bureau commander. 

• In Patrol South, for instance, working with bar and nightlife owners is a key activity of Community 

Policing units. 

• Throughout the department, a key emphasis on the work of Community Policing units is to 

address issues to be resolved throughout the long-term, including the roots that generated the 

problem, in order to prevent the issues from continually generating patrol calls for service if they 

were to be left unabated. 

• Also responds to calls for service normally handled by patrol as needed during peak times of 

activity, either in a backup or primary capacity. 
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Unit / Functional Area 

 

Description of Services 

 

SCAT Teams 

 

• SCAT is primarily tasked with roles relating to proactive enforcement and investigative support. 

• The focus of SCAT teams varies from region to region, depending on the specific crime issues in 

that area and the priorities of command staff in addressing community issues. 

• Responsible for proactive community policing activities. 

• For instance, while in Patrol West, SCAT focuses almost entirely on addressing property crime 

issues, the work of Patrol South SCAT teams focuses largely on drug-related issues, as well as 

‘walking beats’ in the downtown area.  

• Patrol South also includes the homeless outreach team, which consists of three officers. These 

positions are reflected within the total number of SCAT officers on the third watch shift. 

 
Patrol Work Schedule (includes CP and SCAT teams) 

	
Shift Start End 
      

First Watch 0700 1700 
Second Watch 1100 2100 
Third Watch 1700 0300 
Fourth Watch 2100 0700 
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Support Services Division 

 

Generalized Scope of Services Performs a variety of important support services functions for the police department that includes various key 

duties and responsibilities such as records, training, fiscal services, animal welfare, city hall security, warrant compliance and others.  Oversees 

a variety of ancillary or volunteer duties to include SWAT, EOD, CISMT, Honor Guard, Mounted Unit, Police Reserves, and Chaplain Program.    

	
Authorized FTEs: 

 
Unit Deputy 

Chief 

Captain Lieut. Sergeant Detective Officer                   Civilian Staff / # 

Support Services Division 1      Administrative Secretary 1 

  Admin. Services Bureau  1       

    Emergency Plan & Sec   1      

    City Hall Security    1   Sup, Screeners and armed Security 17 

    Animal Control Serv.   1    Field and Shelter services (Includes 2 

part time) 

24 

    Info Mgmt. Sup    1      

    Info Services Unit      2 Planning Analyst 1 

    Warrant Section      2 Clerks (Includes 2 part time) 2 

    Fiscal Affairs: Payroll and 

Accounting 

      Finance Analysts, Clerks and Admin 

Assistants 

6 

    Court Liaison Section       Supervisor and Administrative Aides 4 

  Records Bureau  1     Supervisors, Admin, and Clerks 8 

    SPIDER Section       Dispatchers 10 

    Fingerprint/Case Review       Service Officer and Admin 6 

    Case Desk       Clerks 23 

    Central Records       Clerks 13 

    Word Process / Image       Clerks 7 

    Traffic / Video Section       Service Officers and Clerks 5 

  Training Bureau  1     Secretary and Maintenance 2 

     Recruit Training   1 2 2 1 Store Keeper and Clerk .2 

     Firearms Section   1    Range Masters 2 

Sub-Total 1 3 5 4 3 5  133 

Total: 153 
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Support Services Division Organizational Chart 
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Unit / Functional Area 

 

Description of Services 

 

Building Security 

 

•   The building Security Section consists of 1 Sergeant, 12 armed security officers and 4 screeners. 

• Responsible for screening of all visitors to City Hall. 

• Provides armed security at the public library. 

• Provides 24 hour security for city hall. 

• Monitors city wide network of more than 250 cameras. 

• Monitors alarm system for 35 city facilities. 

• Provides access control for city owned facilities. 

 

Emergency Planning 

 

•   The Emergency Planning Section consists of one Lieutenant. 

•   Updates Wichita Police Department Emergency Plans. 

•   Coordinates with County Emergency Operations Center. 

• Liaisons with FBI/ Homeland Security. 

•    Assists with NIMS Training. 

•    Maintains Radio Inventory. 

 

Court Liaison Section 

 

• The Court Liaison Section consists of one supervisor and three clerks operating out of two offices 

(Municipal Prosecutor and District Attorney). 

•   Track all subpoenas for officer appearance at court (except juvenile court which is handled by a 

detective assigned to juvenile cases). 

•   Notify all officers of required court appearances the day before trial. 

•   Track court related overtime expenses. 

• Prints court related reports for officers and prosecutors.  

 

Warrant Section 

 

•   The Warrant Unit consists of 2 warrant officers, 1 customer service clerk and 2 part time clerks. 

•   Calls individuals with outstanding warrants to attempt voluntary arrangements to clear warrants. 

•   Responds to municipal court judges requests to take people into custody. 

• Monitors court appearances for municipal judges who may wish to have a subject taken into 

custody. 

•   Process individuals who “turn” themselves in with warrants. 

• Re-schedule court dates for municipal warrants. 
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Unit / Functional Area 

 

Description of Services 

 

Fiscal Affairs Section 

 

•    The Fiscal Affairs Section consists of 1 Sr. Fiscal Analyst, 1 Administrative Assistant, 1 Associate 

Accountant, 2 Account Clerks, and 1 Customer Service Clerk. 

• Oversee police budget. 

• Sends out monthly budget update to command staff. 

• Manage grants- reporting and application process. 

• Manage police and fire alarm database and false alarm appeals (Vendor handles billing). 

• Compiles and tracks performance measures for city budget reporting. 

• Processes accounts payable and receivable.  

• Processes travel documents. 

• Manages all police budgeting accounts. 

• Create expenditure reports. 

• Point of contact for vendors. 

• Manages all police contracts. 

• Manage payroll processes. 

• Manages quarter master program through Vendor. 

 

Animal Control Services 

(Field Services) 

 

•   Animal Control Services (ACS) operates both a Field Service Section and Shelter Services Section 

managed by a Lieutenant. 

•   Field Services is overseen by one (1) Supervisor responsible for 16 Animal Control Officers (ACO) 

performing a variety of duties from 0700 to 2230 hours seven-days a week.  

•   One (1) ACO provides dispatch services, managing calls for service and deploying resources from 

0700 to 1700 Mon-Sun, at which point voice-mail is used. 

• One (1) ACO provides facility front-desk support from 0700 to 1530 Mon-Fri to include records and 

reporting clerical management. 

• One to three (1-3) ACO are assigned part of the day to help Shelter Services staff clean, manage 

animals, etc.  

• Remaining ACO staff are assigned to the field, responding to calls for service, addressing 

domestic and wild animal complaints, enforcing licensing and other ordinances, etc. 

• Minimum staffing levels for the entire ACS is 3 Shelter ACO, 1 Field ACO, 1 Dispatch ACO from 

0700-1500 and 2 Shelter ACO, 1 Field ACO and 1 Dispatch ACO (up to 1700) from 1500 to 1900 

hours. 

• Field Services operates three 8-hour shifts: 0700-1530; 1030-1900; 1400-2230 hours for workdays 

noted. 
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Unit / Functional Area 

 

Description of Services 

 

Animal Control Services 

(Shelter Services) 

 

•   Animal Control Services (ACS) operates both a Field Service Section and Shelter Services Section 

managed by a Lieutenant. 

•   Shelter Services is overseen by one (1) Supervisor responsible for five (5) ACOs performing a 

variety of duties from 0700 to 1900 hours Mon-Sat and 0700 to 1730 hours Sunday.  

• Two (2) part-time ACOs provide support from 0700-1100 Tue-Sat and 1500-1900 Mon-Fri. 

•   ACOs provide shelter services to include animal impounding support and animal welfare 

management; feeding, cleaning of facility; daily dog-park trash maintenance; euthanizing of 

animals; front counter support; and interface with adjoining Humane Society for possible adoption 

of unclaimed animals. 

• Shelter ACO rotate going in field 2-times per month for cross-training purposes.  

• Inmate labor from Winfield Minimum Corrections Facility is used sporadically, typically one Trustee 

daily Mon-Fri from 0800-1430 hours.  

• Minimum staffing levels for the entire ACS is 3 Shelter ACO, 1 Field ACO, 1 Dispatch ACO from 

0700-1500 and 2 Shelter ACO, 1 Field ACO and 1 Dispatch ACO (up to 1700) from 1500 to 1900 

hours. 

• Shelter Services operates two 8-hour shifts extending 0700 to 1900 Mon-Sat and 0700 to 1730 

Sunday. 
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Unit / Functional Area 

 

Description of Services 

 

Training Bureau 

 

•   The Training Bureau consists of 1 Captain, 2 Lieutenants, 2 Sergeants, 2 Detectives, 1 officer, 1 

Secretary, 1 Maintenance Worker, 1 Clerk, 1 store Keeper, and Assistant Range Masters. 

• Coordinates spring and fall mandatory training for the police department. 

• Manages and tracks all documentation regarding training records, including retrieval for court 

cases and subpoenas. 

•   Operates two-24 week recruit classes per year. 

•   Conducts finger printing for the public and for private security. 

•   Provides firearm qualification and training for the police department. 

• Conducts polygraph for new hire backgrounds. 

• Coordinates recruiting and background process for the department. 

• Coordinates the entry of training records into the state database. 

• Sets police department curricula to meet state training requirements. 

•    Coordinates the honor guard. 

• Coordinates the mounted patrol unit (Not a full time unit). 

• Coordinates the FTO program. 

• Operates two citizen academies a year (35 citizens, 1 night a week for 35 weeks). 

• Coordinates police chaplain program (training). 

• Writes promotional tests for all ranks through Captain. 

• Coordinates reserve police officer program (training). 

• Operates off site range for police department use. 

• Conducts firearms training for new recruits at offsite range. 

• Conducts firearms qualification for the department. 
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Unit / Functional Area 

 

Description of Services 

 

Records Bureau 

 

• The Records consists of a 1 captain, 6 section supervisors, 1 Program Specialist, 1 Clerk III, and 

the following sub units: S.P.I.D.E.R. -10 Dispatchers, Finger Prints/ Case Review -2 Service 

Officers and 4 Admin Aids, Case Desk -23 Case Desk Service Clerks, Central Records- 13 

Clerks, Word Processing/ Imaging/ Accident Reports- 6 Clerk IIs and 1 Customer Service Clerk, 

Traffic / Video Section- 3 Service Officers and 2 Customer Service Clerks.  The Records Unit 

operates 24 hours day, but is only open to the public &:30am to 5:30pm. 

• The Records Unit processes all police reports, including transcribing dictated reports. 

• The unit reviews all police reports for accuracy and handles all requests for copies of police 

reports. 

• The S.P.I.D.E.R. unit responds to all teletype enquiries and enters all teletype information for 

officers and investigators.  S.P.I.D.E.R. also performs this service 7 other agencies in Sedgwick 

county. 

• The unit processes all vehicle impounds, victim protection orders and completes data entry for 

citations. 

• Enter all accident information into the state database. 

• Process all requests for body worn camera video and editing. 

• The Records Unit processes all DUI related police reports. 

• Certifies all department Intoxilyzers.  

• The S.P.I.D.E.R. unit responds to all teletype enquiries and enters all teletype information for 

officers and investigators.  S.P.I.D.E.R. also performs this service 7 other agencies in Sedgwick 

county. 

• The Records Bureau also has a planning and technology person that is responsible for reviewing 

technology that would improve the department.  Currently researching new RMS system. 
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Investigations Division 

 

Generalized Scope of Services: Performs a variety of services related to investigative functions for the police department that includes 

criminal and special investigations, crime scene investigations, property and evidence and various specialized support service efforts.  The 

Division is overseen by a Deputy Chief with various direct reports and staffing levels as follows. 

 

Authorized FTEs: 

 
Unit Deputy 

Chief 

Captain Lieut. Sergeant Detective Officer                   Civilian Staff / # 

Investigations Division 1      Administrative Secretary 1 

Property Crimes/Tech 

Services Bureau 

 

1   

 

 

  

    Auto Theft / Larceny   1 1 11  Clerks 2 

    Burglary / Financial Crimes   1 1 15  Service officer; clerk 2 

    CSI Technical Services   .5 2   Latent print analyst; CSI; Dig. Evd. Tech. 15 

    Property and Evidence    .5    Supervisor; Service Ofcr; clerks 6 

  Person Crimes Bureau    1       

    Homicide / Robbery / AFU   1 1 14 1 Victim advocates 2 

    Gang / Felony Assaults   1 2 13 4   

    Sex Crimes / Domestic Viol.   1  8  Clerks 2 

    EMCU
21

   1 1 13 2   

  Special Invest. Bureau    1     Clerk; Secretary 2 

     Narcotics   1 1 13  Clerk 1 

     Vice   .5 1 3    

     Administrative   .5  3    

     Air Support       Mechanic 1 

Sub-Total 1 3 9 10 93 7  34 

Total: 156 

 

 

 

 

  

                                            
21

 Does not include interagency staff from State, Homeland Security or Sheriff’s Office.  

matrix
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Investigations Division Organizational Chart 

 

 
*EMCU staffing does not include interagency staffing described in the narrative.  
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Unit / Functional Area 

 

Description of Services 

 

Property Crimes / Tech Services 

Bureau 

 

•   Property Crimes / Tech Services is overseen by one (1) Captain who has direct responsibility over 

three (3) Lieutenant staff, and indirectly one (1) Property and Evidence Supervisor.  

• The Captain provides managerial direction and administrative oversight over several sections to 

include the Auto Theft/Larceny Section, Burglary / Financial Crimes Section, the Property and 

Evidence operation and Technical Services (Crime Scene Investigation). 

• Most detective staff have ancillary and supporting duties to include phone answering, video 

review, district attorney interface, discovery, affidavit preparation, on-call efforts, etc. as part of 

their investigative workloads. 

 

Auto Theft / Larceny Section 

 

•   Auto Theft / Larceny is overseen by one (1) Lieutenant who has direct responsibility over Auto 

Theft and supervises the sergeant over larceny. Lieutenant screens auto theft cases based on 

solvability judgment. 

• Five (5) detectives are assigned to auto theft, burglary to auto, and embezzlement cases for which 

there is possible solvability.   

• One of the detectives is an expert on VIN recovery using various tools. 

• One detective investigates vehicle vandalisms (misd.) and performs NCIC validations monthly. 

• Six (6) detectives are assigned larceny cases for which there is possible solvability based on 

sergeant’s case review. Currently there is no dollar value minimums on larceny cases 

investigated.  

• Larceny detectives are assigned once/week phone and front desk duty for walk-in/call-in traffic.  

• One of the six detectives is assigned at the Juvenile Center, performing as liaison with the courts 

and preparing charging affidavits, drivers license suspensions, attending hearings, etc.  

• The two clerks operate at the Bureau’s front desk, one providing telephone, reception, mail and 

supply duties while the other provides transcription services, relief and case reclassifications.   

• Detectives work 0800-1700 Mon-Fri. 
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Unit / Functional Area 

 

Description of Services 

 

Burglary / Financial Crimes Section 

 

•   Burglary / Financial Crimes is overseen by one (1) Lieutenant who has direct responsibility over 

Burglary and supervises the one (1) sergeant over financial crimes. Lieutenant screens burglary 

cases based on solvability judgment. 

• Eight (8) detectives are assigned residential and commercial burglaries. Additionally cases that 

are reviewed and assigned include trespass, vandalism, vagrancy, curfew and suspicious 

character.  One detective is assigned long-term to pre-employment screening.  

• Burglary detectives are assigned rotating phone and front desk duty for walk-in/call-in traffic.  

• Burglary detectives are assigned monthly NCIC checks for stolen firearms, vehicles, parts, and 

other articles stolen in a burglary. 

• Seven (7) detectives are assigned financial crimes cases for which there is possible solvability 

based on sergeant’s case review. Currently there is no dollar value minimums on financial crimes 

cases investigated. Crimes assigned to this unit also include mistreatment of adult cases (elderly 

theft), counterfeiting and unlawful use of financial cards.  

• One of the seven detectives focuses on Insufficient Funds. 

• A service officer II and clerk manage pawn shop information including running serial numbers, 

identifying stolen property, ensuring proper licensing of pawn shops, and related duties. 

• Detectives work 0800-1700 Mon-Fri. 

 

Technical Services – CSI 

 

•   Technical Service is overseen by one (1) Lieutenant who has direct responsibility over Crime 

Scene Investigation as well as Property & Evidence operation. 

• Crime scene investigation includes oversight from two (2) sergeants providing supervision over a 

variety of civilian positions.  Sergeants operate 1700-0300 on split 4/10 shifts providing 7 day 

coverage. 

• Crime Scene Investigation includes scene processing, digital videography, and Latent / DNA 

evidence processing.   

• Two (2) latent print analysts (forensic examiners) review prints for suspect matches, with one 

analyst performing in a lead role. DNA evidence is processed at Kansas Regional Forensic 

Science Center (KFSC). 

• Two (2) digital evidence technicians collect and review digital evidence captured from a variety of 

sources including businesses, remote cameras, etc.  Includes processing of digital photos taken 

by officers and performing WPD photography, as needed. 

• Eleven (11) Crime Scene Investigators process crime scene physical evidence, review evidence 

collected, and report upon results.   

• CSI respond to deaths, suicides, homicides, aggravated batteries, aggravated assaults and other 

person crimes.  Regularly they respond to property crimes though are not required by SOP.  

• CSI work 24/7 on three shifts: 0630 to 1430; 1430 to 2230; 2230 to 0630. 
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Unit / Functional Area 

 

Description of Services 

 

Technical Services – Property and 

Evidence 

 

•   Technical Service is overseen by one (1) Lieutenant who has direct responsibility over Crime 

Scene Investigation as well as Property & Evidence operation. 

• Property and Evidence is overseen by a civilian Property Section Supervisor. 

• Property and Evidence is performed by six (6) civilian positions performing both similar as well as 

unique responsibilities.  All staff answer phones, wait on the front counter, and manage 

warehouse property.  

• Four (4) service officer positions perform such key duties as service runs to KFSC, evidence 

intake, personal property release, property purge, firearms processing, auto impound processing, 

auto auctioning, warehouse assistance, database update, monthly statistics preparation, sub-

station pick-up, firearms and drugs processing, PropertyRoom.com processing, etc. 

• One (1) clerk enters evidence data into database, answers phones, waits on the window and 

performs document scanning.  

• One (1) property clerk acts in a lead capacity, overseeing staff, providing training, purging reports, 

managing court dispositions, preparing/processing apx. 100 monthly reports, performs data 

management, etc.  

• One (1) Service Officer position is presently vacant. 

• Property and Evidence operates 0700-1600 Mon – Fri.  

 

Person Crimes Bureau 

 

•   Persons Crimes is overseen by one (1) Captain who has direct responsibility over four (4) 

Lieutenant staff.  

• The Captain provides managerial direction and administrative oversight over several sections to 

include sex crimes, assaults, homicides, gangs, robbery, domestic violence, exploited and missing 

children, major accident follow-up, and other person-based crimes.  

• Most detective staff have ancillary and supporting duties to include phone answering, video 

review, district attorney interface, discovery, affidavit preparation, on-call efforts, etc. as part of 

their investigative workloads. 
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Unit / Functional Area 

 

Description of Services 

 

Homicide / Robbery / AFU Section 

 

•   Homicide / Robbery / Accident Follow-up (AFU) is overseen by one (1) Lieutenant who has direct 

responsibility over Homicide and supervises the sergeant over Robbery and AFU.  

• Six (6) detectives are assigned homicide cases, operating in pairs after initial comprehensive 

investigation involving many Bureau resources and SCAT teams. Detectives also investigate 

kidnap, juvenile disorderly conduct, suicides, deaths, officer involved shootings and blackmails.   

• Two (2) victim advocate positions, grant funded, are assigned this unit.  

• Five (5) robbery detectives are assigned, investigating all robbery cases which are assigned.  

Other cases, such as simple batteries/assaults, juvenile battery, false impersonation and others, 

are screened by supervisory staff.  

• Three (3) detectives and (1) officer is assigned the AFU.  The AFU follows-up on major injury 

death vehicle accidents, periodically with support of ancillary Critical Accident Team (CAT), and 

investigates to conclusion.  One of the detectives is an accredited reconstruction specialist.  The 

officer investigates Hit-and-Run cases, regardless of injury.   

• Detectives are on call-out in the event of an in-custody.  

•  Detectives work 0800-1700 Mon-Fri. 

 

Gang / Felony Assaults Section 

 

•   Gang / Felony Assaults is overseen by one (1) Lieutenant who has direct responsibility over the 

Felony Assaults Section with one (1) sergeant and supervises the one (1) sergeant over the Gang 

Unit.  

• Nine (9) detectives are assigned felony aggravated battery, felony aggravated assault, felony 

possession of firearms and gang graffiti. Most cases are assigned with limited pre-screening.   

• Detectives provide back-up investigative service in the event of homicide.   

• One (1) detective is assigned to the FBI Task Force.  

• One (1) detective is assigned as complaint detective, taking misdemeanor assault / battery / threat 

and firearm discharge complaints based upon victims’ willingness to prosecute and solvability.   

• One (1) detective is assigned as the Crime Stoppers detective, fielding all crime stopper tips, 

maintaining database, developing weekly crime stopper presentations, etc.   

• One (1) detective is assigned as an investigative crime analyst, supporting the persons crimes 

bureau with intelligence and performing technical work such as cell phone information retrieval. 

•  Detectives work 0800-1700 Mon-Fri. 

• Four (4) officers are overseen by the above sergeant and are responsible for gang intelligence, 

member identification, and gang database maintenance.  Work is both office and field-based (e.g. 

contacts).  Hours of operation are 1630-0230 Wed-Sat. 
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Unit / Functional Area 

 

Description of Services 

 

Sex Crimes / Domestic Violence 

Section 

 

•   Sex Crimes / Domestic Violence is overseen by one (1) Lieutenant who has direct responsibility 

over the section. Lower level crimes are screened by Lieutenant for solvability. 

• Seven (7) detectives are assigned adult felonious sex crimes, felonious domestic violence, 

stalking, peeping, mistreatment of dependent adults and indecent exposure cases.   

• One (1) detective is assigned as the book-detective filing various field service and detective 

misdemeanor DV and other crimes.  Performs phone duty, addresses walk-ins, prepares bench 

warrants and has significant interface with City Prosecutor.   

• Two (2) clerks provide transcriptionist services related to interviews, cases, etc. for the Bureau 

and Division.   

•  Detectives work 0800-1700 Mon-Fri. 
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Unit / Functional Area 

 

Description of Services 

 

Exploited Missing Children Unit 

(EMCU) 

 

•   EMCU is a multi-jurisdictional agency composed of WPD, Sheriff’s Office, and State Social Worker 

Staff. 

•   EMCU is overseen by one (1) WPD Lieutenant reporting to WPD Captain directly and SO Captain 

indirectly.  The lieutenant has direct administrative and managerial responsibility for the EMCU 

including its own independent budget.    

•   EMCU is directly supervised by two commission sergeants (1 SO, 1 WPD) and a civilian State 

supervisor over the social workers. 

• Ten (10) Kansas Department for Child and Families MSWs work with EMCU detectives on 

assigned caseloads.  

• A SO sergeant oversees EMCU functions to include nine (9) WPD detectives, two (2) SO 

detectives and two (2) WPD officers. 

• The EMCU WPD officers are assigned runaway cases, neglect, abandonment, parental 

abductions and suspicious characters.  Work closely with the KDCF. 

• The EMCU Detectives are dedicated to crimes involving sexual abuse for children under 16 and 

physical abuse for youth under 18.  2-of-11 detectives are primarily dedicated to human trafficking 

of youth. EMCU detectives perform significant up-front field work (in-lieu of officer) for interview 

purposes. 

• A WPD sergeant oversees EMCU’s Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC) federal grant 

program to include seven (7) detectives—4 WPD and 3 SO staff. 

• The ICAC Detectives are dedicated to two main efforts:  3 of the detectives are computer/digital 

forensics experts pulling information from various equipment for evidence purposes.  These 

support EMCU as well as other Investigation Division section.  4 of the detectives perform follow-

up related to viewers/distributors of internet pornography, related exploitation, etc. from CyberTips 

or other sources.  Investigations are regionally and state focused but emphasize county-area.  

• Two Homeland Security staff are assisting with the ICAC program but are not directly reporting to 

the EMCU operation.  

•  Detectives work 0800-1700 Mon-Fri. 

 

Special Investigations Bureau 

 

•   Special Investigations is overseen by one (1) Captain who has direct responsibility over two (2) 

Lieutenant staff, one (1) clerk and one (1) secretary.  

• The Captain provides managerial direction and administrative oversight over several sections to 

include the Administrative Section, Vice Section, Narcotics Section, and Air Support Section. 

• The Secretary provides front desk support to this Bureau, performing various administrative tasks 

to include report processing, etc.  The position is backed-up by a clerk providing transcription 

services. 
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Unit / Functional Area 

 

Description of Services 

 

Narcotics Section 

 

•   The Narcotics Section is overseen by one (1) Lieutenant who has direct responsibility Section 

Operations.  The section is assisted by one (1) Clerk position.  

• Ten (10) detectives, teamed with one (1) supervising sergeant, provide various covert 

enforcement activities off-site at a shared facility with Sheriff to include the following services:   

• This Unit targets generally mid- and higher level narcotics crimes, particularly those cases with 

distributor focus, and performs filing of all drug-related cases.  

• Performs undercover personal and technological surveillances, stings and buy/busts, area 

flushes, etc. 

• Manages confidential informants. 

• Undertakes highly sensitive investigations, as directed. 

• Effective working relationship with US Attorney’s Office allowing expedited filings of federal 

narcotics charges. 

• Performs regional narcotics enforcement efforts in cooperation with other public safety agencies 

such as the DEA.  Three (3) additional detectives are assigned to this task force that helps 

facilitate sharing of asset seizure funds. 

 • Generally works 0900-1900 hours, Tue-Fri. 

 

Vice Section 

 

•   The Vice Section is directly overseen by (1) Sergeant position who reports to the Administrative 

Lieutenant overseeing these services as well as Air Support.   

• Three (3) detectives, teaming with the sergeant, provide various vice-related activities to include: 

human trafficking, prostitution, escort services, massage parlors, gambling, liquor violations, 

public corruption, and stolen property / fencing. 

• Works periodically with SCAT, Narcotics, Patrol, and EMCU teams on various initiatives.  

• Develops leads through e-mail notifications, “night notes,” etc. 

• Generally works 1600- 0200 hours, Tue-Fri. 

 

Administrative Section 

 

•   The Administrative Section is directly overseen by (1) Lieutenant position who reports to the 

overseeing these services as well as Air Support and Vice. 

• Three (3) detectives provide various administrative support services to the SIB, each with unique 

responsibilities 

• One detective processes the charging affidavits for felony narcotics violations to include 

interviews, municipal, district and federal court interface, managing 100 to 150 cases annually, 

etc.   

• One detective manages asset forfeiture including seized vehicles, resulting vehicle sales, 

narcotics seizures processing, records-keeping, special projects and carries a small caseload. 

• One detective manages liquor licensing, massage licensing, special events licensing and provides 

education on the “Safe Bars” program. 
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Unit / Functional Area 

 

Description of Services 

 

Air Support Section 

 

•   Air Support is directly overseen by the (1) Lieutenant position overseeing Administrative Section 

and Vice and who acts in a dual role as helicopter pilot. 

•   Program presently has one (1) mechanic assigned to maintain the MD-500 helicopter. 

•   One officer from Patrol is assigned, when needed, as TFO (observer). 

•   Program presently has no formal budget but flies periodically to support Patrol, SIB or other 

internal or external public safety partners based on request for service.  
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APPENDIX B – POLICE DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE 

SURVEY ANALYSIS 
 

 As part of the Matrix Consulting Group’s staffing and operational study for the 

Wichita Police Department, the project team distributed a survey to the department 

employees to gauge their opinion on a number of topics related to operations in their 

respective areas. This report summarizes the results of the survey. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 The survey was divided into three sections. The first section asked respondents 

to provide some information about their position, tenure, and operational area. The 

second section asked them to respond to their level of agreement with several 

statements about the department and indicate how they perceive their workload. The 

third section allowed them to express in narrative their opinions about the areas of 

strength, weakness, and improvement within the department. The survey was emailed 

to employees in August, 2016. A total of 827 invitations were sent to department 

employees, with 519 employees responding, a response rate of 63%. 

 While responses to the survey were confidential, the project team asked 

respondents to provide some demographic information about themselves for data 

analysis purposes. The charts and tables below outline the reposes of survey 

participants to these questions. 
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 Three-fourth of the respondents were considered commissioned (sworn law 

enforcement officers), while nearly one-fourth were classified as civilians.   

Division Assignment 

Assignment  
% 

Response 
Field Services Division 58.2% 

Support Services Division / Chief's Office 21.9% 

Investigations Division 19.9% 

 

 58% of the respondents indicated they worked in the Field Services Division, 

while 22% indicated they worked in either the Support Services Division or Chief’s 

Office.  Nearly one-fifth of the respondents indicated they worked in the Investigations 

Division.   

Current Rank 

Rank 
% 

Response 
Lieutenant or Higher 8.7% 
Sergeant 12.0% 
Officer/ Detective 79.4% 

  

 Of the respondents 79.4% indicated they were either a police officer or a 

Commissioned,	
75.5%

Civilian,	24.5%

Position	 Type
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detective, while 12% indicated they were the rank of sergeant, while 9% were a 

lieutenant or higher.   

 Respondents were asked to respond the number of years of tenure with the 

Wichita Police Department, the average tenure for all respondents was 14.7 years, with 

the longest tenure respondent serving the department for 40 years.   

2. MULTIPLE CHOICE STATEMENT RESPONSES 

 The second section of the survey asked respondents to indicate their level of 

agreement or disagreement with thirty-nine (39) statements. The response options were 

“strongly agree” (coded SA in the following tables), “agree” (A), “disagree” (D), and 

“strongly disagree” (SD). Respondents could also choose “No Opinion.”  The results 

presented in the following tables and graphs are the overall results from all 

respondents, similarities and differences among the different divisions are noted in the 

subsequent text. 

(1) Respondents Overwhelmingly Agree They Provide High Quality of Service. 
 
 The statements in the table below focused on the effectiveness of serving the 

community.  

Service Level to the Wichita Community 

  
SA 

A D SD No 
Opinion 

1. Overall, we provide a high level of service to 

the community. 
33.3% 58.7% 6.0% 1.0% 1.0% 

2. Our approach to policing improves the 

quality of life in Wichita. 
27.6% 59.6% 7.6% 1.6% 3.6% 

3. We deal with law enforcement issues in the 

community effectively when they arise. 
22.6% 59.5% 11.2% 2.0% 4.6% 

4. “Community policing” is a high priority for the 

department. 
31.5% 52.1% 7.6% 3.6% 5.2% 

5. "Problem-oriented policing" is a high priority 

for the department.  
22.2% 50.3% 15.4% 2.8% 9.2% 

6. Our department has a positive relationship 

with the community. 
14.6% 72.3% 8.6% 0.4% 4.2% 
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 Overall, the statements included in this section received a strongly agree or 

agree response rate, with the exception that there are adequate patrol staff resources 

available. 

• 92% of respondents agreed they provide a high level of service to the 

community. 

 

• 88% of respondents agreed that the department’s approach to policing improves 

the quality of life in Wichita.  

 

• 83% of respondents agreed that the Department deals with issues between the 

community and law enforcement when they arise. 

 

• 85% of respondents agreed that “community policing” is a high priority for the 

department. 

 

• 73% of respondents agreed that “problem oriented policing” is a high priority for 
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the department. 

 

• 87% of the respondents agreed that the department has a positive relationship 

with the community.   

 

• Only 75% of Support Services respondents agreed with this statement.   

 

 Overall, respondents in this section had a very high level of perception of the 

services they provide to the community.  Respondents felt that they were engaging the 

community in a positive way. When evaluating the responses from Field Services, 

Investigations, and Support Services, all responses were within 5% of the overall 

response rate, except where noted.   

(2) Overall Responses for Patrol Related Responses Were in Disagreement. 

 The statements in the table below focused on the structure of the patrol beats, 

back-up unit responsiveness, and perception of response times.  

Patrol Response  

  
SA A D SD No 

Opinion 

7. The Bureaus' patrol staff resources are 

adequate to meet the law enforcement needs 

of the community. 

1.2% 8.6% 31.0% 52.2% 7.0% 

8. Patrol beats have relatively the same level of 

workload as one another. 
1.2% 11.4% 40.2% 34.7% 12.5% 

9. Back-up units are available to respond in a 

timely manner for high priority calls. 
2.8% 23.6% 36.9% 22.6% 14.2% 

10. The amount of proactive time available to 

Bureau patrol officers allows us to address 

problems in the community. 

0.8% 5.0% 33.5% 48.3% 12.4% 

11. Our response times to lower and medium 

priority calls are appropriate. 
1.2% 20.0% 36.9% 28.8% 13.1% 

12. Our response times to high priority calls 

are appropriate. 
4.8% 45.3% 25.9% 11.2% 12.8% 
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• Only 10% of respondents agreed that adequate patrol resources were available 

to meet the law enforcement needs of the community.   

 

– 8% of Field Services respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

– 18% of Support Services respondents agreed with this statement.   

 

• Only 13% of the respondents agreed that patrol beats have relatively the same 

level of workload as one another, while 75% disagreed with this statement.  15% 

of Field Services respondents agreed with this statement 

 

• 26% of respondents agreed that back-up units are available to respond in a 

timely manner for high priority calls, while 60% disagreed with this statement.   

 

– Only 17% of Investigation respondents agreed with this statement.  

 

– 28% of Field Services respondents agreed with this statement 

  

• Only 6% of respondents agreed that they have adequate proactive time to 

address problems in the community, while 82% disagreed with this statement.  

5% of Field Services respondents agreed with this statement 
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• 21% of respondents agreed that response times to lower and medium priority 

calls are appropriate while 66% disagreed with this statement. 24% of Field 

Services respondents agreed with this statement 

 

• Half of respondents agreed that response times to high priority calls are 

appropriate.   

 

– 56% of Field Services respondents agreed with this statement.  

 

– 39% of Support Services respondents agreed with this statement.   

  

 Overall, respondents did not agree that patrol beats had an even distribution of 

call volumes, nor did they feel they had enough proactive policing time to address 

community problems.  Response times to low and medium call priorities was a concern 

of the respondents as well.  Although half of the respondents agreed that high priority 

calls that response time was appropriate, the other half of respondents still took issue to 

response times.  Analyzing the response rates by Field Services, the responses were 

within 2% of the overall average, except for the response time to high priority calls are 

appropriate, which was 6% higher than the average. When separating Investigations 

Division respondents, they were within 5% of the overall response rate, except their 

perception back-up unit responding in a timely manner was significantly lower.   

(3) Respondents Had Low Opinions on the Coordination of Community 
Policing and Patrol and the Effectiveness of Resolving Ongoing Issues in 
the Community.  

 
 The statements in the table below focus on the relationship between Community 

Policing and Patrol. 
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Community Policing 

  
SA A D SD No 

Opinion 
15. Community policing teams coordinate 

effectively with patrol.  
4.0% 20.4% 32.5% 26.1% 17.0% 

16. The community policing teams are effective 

at resolving ongoing issues in the community 

that would otherwise be handled by patrol. 

6.6% 31.0% 27.4% 17.7% 17.3% 

 

 
 

• One-fourth of the respondents agreed that community policing teams coordinate 

effectively with patrol, while 59% disagreed with this statement, and 17% had no 

opinion.  

 

– Only 17% of Investigations respondents agreed with this statement.   

 

– 28% of Field Services respondents agreed with this statement.  

 

• While 38% of respondents agreed that the community policing teams are 

effective at resolving ongoing issues in the community that would otherwise be 

handled by patrol, while 45% disagreed with this statement, and 17% had no 

opinion.   
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– 33% of Investigation respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

– 40% of Field Services respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

 Overall, Field Service respondents were slightly higher in agreement than the 

overall response rate.  Investigations respondents were slightly lower than the overall 

response rate. 

(4) Respondents Had Low Opinions in Regard to the Services Provided by 
Specialty Units.   

 
 The statements in the table below focused on the services provided by specialty 

units such as traffic enforcement, SCAT teams, animal control, and technical services. 

Specialty Services  

  
SA A D SD No 

Opinion 

13. Decisions regarding where traffic 

enforcement is conducted are strategic, and 

target specific issues. 

2.6% 34.6% 25.8% 11.2% 25.8% 

17. SCAT teams coordinate effectively within 

the Bureaus to identify their priorities. 
5.4% 30.6% 25.2% 17.0% 21.8% 

18. Animal control field services provided by 

our department meet community expectations. 
2.4% 17.9% 31.1% 19.7% 28.9% 

19. Animal control shelter services provided by 

our department reflect a strong interest in 

animal welfare. 

3.6% 34.3% 15.8% 7.0% 39.3% 

20. Technical Services is adequately staffed to 

collect timely evidence. 
2.4% 18.9% 34.6% 22.1% 21.9% 

21. Technical Services is adequately staffed to 

process evidence in a timely manner. 
2.2% 15.4% 34.1% 23.6% 24.6% 

24. Our dedicated youth services programs are 

adequate to serve the at-risk youth population. 
1.8% 11.2% 24.9% 23.3% 38.8% 
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• 37% of the respondents agreed that the decisions regarding where traffic 

enforcement is conducted are strategic and target specific, while 37% also 

disagreed with this statement, and 26% had no opinion.  

 

– Only 25% of Investigations respondents agreed with this statement.  

 

– 43% of Field Services respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

• 36% of respondents agreed that SCAT teams coordinate effectively within the 

Bureaus to identify their proprieties, 42% disagreed with this statement, while 

22% had no opinion.   

 

• One-fifth or respondents agreed that animal control field services meet the 

community expectations, while half disagreed with the statement, and 29% had 

no opinion. 

 

• While 38% of respondents agreed that the animal control shelter services 

provided reflect a strong interest in animal welfare, while only 23% disagreed, 

and 39% had no opinion.  19% of Investigations respondents agreed with this 

statement.  
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• Only 21% of respondents agreed that Technical Services is adequately staffed to 

collect timely evidence, while 57% disagreed with this statement, and 22% had 

no opinion.  12% of respondents from Investigations agreed with this statements.   

 

• While only 17% of respondents agreed that Technical Services is adequately 

staffed to process evidence in a timely manner. 58% disagreed with this 

statement, while one-fourth had no opinion.  Only 9% of Investigations 

respondents agreed with this statement.  

 

• Only 13% of respondents believed that dedicated youth services programs are 

adequate to serve the at-risk youth population, while 48% disagreed with this 

statement, and 39% had no opinion. 14% of Field Services respondents agreed 

with this statement. 

 

 Overall response rates on the effectiveness of these support and specialty unit is 

very low.  While many of these responses received a significant amount of no opinions, 

it reflects the responses typical received, as many employees have limited interaction 

with these units.   Staff who identified themselves as part of the Investigations Division 

had significantly lower agreement rates to these statement as compared to overall 

responses.  Field Services and Support Services respondents were within 3% of the 

overall response rate.      

(5) Respondents had Mixed Opinions on the Services Provided by Crime 
Analysis and Records Bureau. 

 
 The following statement reflect the respondent’s attitudes towards the crime 

analysis and Records Bureau. 
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Support Services 

  
SA A D SD No 

Opinion 
14. Our crime analysis is regularly used to 

direct targeted enforcement efforts. 
5.2% 36.1% 24.5% 9.6% 24.5% 

22. We have adequate Records Bureau 

staff to process department documents in a 

timely manner. 

2.2% 23.8% 33.1% 25.5% 15.4% 

23. The Records Bureau Case Desk Section 

effectively relieves some workload from field 

officers.  

13.4% 44.4% 21.0% 9.2% 12.0% 

 

 
 

• 41% of respondents agreed that crime analysis is regularly used to direct 

targeted enforcement efforts, while 34% disagreed with this statement and 25% 

had no opinion.   

 

– 23% of Investigations respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

– 49% of Field Services respondents agreed with this statement.  

 

• 26% of respondents agreed that there is adequate Records Bureau staff to 
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process documents in a timely manner, while 59% disagreed with this statement, 

and 15% had no opinion. Only 19% of Investigations respondents agreed with 

this statement. 

 

• 58% of respondents agreed that the Records Bureau Case Desk Section 

effectively relives some workload from field officers, while 30% disagreed with 

this statement and 12% had no opinion.  41% of Investigations respondents 

agreed with this statement. 

 

 Overall, response rates were varied for this section.  Investigations respondents 

had significantly lower agreement rates than the overall response.  While Field Services 

respondents had a higher agreement rate that crime analysis is used to directly target 

enforcement efforts.  Field Services respondents do feel that the Case Desk Section in 

the Records Bureau relieves some of the workload burden placed on patrol staff.   

(6) Opinions are Low in Response to the Operations of the Investigations Division 
 
 The following statements reflect the respondent’s attitudes towards the 

Investigations Division.   

Perceptions of Investigations Division 

  
SA A D SD No 

Opinion 

29. We have the necessary resources in the 

Investigations Division's property crime sections 

to deal with solvable crimes. 

2.2% 15.9% 25.6% 26.2% 30.2% 

30. We have the necessary resources in the 

Investigations Division's person crimes sections 

to deal with solvable crimes. 

2.4% 18.6% 27.9% 23.4% 27.7% 

31. Our special investigations sections are 

appropriately staffed to address key issues of 

community concern. 

2.2% 21.4% 21.8% 12.6% 42.0% 

32. Investigative coordination between 

Detectives and Patrol is adequate. 
1.4% 23.4% 38.3% 19.0% 17.8% 

33. The depth of our department's investigative 

efforts generally meets community 

expectations. 

2.8% 34.5% 31.9% 13.6% 17.2% 
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• Only 18% of respondents agreed that the Investigations Division property crime 

sections had the necessary resources to deal with solvable crimes, while 52% 

disagreed with this statement, and 30% had no opinion.   

 

– Only 9% of Investigations respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

– 20% of Field Services respondents agreed with this statement.   

 

• 21% of respondents agreed that the Investigations Division person crimes 

section had the necessary resources to deal with solvable crimes, while 51% 

disagreed with this statement and 28% had no opinion.   

 

– 10% of Investigations respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

– 25% of Field Services respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

• Less than a quarter (24%) of respondents agreed that the special investigations 

section is appropriately staffed to address key issues in the community, while 

34% disagreed with this statement, and 42% had no opinion. 

 

– 24% of Investigations respondents agreed with this statement. 
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– 25% of Field Services respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

• One fourth of respondents agreed that coordination between Investigators and 

Patrol is adequate, while 57% disagreed and 18% had no opinion.  

 

– While 36% of Investigation respondents agreed with this statement.  

 

–  23% of Field Services respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

• 37% of respondents agreed that the depth of the department’s investigative 

efforts generally meets community expectations, while 46% disagree with this 

statement, and 17% had no opinion.  

 

– 35% of Investigations respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

– 40% of Field Services respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

 The opinion of the availability of resources of the Investigation Division is very 

low, along with the perception that they are meeting the community’s expectations.  

Also, the opinion of coordination between investigations and patrol is very low.   The 

high response rate of no opinion was to be expected as staff may have limited 

interaction with the Investigations Division on a regular basis.   

 When looking specifically at Investigation Division respondents, they have 

approximately half the agreement rate as compared to the overall responses when it 

comes to having the necessary resources, but agree approximately 50% more than the 

overall response rate when it comes to coordination between them and patrol.  Field 

Services respondents were within 4% of the overall response rates.    

(7) Responses Were Varied in Regard to the Four-Watch Patrol Shift 
Configuration’s Effectiveness and the 4 Day/ 10 Hour Patrol Schedule.   

 
 The following statements reflect the respondent’s attitudes toward the shift 

schedule.  

Scheduling  
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SA A D SD No 

Opinion 

25. The four-watch patrol shift configuration is 

effective given our current staffing resources 

and call response demands. 

9.9% 29.5% 23.4% 17.0% 20.2% 

26. The 4-day / 10-hour patrol shift schedule is 

the best shift structure to meet service level 

demands. 

37.0% 32.4% 8.4% 6.0% 16.2% 

 

 

• 39% of respondents agreed that the four-watch patrol shift configuration is 

effective given current staffing resources and call response demands, 40% 

disagreed with this statement, while 20% had no opinion.   

 

– 16% of Investigation respondents agreed this statement. 

 

– 51% of Field Services respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

– 27% of Support Services respondents agreed with this statement.   

 

• 69% of respondents agreed that the 4-day/ 10-hour patrol shift schedule is the 
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best shift schedule to meet the service level, while 14% disagreed, and 16% had 

no opinion.   

 

– Only 54% of Investigation respondents agreed with this statement.   

 

– While 84% of Field Services respondents, agreed with this statement. 

 

–   44% of Support Services respondents agreed with this statement. 

 Overall, Field Services response rates were considerable higher than the overall 

response rate.  An overwhelming percentage of Field Service respondents like the 

current patrol shift schedule configuration.   

(8) Responses Were Varied in Regard to Supervision, Management Relations, 
and Training Functions.   

 
 The following statements reflect respondent’s attitudes toward shift configuration, 

effectiveness of supervisors, and training.   

Supervision, Management, and Training 

  
SA A D SD No Opinion 

27. Patrol first-line supervisory staffing levels 

are adequate to provide consistent guidance 

for field operations. 

9.0% 41.0% 23.2% 8.2% 18.6% 

28. My direct supervisor provides 

regular guidance to me about my work. 
24.8% 55.5% 9.6% 4.6% 5.6% 

37. I receive the appropriate training 

to advance my knowledge, skills and abilities. 
6.4% 44.2% 30.9% 16.3% 2.2% 

38. The working relationships between 

WPD line staff and management are generally 

positive. 

5.6% 60.2% 16.5% 7.8% 10.0% 

39. I plan to make a career here at this 

department.  
49.4% 38.4% 3.0% 2.0% 7.2% 
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• Half of the respondents agreed that patrol first-line supervisory staffing levels are 

adequate to provide consistent guidance for field operations, 31% disagreed with 

this statement, and 19% had no opinion.   

 

– Only one-third of Investigation respondents agreed with this statement.   

 

– Nearly two-thirds (64%) of Field Services respondents agreed with this 

statement.  

 

– 27% of Support Services respondents agreed with this statement.   

 

• 80% of respondents agreed their direct supervisor provides regular guidance to 

them about their work, while 15% disagreed with this statement.   

 

– 86% of Field Services respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

– 68% of Support Services respondents agreed with this statement.   

 

• Half of the respondents agreed that they receive appropriate training to advance 

their knowledge, skills, and abilities, while 47% disagreed with this statement.   

– 42% of Investigation respondents agreed with this statement. 
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– 68% of Support Services respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

• Two-thirds of respondents agreed that the working relationship between line staff 

and management are generally positive, while 24% disagreed with this 

statement. 

 

– 64% of Investigations respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

– 68% of Field Services respondents agreed with this statement.   

  

• Overwhelmingly, 88% of respondents agreed they plan make a career at the 

Wichita Police Department.   

 

 The majority of the respondents felt that first-line supervision is adequate and 

they also plan to make a career at the department. Investigation Division respondents 

had a significant lower agreement rates in regard to supervisor feedback than compared 

to the overall response rate.  Field Services respondents agreed at a slightly higher rate 

than the overall average.   

(9) Respondent’s Views on the Effectiveness of Technology Were Mixed. 

 The following statements are in regard the respondent’s perception to current 

technology usage.   

Perceptions of Technology 

  
SA A D SD No 

Opinion 

34. Vehicle-based MDC technology has 

been designed to make patrol jobs more 

productive. 

8.8% 46.5% 15.2% 8.4% 21.0% 

35. Our records management system has the 

capabilities we need to effectively support our 

case management. 

2.6% 29.6% 28.0% 19.0% 20.8% 

36. Technology used in the Support Services 

Division makes our jobs more productive. 
4.8% 37.0% 21.0% 11.4% 25.8% 
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• 55% of respondents agreed that the vehicle-based MDC technology has been 

designed to make patrol staff more productive, 23% disagreed with this 

statement, and 21% had no opinion.   

 

– 62% of Field Services respondents agreed with this statement.  

 

– 40% of Support Services respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

• Only one-third of respondents agreed that the records management system has 

the capabilities needed to effectively support their case management, while 47% 

disagreed with this statement, and 21% had no opinion.  

 

– Only 19% of Investigation respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

– 36% of Field Services respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

– 33% of Support Services respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

• 42% of respondents agreed that technology utilized in the Support Services 

Division makes their jobs more productive, while 32% disagreed, and 26% had 

no opinion.  
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– 30% of Investigation respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

– 37% of Field Services respondents agreed with this statement. 

 

– 64% of Support Services respondents agreed with this statement.   

 

 While there were varying opinions in regard to technology, at least a majority of 

respondents agreed that vehicle-based technology makes patrol staff more effective, 

while other technology services appear to be lacking in increased productivity.  The 20-

25% response rate of no opinion is in line with previous responses in regard to the 

percentage of civilians responding.  Investigation Division respondents had a lower 

response rate in regard to records management and support services technology than 

compared to the overall response rate.  Support Services respondents had a higher 

agreement rate than compared to the overall response rate on the effectiveness of the 

technology they use.     

(10) The Majority of Employees Feel Their Workload Is Heavy but Manageable. 
 
 Employees were asked to evaluate their current workload and ability to perform 

their assigned duties. 

Workload Perceptions 

Statement 
% 

Response 
I could handle more work without being 

overloaded. 
4.4% 

I am rarely overloaded. I have the right balance 

between time available and the amount of work. 
16.4% 

I am often overloaded but most of the time I can 

keep up. 
59.9% 

I am always overloaded.  I can never catch up. 19.2% 

 

 Overall, the respondents, 60% stated that sometimes they are often overloaded, 

but can keep up. 17% responded that they have the right balance of work and time 
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available, while 19% stated they are always overloaded and cannot keep up.  Only 48% 

of Investigation Division respondents stated that they are often overloaded, but can 

keep up.  Two-thirds of Field Services respondents stated that they are often 

overloaded, but can keep up.   

3. OPEN ENDED RESPONSES 

 The final section of the survey asked respondents to explain in their own words 

what they felt the key strengths and areas of improvement of your division. 

(1) Overwhelmingly, Respondents See Their Colleagues as the Primary 
Strength of Their Operation. 

 
 When asked what their current strengths were for the Department, the following 

employee related themes were present in their responses: 

• Dedicated employees throughout the department. 

 

• The Chief and command staff have set the right direction for the department. 

 

• Supervisors and management is open to field staff suggestions. 

 

• Experience of staff, and their willingness to share. 

 

• Staff work well together. 

 

• Ample opportunity for career advancement. 

 

 Respondents felt that their coworkers work well together and that there is a 

strong sense of team work.  Most comments received were centered around working 

relationships between field staff, field staff and supervisors/ management, and the 

organization cultural change that was instituted when the new Chief was hired.  

(2) Respondents Indicated Strong Support for Community Policing Philosophy 
and the Support Received from the Community. 

 
 Also, when respondents were discussing the strengths of the department, many 
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of the responses received were centered around the Community Policing Philosophy.  

These respondents discussed the importance of this approach to their daily job and how 

it has significantly improved community relations.  Respondents also noted that 

community relations were improving or were very good.  Also, it was noted by several 

responses that they desire to have the resources to be more proactive in the community 

and continue to increase the services provided to the community.    

(3) Respondents Desire to Have More Patrol Officers on the Streets, and Better 
Equipment.  

 
 When respondents were asked what they perceived as the greatest areas of 

improvement, the following themes were received: 

• Need for more patrol officers. 

• Less specialty units, such as Community Policing Unit, SCAT, etc. 

• More first-line supervisors. 

• Consistency in the promotional process. 

• More training opportunities. 

• Additional equipment. 

 The concerns expressed by the respondents related to the need to have more 

officers on patrol.  While some respondents suggested abolishing the separate 

community policing team, they typically followed up with stating that community policing 

is a philosophy that all officers should embrace versus a dedicated unit.  Many of the 

respondents indicated that their supervisor (sergeants) were over worked and that they 

had a too broad span of control.  Numerous statement was related with the need for 

better equipment and upgraded technology.  Also, respondents discussed the need for 

additional training opportunities.  Many respondents felt that training was been 
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neglected in the past due to budgetary constraints.  The comments received in this 

section correlate with the response received in the multiple choice statement earlier in 

the survey.    

(3) Other Comments 

 This question of the survey was an open-ended question that allowed the 

respondents to express their thoughts.  There were several consistent themes that 

came from this question: 

• Need for additional staff (particularly on patrol). 

• Inability to respond to effectively to low level calls. 

• Staff have not completely the embraced community policing philosophy. 

• Continued culture of doing more with less. 

• Issues with recruitment and retention of staff. 

• Specialty units have become a place for some individuals to perform little work. 

• Moral and community relations are improving.   

 Many of the responses were similar to those in the previous section, with the 

focus on limited manpower, patrol and investigation staff are always busy with little time 

between calls/ cases, and the need to recruit and retain newer staff.  While a handful of 

responses did discuss the perception that some staff members transition to specialty 

units in order to coast into retirement. Several comments did focus on the institutional 

knowledge that more seasoned staff members retained, and the willingness of these 

staff members to share with newer staff.  Comments were varied throughout the 

responses, but it was obvious that the majority of the respondents were invested in the 

organization and the Wichita community.   
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(4)  Conclusion 

 The majority of the responses in the open-ended questions echoed the 

responses in the multiple-choice statements.  Respondents generally feel that their 

coworkers and first-line supervisors work well together and also support each other. 

While, many of the issues were focused on the need for additional personnel, 

equipment, and training, responses were varied on the overall effectiveness of the 

department.  Numerous respondents agreed that with a new Chief recently coming on 

board, the moral and overall direction of the Police Department is heading in a positive 

direction.   

4. OVERALL SURVEY CONCLUSIONS 

 Of the statements that were presented in this survey, there was a varied 

agreement response rate. While Field and Support Services respondents typically 

responded in agreement at a higher rate than Investigations, responses were wide-

ranging.  Although the response rates were diverse in the multiple choice section, these 

responses were consistent with the responses received in the open-ended section.  

Overall, the respondent’s concerns ranged from adequate patrol staffing and equipment 

needs, the need to continue in investing in the community, and the on-going efforts of 

the new administration to continue to make positive changes within the department.        

 
 
 


